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THE HILLTOP 
THIS WEEK 
KING CELEBRATION 
•nu THE REV. DR. CAIN HOPE-FELDER7 
r;--' LEADS MLK TRIBUTE: After being 
~ postponed because of bad weather, Alpha 
Phi Alpha Fraternity, celebrated the slain 
civil rights leader Monday night.A2 
------------
i2) 
INSPIRATIONAL ARTIST 
"SANKOFA'S" CREATOR7 
TALKS: Haile Gerima, the 
mastermind behind the I acclaimed movie about the slave trade of the 19th century, discusses his career 
in film. B2 
NATIONAL CRISIS 
BACK IN THE HILLTOP ... THE 
NATIONAL PAGE: Howard students 
discuss the violence and crime epidemic 
in the U.S. and the government's new 
~ .... proposals. A 7 
YOUR KNOWLEDGE 
:BLACK IDSTORY MONTH QUIZ: In 
.celebration of Black History Month, try 
your hand at some black sports t rivia. 
Compete with friends !!! B5 
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UOTE OF THE WEEK 
"Just as a tree w1ihout roots 
is dead, a peopl,e without 
history or cultural roots al,so 
__.. .. 
11 becomes a dead peopk." 
-Malcolm.X 
1e) 
. ,,, 
The Ballot or the Bullet 
THE Htu.ror CELEBRA1 ES 
Arts & . E11 tertn 111n1ellt 
I-OR BlAO< J llsTI.)RY MONTI! 
In honor of our illustrious histol"), The HILLTOP is 
llfased to present our readers with special Black Histo-
lJMonth coverage. As African Americans, our consis-
t focus throughout the year is the contributions of 
people. However, the month of February allows us 
opportunity to divert the spotlight momentarily 
the everyday news. We embrace this as a chance to 
g you information on our past that will be an inspi-
. n t-0 you, our future. 
Black History Month coverage will consist of high-
ting a particular genre of contdbutions to the 
American legacy Wl•ekly. This week the focus is 
& Entertainment. Each page of The HILLTOP has 
article which relates to the theme and bears the logo 
the week. 
Aa an undeniably talented race, our success in the 
of Arts & Entertainment offered us a pathway out 
poverty, an emotional release and pride in our abili-
liei as a people. 
Wade administration claims ''Change'' 
after first semester in HUSA office 
By Traci N. James 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Laq year. I loward University SIU· 
dent A'&Jci.1tio11 President Terri Wade 
and V,cc Pl\..--;n:n1 Rcgin.'lkl X called for 
a '"Re:;olu1ion For Oiangc:· And :imid 
some studcnl apaU1y. Wade and Regi-
n.~d X belie, c the} have forced lhe 
wh<.-.:b of change 10 move in students" 
favor. 
\½Ide and Reginald X campaigned 
on a ~\ poin1 plan thm propost,'<l com-
prchcn.,ivc hcahh care rcfoon. a schol-
ar.Jiip bank. a task fora:, cooperative 
rcfonn. removal of the intemmional <ur-
chargeand community ootrcach expan-
~ion. 
In thc pa:.t, many female studc'llL\ 
complained about the lack of physi-
cfan,, and !Services available to thcm. 
After much pl"-hing from I !USA. two 
female roncrologi.sts were added to the 
staff in the Women ·s /\nncx of the 
I lcallh Co'lllcr. Am rootinc"-'rviccs like 
brca\l c,am.-.. pap smear;, prcgnanc) 
l.:Ming. pn:n.. L'll ctn: rckrrab and t.un-
ily planning counseling are avJilablc. 
The promi:;cd scholarship h:m!.: l'311 
be found in I !USA\ offic.:, in 1hc 
Atmour J. Blackbum Univcr-ity Center. 
Students fill oot a data fonn. which i~ 
processed and returned Then thcy an: 
given a liM of 20 to 30 scholJl"hip,.. 
The new i.r-k force in.,tilutcd by the 
HUSA administr.ltion 0!});1niz,xl month-
Iv dormi~ rv ,;;.;1, ·n{i, W(Jrkinp rn 
extend librru, hour.; and add shut th: tiu, 
stops. 
leaden,. 
Wade, criticized for not mentioning 
the international student surchmgc dur• 
ing the King I loijday Protest. aJ},.'llCS tha1 
i,he has worked diligently on tlte is.sue. 
'"Eveiy opponunily I 'vc had to speak 
wi1h (Vice President of Student Affairs 
Steve) Favors and whc'll we 0\'C met wilh 
the I.loan! nf Tru.,1cc,, I've always 
pu.,hed [for the surch:ugc"s removal]," 
\.\'adc said. 
Bec.1use I !USA sayi; they have 
reccivt.-d little positive feedback from 
Univcr.,ity administrator,, about thcsur-
clwgc. they have requested the support 
of various cmba.ssics and havcSlaltcd an 
international :.tudent scholarship fund. 
W.ldc.: said the acquisition of an office 
for Community Outreach has been one 
ofl IUSA'sbiggcst fca151hisycar. HUSA 
is also rocking a referendum in the Gen-
e ml A-..-.cmbly 10 make Communily 
Outreach a <;eparate program with its 
own funding. 
l:!ach year. many ,;ilJdcnt, voice con-
ccm, ,1bou1 the registration proccs.-.. 
I !USA mcmlxr., served a.s line moni-
l01' and WJdc swvcycd students for 
suggestions on improving regi.<,tralion. 
Some studem leader.. admit that the 
current I IUSA administr,uion accom-
pfo,hcd many platfOITll promi<,CS, but ~ 
they also point oot that HUSA could 
haveincluclcdmorcstudcnt,inthcooci-
,ion-making proces., 
"Their adminc.tration came in strong 
\\1th ·1110,-. ntun,1,· to~ ~~re indasi\'C 
Dnd to take I !USA 10 a™-"'' k'"cl. hut 
the) Im c pcinfully fallen :Jion or that 
cxpc<.1alion," Undergraduate Trustee 
Leavy Mathews said. 
One contro, cl'>y of \½tdc ·s admini.,-
tration was the ,cndor protest. which 
Terri Wade and Reginald X 
many SIU<k'lllS did nOI agree \\ ,ti,. 
Ill,\ ol!khlss;•id ti>: r.roKst ,u, 
planned wilh 1hc inpul of various stu-
<knts .ind org;tniLalions. 
·'J\vo or lhe lmgcst studcn1 groups, 
HUSA and the Undcrgradua1c Student 
Assembly, as well as others who con-
siMcnUy , oluntcer. voiced their con-
rems and we all planned the cffOl1S 
together. It wa, nq1 just Terri \½de."" 
WJclc said. 
HUSA Publicil) DirectOf Oielsca 
Stalling said. ""A IOl of people said ·we 
Please see HUSA, A2. 
Also, a, a pan of their coopem1he 
reform. HUSA pn.'JXU'OO student lcad-
er,,hip conferences, "hich they say 
encouraged unity among all student 
Debate team takes first place in regional 
competition, head for nationals this month 
=~ 
It IOOk a kA of big talk. bu1 Howard Uni-
versity's ruxuc Thim caplurcd the first 
pix,! li1lc at thc Thiid Annual EiSe,n 
Regional roock trial competioon m the 
Urm-a,;ity or Maryland O>IJege Park. 
And thc team will g:, on to the OOlional 
ch.~ lalcr this mon1h. 
The n:gional ~which IOOk 
~10:J.tn.2S-:O.n¥Jdcdthc(UJMX.(11..:I· 
liJlg..nl,nd,i11S,taru~alk.l11<.·yl-.j~ 
;nJ,~ 
The team ·s loogrehcan,al 1nm, ixoooff 
when !hey won the champica;hip llqlhy 
and three ~ Paulette Omninghant 
ardOm:,,v.llcl'rotcach recci\'edapl.q.x: 
for outs.'IOOing ,viJncs<;. and Kevin Our 
rca:iv\ldorefor(XJISandingattorn,'). 
Thccomp;:titilncor~of lhree flighls: 
the champim,hip flig/11 is thc ~ f<i-
lov,'Cd by dte gold fliglu. then thc silver 
fliglt. T,mtcamsofl3studn5~ 
thcUrm~, intheCOlnJIC(itioos.Tcam I 
eamxl a ~ in the d1ampiorroip flighL 
whik: team 2 won a~ in the silver llighL 
t 
Howard University's award-winning debate team 
chuscus and SL John ·s Urm-mi1y of New Hislaic:llly Black College or Univcr.;ityio saidthisronpctilio,1waslh.:f ust oril5kird 
York. COlllpCIC. for the H(7,vard group. 
MorclhlnJlUIU\~inclooingCor- Whileallofthesd-oosin lhcalllljlai· ""lb.vard has nru: hi'10()~ never has 
nclLDukcanclJohnl q,kirt;,ixuticqxllcd li<.ln !too pr:viously rompcled in odlcr 
in the compctiticn l lO',\,,rcl w.is !he only d.'ro!CS. D.ixllc TuunO:rdlS.-un C>&ind! Please see DEBATE, A 
Howard \\"15 OIIC of four schools rcprc· 
9,!lll00atthechampioo51,iplcvel. Thcodu 
finali<l,, were dte UniwNty of Maryland, 
College P:u1<: Cla1k Univcrnty of Ma,.°". 
Talk show host Monte} Williams to visit Howard 
By Frederick J. Goodall 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Syndicated talk show host Monte I Williams will 
hold an infonnal rap session with Howard Uni-
versity s111denL\on Thursday. Feb. 10 in the Armour 
J. Blackbum Center Gallciy Lounge al I p.m. 
"'I welcome Monte! to our campus." said Ray-
mond Archer, Dean for Student Life. "'His coming 
here will give him the chance to meet the bright-
e,1 s1udcn1s America has to offer." 
It is anticip(l!Cd that Williams' skill as a moti-
vational speaker will inspire students to aim for the 
stars and oven.·ome any obstacles that swnd in their 
way. 
Williams' career as a mo1ivarional spc.1kcr beg,m 
when someone asked him 10 lecrure high school stu-
dents about being responsible for their own lives. 
His ability to communicate well without being 
intimidating eventually led to a career in front of 
the camera. 
The Monte/ Williams Show is broadcast in 155 
major U.S. television markets covering 86'ii- of the 
U.S. He is the firs1 black male lo achieve such 
national acclaimandacccp1anccasa wk~howhost. 
·'Montcl's visi1 is a~ excellent opportunity for 
studenLs 10 meet a rising star in the communications 
indttstiy," Archer said. 
In spite of his success. Williams is 1he first to 
point 0111 that his climb to the top was no crystal 
stair. 
"We lived three blocks from a dump," Williams 
said in a prc.,s release. "My parents were poor, but 
they worked very hard 10 give us 1he appearance 
of a lower-middle clas.s lifestyle." 
Williams realized early !hat education was his 
ticket out of the murky ghe11os of Baltimore. 
Through persistence and hard work, Williams 
secured a full scholarship to 1he U.S. Naval Acad-
emy. 
Although he faced obstacles at the aca<!cmy, 
Williams finally graduated with a B.S. in engi-
neering and minor in international security affairs 
and Mandarin Chinese. He later mastered Russian 
at the Defense Langllllge Jn.stilute in Monterey, Cal-
ifornia. 
1 
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Cokely warns of conspiracy to overtake third world countriei 
African Americans. United States and some world countries should desire .. 
, 
Steve Cokely has been banned from speaking on all radio stations . 
BY.Allys Davis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Steve Cokely, disdained and 
banned from d iscussion by 
some and admired and followed 
by others, aggressively flew 
from subject to subject in a 
hard-hilling lecture Tuesday 
night in the Howard University 
Hote l Ballroom. 
Cokely has gained a 
reputation throughout the nation 
as a speaker who pulls no 
punches when it comes to 
voicing his opinion. Th is 
trademark has thousands of 
interested people a11ending his 
lectures, buying his tapes and 
coming back for more. But 
Cokely said this same 
trademark has left him banned 
from participating in black 
radio shows in the metropolitan 
area. 
The three hour lecture titled 
--First World vs. One World: 
Clash of the Civilizations, .. 
addressed many issues. 
Cokely focused on his 
theory that tj)e white power 
structure seeks 10 take over 
third world countries, while 
maintaining control of the 
European countries. Cokely recolonization. 
explained why he rejects usage "The problem is not the 
of the term "third world" to inferiority of people of color. 
represent those countries in The number one problem is the 
which people of color make up unequal distribution of wealth 
the dominant culture. The so- and resources. These things 
called "third • ------~------• cause crime, 
w o r I d " S C k l poor health 
countries were t eve O e Y care and bad 
actually the rej ects usage of the houses. Part 
first world term "third world" of the 
I · h solution is 10 coun rtes, e to represent those 
said. exercise the 
Cokely cited countries in which right 10 pay 
examples from p eo,ple of color white people 
d back for what newspapers an make up the 
magazines of they have 
the intended dominant culture. d O n e , " 
takeover. 
Articles in 
prominent 
newspapers 
such as the New 
York Times 
Slated that 
I o w e r 
"The so-called Cokely said. Cokely 
'third world' wants white 
countries were people 10 
h fi know he is actually t e rst aware of their 
world countries," plan, a plan, 
he said. he vows, they 
will not get 
away with. socioeconomic ■------------­countries, 
He 
mentioned that the major 
television networks focus on 
negative news stories, which arc 
edited 10 ensure that the public 
gets a negative perception of 
particularly in 
Africa, would benefit from 
recolonization. Such articles 
also said that because of 
damage caused by war, famine 
and poverty, citizens of third 
"Do you know whallht 
is now'! ll is switchiug 
emphasis from the h ,, 
crime. I think the crime .. 
a black thing. Crime is:<, 
•niggas .' They are build· 
the rationale that killing 
morally correct," Cokch 
According 10 Cokcti."b 
white Americans can cli~ , 
black people, they mu11pr 
those blacks to be elin::· 
This means blacks 111u, 
shown on television l>cl 
like animals. I 
themselves, producing 
numbers of children 11 
over the world, bringini 
and violence into . 
communities and disgr, 
religion. 
He said the black comr 
is not asleep and is prci 
for the ba11le. He cited 111 
"gangsta" rap l0 pro,, 
point. 
Cokely called c1 
audience to be prepart 
ballle on the local le1cl,1· 
audience replied with a,, 
approval. lie enco,· 
people to do their own rcs,i 
and refute his theoric, 111 
could. 
. Postponed King celebration celebrates campus unity 
BY. Ebony P. Warren 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Though freezing temperatures 
and icy conditions postponed the 
event two weeks ago, members of 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, 
lhcorporated, Beta Chapter 
invited other Howard University 
o,rganizations to celebrate the life 
and achievements of Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. Monday night at 
Rankin Chapel. 
,. Hundreds of students and 
Caculty accepted the invitation to 
loin in the program, ·'Uniting to 
Live," in which former fraternit) 
president Cain Hope Felder 
preached a message of 
"Enshrining the Image, but 
Subverting the Message." 
, Felder focused on the fact that 
pr. King was "simply a human 
~cing." 
, "Dr. King was just a brother 
struggling 10 make sense from 
the nonsense in this world," 
Felder sa id. 
He added that people have 
erroneously placed King and 
many others black leaders on a 
pedestal. 
"King was an ordinary man 
that God used to do extraordinary 
things," Felder said. 
Speaking on the subject of 
hope, Felder said hope exists for 
the average college student. He 
explained that King was an 
average college student who 
progressed from a 'C' average to 
an · A' average. 
"Each of you has the potential 
to do extraordinary things and be 
great people," Felder said. 
He further explained that for 
the average student who believes 
in God, there arc three clements 
to the achievement of greatness. 
The first element is the 
development of academic 
discipline, the second is an 
openness to God's will and the 
final element is to place events in 
a historical moment. 
"(f one is unprepared and a 
historical moment comes your 
way and there is no sense of 
spirituality in your life. the 
historical moment will pass you 
by," said Felder, a Howard 
alumnus. 
While commenting on the 
spirit of protest during his days at 
Howard, Felder said the recent 
protest staged by the lloward 
University Student Association 
proved the past spirit of protest 
still lingers. But according to 
Felder, that historical moment 
was lost by focusing on such 
issues as the plight of the 
vendors. 
Senior Lawanda Spicer 
enjoyed Felder's message. 
"The speaker was excellent; 
he verified a lot of ideas that I had 
already culminated for myself," 
said Spicer, an art history major. 
Senior accounting major 
Kanika McGhec agreed. 
"I was especially excited that 
he was a fellow Christian 
speaking about the presence of 
blacks in the Bible, during such 
a time when there is so much 
apathy toward Christianity as 
being the white man's religion," 
McGhce said. 
Melody Williams, an 
evangelist from Capitol Heights, 
Md., said Felder "boldly spoke 
the absolute truth under the arms 
of God." 
In the spirit of unity. many 
campus organizations lit a candle 
to symbolize their coming 
together. 
Krystal James, a native Texan 
representing the Campus Pals, 
said she was not only inspired by 
Felder's message, but by the 
unity of the student body during 
the program. The lloward 
J)ouglass Hall renovations expected to 
continue for remainder of sch ool y ear 
BY. Aliya Davis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Students and professors will have 
to tolerate the noise and the mes.~ of 
Douglass llall renovations for 
another semester. as the new and 
improved building won't be 
completed until this summer, 
according to Ed Pinkard, assistant 
vice president for Physical 
Facilities Management. 
"It turned out to be a bigger 
project than we expected," Pinkard 
said. 
The instructional building will 
boast central air conditioning and 
heat; comply with the American 
Disabilities Act; and include other 
basics such as new windows, 
bathrooms, modern elevators, 
lighting, floors and walls. The 
offices for the various dcpanments 
will also be renovated. 
The estimated cost for renovation 
is approximately $4.2 million. 
An addition to the building is the 
African Burial Grounds Monument 
on the second floor, which has been 
completed. 
"It is going to be a new building. 
The president wanted to do a first 
rate job. We really need it, and we 
wanted to improve quality of life 
for the students," Pinkard said. 
While many students and faculty 
members arc all for the updated 
and modern facilities, some feel 
inconvenienced and disturbed in 
their classes. · Complaints range 
from the noise 10 the dust on the 
floors and walls. 
Professor Barbara Griffin of the 
English depar1ment understands the 
need for construction, but finds it 
inconvenient. 
"The construction is very 
disturbing during final exams. On 
occasion, I have had to ask them not 
10 bang on the wall because it was 
affecting the concentration of the 
students. And they just went 
upstairs and started banging. The 
least a profes.~or can promise the 
students is a comfortable place 10 
learn," Griffin said. 
Junior Anthony Rodell agreed. 
"One of my classes is messed up 
due to construction. It makes it hard 
to hear and the professor said that 
HUSAfromAl 
due to construction the heater 
doesn't work." 
But Pinkard said the 
administration is doing everything 
possible 10 alleviate 
inconveniences. "We try to make it 
as comfortable as we can for the 
students. It would have hccn belier 
to close the building while the 
repairs were being made, but we 
just don't have the space," Pinkard 
said. 
Pinkard said construction of this 
magnitude could not be completed 
over the few months of summer. He 
said he knew the campus 
renovations would take at least a 
year. 
Total renovations on the main 
campus and the law school campus 
will cost approximately $40 
mi llion. 
The Bethune Annex Dormitory, 
which will cost an estimated $14 
million, will house SSO rooms, a 
cafeteria, a computer center and 
underground parking. The 
estimated completion date is spring 
1994. 
The Tubman Quadrangle, Drew 
Hall. Meridian I lill I lall and Carver 
Hal I arc the other dormitories 
currently being renovated. In most 
of the dormitories plumbing, 
electrical and temperature control 
work will be done. 
The Administration Buildin!,: 
wil1 receive new wine.lows, central 
heat and air conditioning and 
interior work. The cost is 
approximately $3 million. 
The third and fourth floors of the 
University Service Center will be 
renovated 10 accommodate the 
Controller's Office, the Department 
of Payroll. the Bcnelil and Pension 
Administration. the Office of the 
General Counsel. the Department 
of Materials Management and the 
University Print Shop. 
The law school will have Notre 
Dame, Houston and lloly Cross 
halls renovated. Renovations 
include additional classroom space, 
heat and air conditioning and 
interior work. The estimated total is 
$5 million. 
The renovations arc a part of 
President Franklyn G. Jenifer's 
Howard 2000 plan. 
Debate from Al 
HUSA Publicity DiroclOrOielseaStallingsiid, 
"A lot of people said 'we didn't know about it' 
and they felt slighted, but a lot of times we deal 
with student a(lllhy." 
of die \¼d:admini&mtion, rerespeas il5anrent ducl:ecn a R:\V mn kl g,sraigtt vmy ~ tint .ey Slrln can 
!ll:lX!Nullycanp.'leaslcr{\ashccr 
sciscl.°"ttdkl thc \\Ok 
Reginald X said Wade ·s performance 3.5' 
president should not be judged on one event, but 
on her entire tenure. 
"Throughout the year, Turi has been on the 
f01Cfron1 on student i,;,;ues,so why would poople 
wait until after the fact tostan pointing the finger 
at Toni and the HUSA admini.strntion," he sud 
11l0Ugh some student~ believed the protest 
was inappropriate, they said incrcasod student 
CO!lCCm was a positive outcome. 
"I did not agree with the protest, but it did misc 
·student awareness, and in d1a1 light you have to 
give them credit," said fonner Undergraduate 
llustce Kevin Bryan. 
Despite Mathews' ttiticism of some aspects 
attempes to be more incJ11.9ve. k> tn,; d .. , ipa s~ llifte," !cs.id 
"They are 1aldngstep5 now to rectify [student l.ait9lml:I; thcllarn\\lllkltlic 
alienation], and that is what we should judge c.::mi:'fumuml,acarp::timin 
them on. Any leader can make a mistake," "iu::hsu:bls,-cieJJClll!Cdbtre 
Mathews said. n:gil"ol o;,, qxtfui Tu tre mn 's 
Dennis Benz.an and Wade Boykin, who ran 9.IJm; trey cant.! in dml Jim 
against w.ide and Reginald X in last year's Th:y"01aln'µlyaxll\,0Ji:xµ:s 
elcaion,bclievedi9.mity amongstudcnt lead:rs b~:mn:y:nlwitn .. "-" 
and their constituents prevents change on '1his i; !,lXXI pa:m: ftr law 
Howard'smmpis. $1dni. Th::~i;pgxlbya 
"'The campu5 i5 as divided a5 it has ever been, l:x ci k~V)as arrl ;qµ;. 111i<; is a 
and until we have collectively participated in the ~~ tln nmysnrl:ns 
sttuggle, wcwillstaydivided,"Bcruansaid. v.wld µdxtJly ,-cc !J1 lion l1w 
Boykin wged student leaders to focus their ~• slid 1cam ·r-~ ~1 
energies on i5Sues that affect all students. KevinOn 
"Struggle soould mt be located among =lv<S m."rnm 1lrna<ka Sikl:s"oo 
butagainsttliooewhoscckto[takcawaypower] aptqx:haftl~.o::m::yir1tre 
and to preserve the SlalUS quo," he said. Cm;icThmm:,1,0.,ro;:s:iidln 
"lam,,:ryprulcilh:m. Th:yac 
vay !nM,~ :rrl d:.u:miux.l; 
=~irn.s tll:y stly up urtJl 3 am 
~ll," sJi1 Qurrl; wto was 
rrouibxlt>axrllla<t<hro: 
11-.: fcu te:ll?S ~ to the 
dm poi l'l~i; will a::n-.n,: bcbc 
thclo.vJ~ChirtRh2S-
26 in an OCl1'll roll1JOOTI ;~ J2 
c.cb:nrllli; Th::~'(ro'OC 
team i;am::aixlito;o.rrs:alcnxl in 
the Department of I luman 
~~<roinxlby 
Dr. Melboumc Qunrning,, For 
inf(fllnhi cul Oinl: :it (:m) 
ffi<l-0516. 
University 
Community Choir, 
the Laron 
Land / Marcus 
Rabb Quintet, the 
Martin Luther 
King Jr. Forensics 
Society and the 
I loward chapter of 
the NAACP were 
among several of 
the organizations 
that participated. 
Breit Allen, 
corresponding 
secretary of Beta 
Chapter, said the 
collective effort 10 
produce the 
program is a 
symbol that 
King's dream was 
not in vain. 
The Rov. Caln Hope Felder 
Super Bowl Party 
brings Towers 
residents together 
BY. Ruby Mays 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Almo,1 200 football fans. 
Citrd sharks, and gamblers 
packed the Community Room 
of the West Howard Plaza 
Towers to watch the Buffalo 
Bills get Mompcd by lhe Dallas 
Cowboy, (30-13) in Super 
Bowl XXVIII. 
GrJduatc Assistant Julius 
Bailey ,aid he wanted to 
organiLe a non-alcoholic Super 
Bowl party, complete with 
buffalo wings and Texas chili. 
in an effort to unite the Mudcnt 
community at the Towers. 
'"The Super Bowl, an event 
that students eagerly look 
forward to, was a great time to 
bring students together," 
Bailey said. 
"This school year, the 
Towers has tried really hard 10 
plan activitic, that bring 
students together on holidays 
and events.·· 
With the absence of alcohol, 
Bailey was confident the party 
wou Id not be rowdy. 
"It was obvious that this was 
a non-alcoholic party." he said. 
To keep it interesting, he 
provided cards, pens, paper, an 
extra television and a radio to 
make everyone feel at home. 
Before the party officially 
began, Bailey had a head count 
of 78 students. But not 
everyone was there for the 
match. 
"I an1 not a football fan. I 
came to cat free food and play 
dominoes." Sophomore 
Chinwe lsidienu said. But 
Bailey did add that Chinwc was 
one of the first to arrive and 
then helped with party 
preparations. 
But Howard alumnu, a 
Bill\ fan John Dean "•' Ihm 
for what he thoui::ht would be 
Buffalo stampcdr on tb 
CoY.bo),. He said he diJ D.1 
think the Bill\ received the pre-
Super Bowl re,pcct thcJ 
deserved. 
"It would have been nicct 
the Buffalo Bills hadn ·, beC1 
characterized a, the lo,ingd 
team that can't win the b4 
one," Dean said. 
Senior Wade Tulle)~• 
self proclaimed. die-harJ l\tf 
York Giant, fan, but he b«2tlC 
an instant Dallas fan af: 
waging his bucks on thetcact! 
victory. 
·•1 um a realist. l knew !hi 
Dalla.~ was a better team. I l'd 
on Dallas the whole second~ 
and won," Tulley said. 
Engineering major Wen.kl 
Barber was at the pany fortlx 
profit as well. 
"My goal was ju,t to 
money off the game. I JiJ 
a nice amount," Bar 
declined to publiciLC 
winnings. 
While Howard stu 
rooted for their favorite tel$! 
at the Towers. so did cele\lri~ 
at Super Bowl partie~ a 
the country. 
Bills fan, Howard alum 
and Secretary of t1t1 
Department of Commcr<I 
Ronald H. Brown predi.tcd 
28-24 victory for Buffalo. 
Talk show host Moc 
Williams, a Cowboys I~ 
predicted a 38-17 victory. J.i-
John Wayne Bobbiu, a Uuf# 
Bills fan, predicted a 3,~11 
slice for his team. 
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THE HILLTOP CELEBRATES Faculty Concert 
Series to honor 
Marion Anderson 
BY. Melissa E. James 
HI II top S taff Writer 
her for her performance at 1he 
Mct1 bu t she was accomplished in her 'Leider" performance before 
the Met," sa,d McConnell, who 
will be performing the " Leide r" 
a t the concert. 
FOR BIACK HISTORY MONlH 
She stood ou t as one of 
the prominent figures or the Civil 
Rights Movement in the' 50s and 
'60s. Her vo ice beckoned 1he 
masses to stand up and be proud 
of their heritage. Her name is 
Mar ian Anderson, and faculty 
and s tuden ts of llowar<I 
University's College or Fine Arts 
are ce lebra ting her achievements 
at their Facufty Concert Series 
Feb. 27. 
Anderson broke ground as the 
first Afri can Amer ican to sing at 
the Metropolitan Opera. She was 
a humanitar ian and c ultura l 
ambassador to the Un ited 
Nations. She gave recita ls all 
over the world and was described 
by Arturo Toscanini as "a vo ice 
heard bu1 once in a century." flip Hop Conf ere nee approaching Raymond Jackson, professor of mus ic and 
coordinator or the 
concert series, 
has high 
expectations fo r 
the celebration, 
which will take 
place at Andrew 
Ran kin Memorial 
Chapel a t 4 p.m. 
She always appeared with 
grea t dign ity and 
----------• sense of strength 
;. e. Mike Young 
IOP Slaff Writer 
From Feb. 17 lhrouJl.h Feb. I 9, 
, Armour J. iJlackburn 
•i1crsity Center will be one 
win' place, u, The Cultural 
~Jtile lnc. sponsors the Fourth 
IJnual Hip I fop Conference in 
\t of Black I hstory Month. 
· Ari African-American-owned 
.,,iness, The Cultural Initiative 
" i, operated by a number of 
'ilt~i1y students and alumni. 
•AJI or us arc I 1.U. students and 
· ni. II i, really significant that 
, siudents arc at Howard, we 
1), talk about becoming 
il!Jtpr•neurs and running our own 
~inesscs; the Culturallnitiative 
.le it happen. We hope that the 
dents al Howard will 1akc 
~tage of that.'' ~aid Alberta 
«. vice president of marketing 
promotion,. 
The idea of hosting a Hip Hop 
fmncc c;in be traced back 10 
1991 president and vice 
nl of the I lownrd Univer;ity 
nt Association, April Silver 
' Ra~ Baraka. In conjunction 
Black N.I.A. Fo rce. 
delphia International and 
ln,-Atlantic Management, ideas 
'ct exchanged about establishing 
11:rum dedicated 10 entertainment 
J bridging the gap between 
· ing artists and the 
1inment industry. 
The o,erwhelming succc~ of 
"' conference lccfto an annual 
• After the first conference 
>ltd. we had a meeting with 
•~> of 1hc record company 
-~lives 10 get some feedback. 
:i:1 urged us to continue the 
a!m:nce," said Ceonn Ouien, 
: _,·ice president of public 
Ptions. "They expressed to us 
Inc really had a responsibility 
it'llrinue it. A platform like 1h1s 
,..sfor such networking." 
\mlrding 10 Timothy Jones. the 
::,,;lent ofThe Cultural Initiative 
:,; . students should take 
w llltage of this opportunity. 
1bcre is so much networking 
available ... It is similarto a career 
fair, except you get more of a 
chance 10 form an actual 
relationship with the executives. 
You arc not just handing your 
resume to some personnel director; 
you would get a chance to talk to 
the actual person that you would 
work for.·· Jones ~id. "It is also a 
great opportunity for 11.li. aspiring 
artists to get discovered:' 
According to Jones, the 
conference will provide 
networking opportunities for 
students ancf those wanting 10 learn 
more about the music incfusiry. 
"This conference is totally for 
the students. Many students are in 
charge of most_ of the ev~nts. The 
conference 1s _not .JU.St an 
cntertammeni pro1ec1: ll ,s very 
educational," said l..cshell Hatley, 
conference coordinator. 
The Cultural Initiative plans 10 
branch out into other en<lcavors 
soon but. for now, the Hip Hop 
Conference is their main project. 
Several leading music and non-
music mediums will be covering 
the conference, including 
Billboard magazine, The Source 
and The Waslimgton Post. 
"This conference is national. It 
is not in competition with other 
major conferences. such as Jack 
The Rapper. Our Hip Hop 
Conference is the only exclusive 
Hip Hop Conference in the 
country," Jones said. 
The registration cost for the 
conference is $55 for Howard 
studenlS, S65 for college students, 
$80 for general admission and 
$125 for industry professionals. 
Tickets are currently on sale at 
Cramton Auditorium. 
The cost includes admission to 
all events; a free year's 
,ubscription to Vibe magazine; and 
a conference gift bag Tilled with 
posters. T-shirts. compact dii.cs and 
tapes. 
Schedule of Events for the · 
4th Annual Hip Hop Conference 
Tbursda;y, Fe b. 17 
'Hip-Hop: It's Not Just A F.A.D.(Fashion, Art, Dance)" 
'Hip-Hop Fashion Show" 
Fridny, Feb. 18 
'Poetry Hip-HOP. and The Oral Tradition." moderated by Toni Blackman, featuring Ras 
!arakii as one of the panelists 
fontract Mumbo Jumbo: \Vhat Does It Mean?" 
~ies: Standing Alone:"panelists include John Singleton and Michael Bivins 
The Fusion of Jazz and Hip-Hop" 
'lazz Set" 
'lnnual Amateur Showcase/Party" 
l&turday Feb. 19 , . . . 
':trictiy Business: Protecting Your Assets II" featunng panelist Shakim of Flavor Urut 
~ds 
'!be Funky Child" with Special Ed . . " . 
:l,-tist Perspective 101" with Original Spinderella and Nikki Sam pl mg: T hou Shall Not 
Xeal' with Marley_Marl 
The Evolution of The DJ" with DJ Young Guru moderating }rd Annual DJ Contest' 
mdustry Showcase" 
'Eod of Conference Jam/Professional Showcase" 
!!levent.5 take place in the Armour J. Blackburn University Center 
C.A.lVlPT..:TS 
R.EPC>R-T 
by Aliya Oavis 
ll A re<idenl in Park Square Dormi1ory had $85 
a h001 her room. 
ll A sludenl reported an ex-boyfriend who has been 
ghcr since June J81h 1hreatened her tifo. The repon 
IO Howard Securi1y was 1he fin.1 report given con• 
tbe incident. 
l4 A s1udent's wallel was siolen from a coal pocket in 
Drew Hall Oonni1ory when i1 was lefl unsecured. 
Jan. 2-1 S1udcnt< in front or the Tubman Quadrangle Dor-
mitory were involved in a fight One studenl was auacked, 
The Mudcnt\ were referred for di,;ciplinary mca.\urcs. 
J an. 25 1\ Mudcnl had several pcr~onol items stolen out of 
hi~ car when it was parked on Si.xlh Street near Fairmont 
S1reet. Although he had locked his car, upon rclUrn, he 
found his driver-side door open. 
J an. 26 The vent window panel was broken out of lhc Col-
lege of Medicine Building. An office had been ransacked, 
bul nothing was missing. 
For any inquiries about the Hip 
llop Conference. contact The 
Cultural Initiative Inc., Pl7 
Howard Plaza Towers East, (202) 
667-8384. 
"Marian 
Anderson was 
and humility at 1he 
same time. When 
she would en ter the 
s1agc, she wo u Id 
wear a gown that 
showed a sense of 
roya lty,'' Jackson 
said. 
our leader. 
"We began the 
Faculty Concert 
Series 10 the early · 
'80s. We always 
have a concert 10 
February to 
hi_ghlight B lack 
History Month. 
Last year we 
hig hli ghted 
Afr i can-
American women 
composers. This 
year we wanted 
She set the tone 
of integrity for 
other blacks to 
Different faculty 
members and 
student voice 
majors will perform 
at the concert. One 
such performer will 
be Mezzo Soprano 
Ycwande Austin. 
follow in her 
footsteps." 
-Regina 
McConnell 
"It's a rea l honor 
to be a pa rt of this 
concert to expose 
people to t he vast 
repertoire of mus ic 
that we wi ll be 
to focus on the Ii re and 
accompl ishments of Marian 
Anderson because of her 
sign i ficance as a n artist," 
Jackson said. 
Many feel t hat Anderson was 
an appropria te figure to be 
highlighted this year. 
"I'm honored to be a part of 
this concert. Marian Anderson 
was our leader. S he set the tone 
of in tegrity for o ther blacks to 
follow in her foots teps," said 
Regina McConnell, professor of 
voice and Faculty Concert Series 
performer. 
"Most peop le just remember 
performing. I feel that Marian 
Anderson and myself have a 101 
in common. We both have desire 
and an interest in he lping other 
people," Aust in sa id. 
"Our students should come out 
and support this event. Many of 
the students know the political 
people - the Malcolm X's, but 
they don't know of the class ica l 
musicians. We mus1 not d isown 
those artists who were successfu l 
in mastering classical European 
music. Marian Anderso n spoke 
as profoundly as Malcolm X and 
as profoundly as Sojourner 
Truth," McConne ll said. • 
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How do you feel about the 
cekbration of 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH? 
~~--~ ~ 
~ 
" I feel it is the ~ 
greatest honor that pq 
iliey recognize the I 
many talents we 
Glenda Bain 
Junior 
Nursing 
* 
possess oulSidc the 
field or sports. It is 
well deserved and ~ 
it could be a bit · " 
longer. but it is ,till ~ 
well deserved." ~ 
Mike Estimc 
Sophomore 
.__ ,:_:_ ....:c ___ .., Acting I 
"I don ·1 think 
Black Histor)' 
Month should be in 
February. I also 
don't think enough 
is done on a 
national level to 
celebrate it. and I 
don't think African 
Americans 
~ 
! 
I 
I 
I 
celebrate it enough. fl.> 
I believe if we have "l:I~ 
the month, we 
should celebrate 
: stin Vaughan I 
Junior fl.> 
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Since 1924 
Is Ho-ward slippin'? 
Last Friday, Howard Un iversity started 
c lasses at 10 a.m. because of the weather -
well, maybe not. Since it is the president of 
the University's call to decide whether or not 
to have classes because of adverse weather 
conditions, maybe he would take into 
consideration the students' well-being. 
For example, could the students make it to 
school on time without being inconvenienced 
by the harsh weather conditions? Trame on 
major streets can be a lot s lower than usual 
due to harsh weather, and that can be the 
reason to start c lasses two hours later. At the 
same time Howard Un iversit y maintenance 
wo·rkers can clear the sidewalks and walkways 
around campus, so students can effectively 
walk to the different buildings where their 
c lasses arc held on campus w ithout having to 
bust and break their behinds on the icy 
pavement. 
"The Yard" last Friday was a bewildering 
sight to behold. Students were wa lking very 
slowly and carefully. People who are 20 years 
old on the average were moving as if they 
were 90. There were students, some in groups 
of five, who were clinging on to each other so 
they could keep their balance. These clinging 
students were like flocks of sheep moving in 
a slow and steady order to their destinat ion. 
There were also a couple of other students 
that definitely had no business being on 
campus. One student was coming out of Locke 
Hall on crutches. There she was with a broken 
ankle, and she was about to venture across the 
icy Yard on crutches. Another student came 
out of Locke Hall with her baby in a stroller. 
She used the handicap ramp to I iterally slide 
her and her baby on to the sidewalk. If there 
was ever a degree for valiancy these s tudents 
would get it. 
As for a doctorate in negligence, that 
o,:e is left to the person in charge of opening 
the university. Last Friday wasn't the only 
time t hat "w in ter wonderland' ' on campus 
happened. 1\vo weeks ago when there was an 
extended Martin Luther King holiday, it 
proceeded with the reopening of school that 
Friday. 
Of course, students were perturbed that 
school reopened Friday (the day before the 
weekend), but the ones who made it to classes 
found out that some if not most of there 
professors didn't show up themselves. The 
students who did show up for class had to 
struggle with the snow and ice on campus 
that wasn't tended to on campus. One student 
slammed her car into a metal fence that 
~tretches right in front of Signet Bank. She 
was on Girard Street , which reparates Cook 
Hall and Burr Building, and was trying to 
drive into Georgia Avenue when she lost 
control of her car and slid into the fence. 
Now, what would it have hurt to close 
school for one more day that week? Is it the 
fear of extending the semester in lieu of snow 
days? It would probably be a bit discouraging 
to graduating seniors, but at least they 
wouldn't have to worry about breaking the ir 
scholarly derrieres on an icy pavement trying 
to get their degrees. 
Daring to dreatn 
Two weeks ago Gerard J. Edwards , a 
freshman at Norfolk State University and a 
graduate of Eastern High School in the 
District of Columbia, was fatally sho t in his 
dorm room on the historically black campus. 
His roommate was critically injured. 
According to an article in The Washington 
Po~t, the shooting followed a fight between 
students from D.C. and students from New 
York. 
Edwards' mother, Denise Watson, said in 
the same article that her onl y child was not a 
member of any gang of which she was aware 
and that he spent the majority of his time 
studying. Edwards also made headlines in 
D.C. a year or so ago because he was one of 
the first class of "Dreamers,'' students 
involved in the I Have a Dream Foundat ion, 
wherein millionaire George F. Kettle agreed to 
partially pay tuition to students (who were 
then in the sixth grade) if they went 10 college. 
A dreamer. Killed w hil e pursuing his 
dream. 
It is disturbing when the news announces 
that one young black man has been killed by 
another; it is often thought tha t that "brand" 
o( black-on-black violence is reserved for the 
streets of the inner cities. But what is most 
disturbing about Edwards· death is that the 
s hooting occurred on a college campus, in his 
dorm- a place most students feel they are 
safe. 
·when black students, who arc supposed to 
be in an environment to better themselves and 
support others, begin to gun down one another, 
one wants to throw his or her hands in the air 
and say 'what's the use of trying to escape the 
danger of the streets only to find it in the dorm 
room?' 
Further, what is happening to our 
univers111es-our historically black 
universities-that the students must form 
gangs and fight one another, just because they 
may be from a different home town? 
Many people around Howard's campus may 
believe that the Norfolk tragedy was an 
isolated incident-something that could never 
happen here. But it can, and it will, if the 
students here. at "Mecca," do not stop and take 
at look a t themselves. 
With each passing semester at Howard, 
student li fe is digressing into '·thug life." It 
seems often that more and more students (and 
those who aren't students but hang around) are 
embracing the attitude that fighting, gunplay 
and unacceptab le behavior are the appropriate 
ways of life at the university level. Late last 
semester, for example, two brothers got into 
a shouting match in the lobby of the Howard 
Plaza Towers West. Before each walked away 
from the other, they vowed to get their boys 
and their guns and "settle" the dispute. 
As cliched as it may sound, that's not what 
being in col lege is all about. 
A tragic death of a bright student like 
Gerard J. Edwards will occur on Howard's 
campus-in the Towers, in Drew or 
elsewhere-unless the students here stop the 
senseless fighting between each other, unless 
those who are not fighting speak out aga inst 
the trouble-making nonstudents here and 
unless everyone here realizes that problems 
"reserved" for the streets can find their way 
into a dorm. 
Unless it all ends now, young black college 
hopefuls wi ll not even desire to be a Dreamer. 
The nunibers ganie 
What's wrong with being number two? 
So the Cowboys have a couple more 
championship rings. So the Cowboys get to 
say they're going to Disney World .... The 
Buffalo Bills have something most teams 
dream of, a place in the history books. 
The B ills are the on ly team in the history 
of o rganized sports (that includes basketball, 
hockey, bobsledding, synchronized swimming 
and double-dutch) to make it the 
c hampionship four years in a row-and lose. 
That makes them consistently _better than 
26 teams in the National Football League. 
However, second fidd le doesn't pay the piper. 
No one apprecia tes the number two team, the 
team without the trophy. They are the butt of 
jokes and return home to no parade. 
No cola company is going to beat down 
their doors for endorsements, "We, the number 
two team, drink the number two soda," or 
"Injured in an accident, come to us there's 
only one law firm tha t can beat us." 
But why? 
If the Bills were doctors they would be 
thrilled to be the second best ophthalmologist 
in the country. If they were a Howard 
University student, the ir mom and dad would 
be proud as puddin' to have them graduate 
number two in their class. If they won the 
lottery they would not turn down the second 
larges t cash prize. 
Then why, oh why didn't they smile as they 
left the Georgia Dome? 
The other 26 NFL teams were temporari ly 
unemployed and at Supcrbowl parties 
watching the Bills p lay. 
In sports consistency is a golden. A team 
that can continually win, year after year is 
respected. The Buffa lo Bills have that 
stability, they just cannot get over that 
championship hump. 
The Bills should be proud to be able to say 
o nl y one team can shut them down, instead of 
ashamed that once again they lost before the 
largest viewing audience. 
Yes, we should strive to be the best. But it 
seems obvious that the Bills place is not in the 
front, nor bringing up the rear. They s hould 
accept the c hal lenge and be the best number 
two team they can be. 
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Letter to the Editor tho! sJav as , 
spo• 
to" Fascism must be stopped min 
' 'Reagan years" would finally end, bu1 Q ~=a 
came into office by deliberately insulting bbl witl 
During the election campaign he flew hor.: Thi• 
witness the execution of a retarded black mi: • 
death row in Arkansas. Since he's been inL WOL 
he has pushed "welfare reform" (genociilc judi 
black mothers and children), tougher •·anti-a slav 
measures (war on the ghettos), and U.S. us a 
have been used to slaughter civilians in Soc wit! 
and hand over desperate Haitian refugees: beli 
butchers running Port Au Prince. Today a sane 
Democrats have to offer young blacks is be ~ 
prisons and boot camps for youth. Mru 
On Sunday, Jan. 16, over 500 anti-racist 
protestors braved arctic temperatures and a 
blinding snowstorm to prevent a provocation by 
the racist terrorists of the Ku Klux Klan against 
Martin Luther King day. The demonstration was 
endorsed and attended by a diverse social and 
political spectrum united in struggle against the 
Klan. Blacks and unionists from Springfield and 
as far away as Chicago, including a chartered bus 
from Amalgamated Transit Union Local 308; 
contingents of students from Chicago State and 
the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana: 
Jews; Catholics; gays; and leftists participated. 
This signific:int event was forged by the Partisan 
Defense Committee, the legal and social defense 
organization associated with the Spartacist 
League. 
For nearly two hours before the Klan showed 
up, ant i- fascist forces gathered on the Northeast 
side of the Capitol and fired up the frigid air with 
chants like '' KKK-No Way! You ain't gonna ride 
1oday!" Faced with a multiracial crowd 
determined 10 stop the race haters, Illinois 
Secretary of State George Ryan deployed his 
special police to sneak the Klan like rats through 
underground tunnels into the Capitol building 
and then behind a maze of barricades and 
hundreds of riot cops in front of the East steps. 
About SO Klansmen rallied briefly on the East 
Steps of the Capitol while being drowned out by 
the defiant anti-Klan demonstrators. The Klan 
provocation was stage-managed by the racist cops 
and defended by the capitalist courts. 
The anti-Klan effort pushed ahead in the face 
of a concerted government campaign (as well as 
a campaign by the AFL-CIO heads and others) to 
defend the Klan and abrogate the civil rights of 
the government to "ban the Klan." Secretary of 
State Ryan severely restricted the pern1i1 of the 
anti-Klan demonstrators and then sent out gangs 
of cops to attempt to provoke the anti-Klan forces 
- while giving thl. KKK the green light to 
terrorize black America on Martin Luther King 
Jr. 's birthday. The cops' program for black people 
is what they did to Rodney King in L.A. and 
Archie Elliot, gunned down last summer in 
Hyansville, Md., while handcuffed in a police car. 
The state 's concerted efforts 10 prevent anti-
Klan protests in Springfield and elsewhere are part 
and parcel of yuppie racist Clinton's America. 
Many thought that with Clinton in office, the 
Some say we should ignore the Klan. Ir, 
Klan will not ignore you. Following other rt wo~ 
Klan mobilizations in the midwest, the·• 
supremacis1s went out and murdered Cath) L 
a 31-vear-old black mother of two, in cold 
They' staged racist provocations in eight 
capitals on the MLK holiday this year. The[ 
must be stopped now! 
The HILLTOP recently (Dec. 3, 1993, :• 
gave space 10 fascis1 apologist Bradle) R. S: N 
of the ·•committee for Open Debate oc 3011 
Holocaust." Smith and his ilk deny Hi:· Civ1 
holocaust in order to perpetrate a future hol outl 
here at home. Genocide is not debatable pu~ 
neither is racis t terror - it must be st I nat1 
Fascists of all stripes - whether ther·rc u 
Nazis or white Aryan Resistwnct - 1r· DI 
enemies of black people, their prima,)' t 
racist America. T he HI LLTOP's printing.: higt 
fascist's propaganda is aiding and abening• Mo 
fascist killers! Af 
Spartacus Youth Club activis ts organirc.: r 
campuses in Wisconsin and throughout llli- offi< 
bring contingents of students to stop tht 1,., 1 OO 
Several of us came in from othe r ci tic, ; nun 
Washington. D.C., to help build and particip .. ma} 
the demons1ra1ion. The Spartacus Club stm'-· mor 
united. militant action like the Jan. 16 di,· blac 
stop racis t terror. We also demonstrated,, fon, 
racist policies at Denny's restaurants last, - toda 
and held a rall y on campus to prote< necc 
imperialis t s laughter in Somalia. We want~· real 
s tudents 10 a lifetime of commitment to the to "re1 
to bring down the capitaliM system, which br. "em 
racism and oppression, through soc. 
revolution. Afri 
William Gruen and Jeff Keemer are me,.. 
the Howard Spartacus Yot11h Club. 
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God is ,nore than a for,nless spirit 
them. We would die and go to hell. If we 
were good servants, then we would 
physically die and go to Heaven. God 
exists, yet we do not get to sec Him until 
we are physically dead. In other words, 
the spook God on ly stays among 
~hrsically dead people and allows the 
hvmg oppressors 10 carry out their wicked 
ways oflife. He just sits up in the sky, but 
He n_e~er comes to set up justice among 
t~e ltving. The spook God can be put in 
hts place. lie is not a living God. lie is 
te must dispel the belief that God is 
kSSSpirit, a spook. For many years 
. , have believed that God knows all, 
. ,, no brain. He secs all, yet has no 
~ He hears all, yet has no ears. He 
JJ Man in His image, yet lie is not 
. Spirits do not physically fashion 
, \kn produce men. 
James Baldwin 
•t,clief in the ~pook God is a pacifier 
• 1ck people that helps keep the 
'!llSters' children in power. We 
1,that God exists, but since He is not 
.-,1 Who intervenes in the affairs of 
-_:::: benever we feel that we need Him, 
1•t never really take Him seriously. 
, loves everybody and yet dislikes 
•• 
• 
linton 
lacks. 
~lC I0 
an on 
office 
le for 
rime" 
roops 
m alia 
to the 
111 the 
more 
• "ho disrupt the status quo. The 
:i,tcrs' children do not fear as long 
, t-elieve in the spook God. The 
God i~ already here for us 10 turn 
. ne,er we feel like it. He docs not 
••h3t we do as long as we know that 
•.,t:,. Such a God is harmless and 
if lie will allow us to do wrong 
t upbraiding us, sooner or later. 
:.00 is latenl. 
· God is a spirit, a spook, then He 
never say that I le would come 10 
and destroy the wicked. The 
- ,1ers and their children never told 
a Goel to come into this world 
wer. They have wanted us to 
ina weak God, already here. who 
"ls their rule. The spook God can 
!JI his place, but the real God, the 
ill put men in their place. 
,lavcma~ters taught us that God 
"ant y with us if we disobeyed 
manipulated by the living. 
In order for the slavcmaste11, to rule 
our planet, our God allowed them to 
teach us of a spook God. He did so to 
show forth His power, for one never 
misses the water till the well runs dry. 
However, he set a limit to their rule after 
which He would reveal the full reality of 
himself. He put the nature of Goel that was 
(and is) in the black man in a sleeping 
state so that the false God, the real spook 
(white man) could rule. 
However, falsehood is not pcrpetu;1I. 
Even if the real God did not come, the 
false God would fall from reaping his own 
falsehood that was sewn among the 
original people. The spirit or God in the 
people would raise (and has raised) 
leaders who would rebel against the 
"spook civilization" of the slavemasters. 
The spook God that we believe is the 
Almighty God is really the subject-spirit 
of God that is in us. The slavemastcrs 
have us worshipping something lesser 
than ourselves. The subject-spirit of God 
is the manipulative force that God put into 
man so that man can develop himself to 
be like God (as it is natural for man to be). 
However. it is erroneous to worship the 
subject-spirit or God as the ·\!mighty 
God who is our creator. 
The Almighty God is a man from 
among us who has already mastered Sci r, 
taught and evolved Himself before we 
knew whatever wisdom that we know. He 
is the first to master self and put forth 
supreme wisdom. He masters Self so well 
that He not only knows the beginning of 
His wisdom, but also the end of 
significant manifestations of His wisdom. 
He will then set up conditions to produce 
another one, like Himself. with the same 
spirit to do the work of God for that one's 
particular time period. This is why one 
can say that God is never born and that He 
never dies. 
The worship of the subject-spirit of 
God is what has brought us trouble. The 
spirit is subject to us and cannot work 
right for us until we cultivate it. Until that 
time, it is incomplete and latent (and so 
arc we). We arc worshipping an 
incomplete, unformed Goel who cannot 
do anything of good for us . 
Because of the above, some people will 
give up and become atheistic. It is true 
that the subject-spirit of God has no 
power. on its own. However, such people 
and all others must realize that the wrong 
God has been presented to the world. 
The real God is one who must come, who 
has already mastered the subject-spirit, 
has adv:1nced himself and posses5es 
power to advance the whole nation of us. 
The word .. God," Messenger Elijah 
Muhammad says, means "possessor of 
power or force.'' 
Upon realizing that God is a man and 
that we must submit to I lim, the question 
may be asked: How can we and how do 
we attach divinity to a man? 
The righteous know that in the near 
future the Man who is God in person will 
come to set up our rule. How do we greet 
Our God? Messenger Elijah Muhammad 
says that when we pray, we should pray 
to Allah like a soldier standing at auention 
before his capta in. 
When Allah comes, we are not going 
to get on our knees, kiss Bis feet and act 
like fa ithful dogs. He comes to lead us, 
teach us and guide us to (and upon) the 
straight path. The Holy Qu' ran asks in the 
67th Sura. 22nd verse: ·•1s, then, he who 
goes prone upon his face belier guided or 
he who walks upright on a straight path?" 
When he comes, we will not genuflect. 
We are not to be a low-based personality 
cult. 
If we are willing to give up our 
previous way of thinking to submit 10 his 
thinking, then we have already submitted. 
If we are willing to sacrifice our time, 
money, energy and lives for him, for the 
truth that he is (and we arc), then we have 
submitted. If we are willing 10 think like 
he thinks, talk like he talks and walk like 
he walks, then we have done that which 
is belier than kissing his feet and 
genuflection. It is far more superior. Our 
state of being is in constant praise of 
Him. We, human beings, arc the glory of 
God when we submit and evolve 
ourselves in the supreme wisdom of 
Allah. We mold ourselves into his image 
by cultivating and using the subject-spirit 
of God to show that we arc God. 
The Holy Qu 'ran says ··We" more than 
it says "I." The "We" represents the 
members of the black nation who possess 
power and exercise power whi le in 
submission to the one God. The "I" is God 
in person, the real God, who is the Most 
Supreme One from among the people. 
When He comes, we will not have to pray 
as we used to pray because He will be 
here with us. He will speak to us, face to 
face; He is not a latent formless spook . 
In the Holy Qu'ran, Almighty Allah 
asks questions about the Gods that people 
pray to: "Have they feet with which they 
walk, or have they hands with which they 
hold, or have they eyes with which they 
sec, or have they ears with which they 
hear?" This shows the weaknesses of the 
spook God. 
The last Sura of the Holy Qu'ran refers 
to Al lah as the Lord of men, the king of 
men and the God of men. This shows 
clearly that Allah is a man. How can one 
be the king of men and not bca man'!TI1e 
queen of ants is an ant, herself. The queen 
of bees is a bee, herself. If Allah is the 
king of men, than He is also a Man. 
Spirits do not physical ly create men. Men 
create men and men rule men . 
Notice, the day and the night arc two 
conditions that are produced by the sun. 
One is due to the sun ·s presence. The 
other is due to the sun's absence. It is not 
the day that produces the sun. It is the sun 
that produces the day. We must realize the 
reality of God. 
Messenger El ijah Muhammad says that 
every time one looks at the black man, 
one is looking at God. The black man was 
the lirst man in the light of the sun. He 
mastered self and started civilization. 
Today, if we will learn the supreme 
wisdom and seriously practice the word 
that we read, then when a black man ano 
a black woman walk, God is walking. 
When they talk, God is talk ing, and their 
thinking will be God's thinking. 
James Baldwi11 is a sophomore majori11g 
i11 b11si11ess ma11ageme11t. 
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•II, an ever-crumbling 
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· o-era scale and a sky 
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~ that life is a casual! y of 
World Economic order. 
--=~~\10n, D.C., faces all of the 
place" would symbolically speak 
for millions of disfranchised and 
alienated African 
Americans. 
Generally, this dido 't 
happen. Because we 
were new to the 
corridors of power. it 
took time to learn our 
way around, to 
understand the levers 
of genuine authority. 
We seriously 
underestimated the 
difficulty in the art of 
governance, especially 
in the context of 
economic crisis, 
limited resources and 
the withdrawal of 
federal dollars from 
the central cities. 
Effective 
representation also 
demands institutions 
of accountability, 
linking elected 
officials 10 their 
constituents. 
Second, there was 
an absence of a 
.. black agenda'' or an 
African-American 
vision on the post-
industrial city and 
national policy. 
Despite the annual 
mobilization around 
the Congressional 
Black Caucus' 
alternative budget, 
there was never any 
clear policy consensus 
which brought 
insurance. urban enterprise zones, 
NAFTA, welfare reform or 
effective municipal empowerment 
and coalition-building, which 
of Harold Washington gain power 
in Chicago in 1983, and why did 
it collapse so 
swiftly after his 
death? Have black 
elected officia ls 
who run 
"deracialized" 
campaigns 
without any explicit 
references or 
connections 10 
African-American 
interests - made a 
significant difference 
to local black 
communities? 
Fourth, there was 
a sharp decline in 
African-American 
voter participation 
within the polit ical 
process over the 
past 20 years. In 
1992, barely 45 
percent or the 
African-American 
registered voters 
cast ballots for the 
presidency. In New 
York. there arc 
nundrcds or 
thousands of 
together the majority L------------_;::,,; ~~-~-----....1.._..:....L..-'-L-'-----
unregistered black 
voters, and near I y 
one-half million 
registered black 
voters who fai led 
to support David 
Dinkins last 
November. 
Millions of African 
Americans feel 
that the electoral 
sys tem has no 
meaningful impact 
of our local, state and 
national leaders. There are no 
explicit ly "African-American 
positions'' on national health 
hundreds or other issues. 
Third, we have not studied 
systematically the models of 
have developed in black politics 
since 1980. How did the 
multiracial, multiclass coalition 
upon their lives. 
Fifth, there is a clear schism 
between Afri,an-Amcrican policy 
Black community in crisis 
problems I have mentioned and all 
have helped to destroy the 
African-American community. 
Looking realistically at this 
situation, we must remember that 
President Clinton is the president 
of middle America, not the cities. 
Will President Clinton do what 
he can to help the cities? Probably, 
though that help will be in short 
supply. Remember, his role model 
was and still is Thomas Jefferson 
and we all know how much of a 
hypocrite he was rt:gard(ng the 
slavery issue. Still, s lavery m 1994 
is about obtaining even more 
money. . .. 
African Americans m c111es 
have to start being aware of new 
global dynamics: We are in a 
computer-based, high technology 
world. 
We must realize that the industries 
that existed in this country have 
infrastructures and pools of 
relatively unskilled people are no 
Our communities have to 
develop our own business 
because no one else will or 
should. Our leadership needs 
to tell us this. 
gone to Mexico, Taiwan, South 
Korea and other countries and 
they aren't coming back. In fact, 
the business enterprises that have 
remained in this country arc not 
generally the type that require 
massive pools of labor. Bence 
cities with high crime rates, poor 
longer necessary. This is what 
African Americans need to tell 
our people living in (he _cities, 
especially in the District of 
Columbia, this damned 
government plantat ion! We have 
more citizens than Alaska, 
Wyoming and Vermont bu t our 
elected officia ls have no real 
power, and the city is denied a real 
voting representative in Congress. 
Washington, D.C., can't even re• 
schedule trash collections to get 
crap off or our streets without 
asking the master. 
Furthermore, things will go 
from bad to different, but things 
will never be as they were before. 
African-American communities 
will have to learn to do the things 
that arc necessary to ensure their 
own survival. This community 
must escape the delusion that 
someone else will be responsible 
for its survival. It is not going to 
happen. We must continue to try 
10 select our political leadership 
with more care to insure that these 
leaders will have our best 
intention at heart. Our 
makers and black intellectuals. 
Black Studies Programs at 
hundreds of white universities 
failed to move toward policy 
analysis, leadership training or 
social and economic planning. 
More often than we would like 
to admit, black mayors would 
have the ability to gain their 
offices at the polls, but once in 
power wouldn't have a clue as to 
what to do nex t. There was no 
reservoir of analysis at thei r 
disposal which could be 
implemented into innovative 
policies. Many black elected 
officials also failed to bring into 
their administrations bright and 
talented young African 
Americans trained in public 
administration, social policy and 
economic development. They 
often selected individuals on the 
basis of " loyalty" rather than 
talent or ability. Or worse, they 
relied on the representatives of 
the "permanent government" -
conservat ive bureaucrats and 
civil servants of previous 
administrations-to direct their 
programs. These middle- level 
bureaucrats inevitably sabotaged 
black reformist administrations. 
The road to black 
empowerment begins with an 
honest, frank criticism of our 
immediate past. It is no longer 
enough for us to elect African 
Americans into high public 
office. We must thoughtfully and 
critica lly move toward the next 
stage, the str.uggle for genuine 
power. 
Dr. Manning Marable is a 
professor of history and political 
scie11ce at Columbia University. 
communities have to develop our 
own businesj because no one else 
will or should. Our leadership 
needs to tell us this. We have to 
educa te ourse lves to belier 
ourselves. Those fortunate 
African Americans who may have 
made some s light economic 
headway will always be a part of 
the African-American community 
despite thei r amnesia. They must 
serve as advisors, counselors, 
entrepreneurs, mentors and 
friends or we shall surely become 
obsolete. 
Brya11 Jay Parker is president of 
the Howard University chapter of 
the NAACP. 
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Record stores continue sales of 
''gangsta'' rap despite protests 
By Miguel Burke 
Hmtop Staff Writer 
"I'm through with it. 
Noth in' else 10 do wit it. Pass it 
to the homie, now you hit it. 
Cause she ain't nothin' but a 
b-h to me and y'all know l>-
-es ai n' t s-t to me." - "Ain't 
No Fun (lf the Homies Can't 
Have None)" by Snoop Doggy 
1 Dogg. 
" I'm yellin' 187 with 
my d-k in ya mouth beeatch 
(b-h)"-"F-k with Dre Day" 
by Dr. Dre. 
"I can give you a girl 
before I give you a joint. B-
-s ain't s-t now I made my 
point.'' - "I'm a Player'' by Too 
Short. 
The proceeding lyrical excerpts 
create the delicate dilemma of 
having six in one hand and half a 
dozen in the other. Parents and 
organizations in the D.C. have 
joined forces to protest stores that 
sell "gangsta rap. 
Despite the recent protest of 
·'gangsta rap'' at The Wiz and 
Sam Goody downtown by the 
National Politica l Congress of 
Black Women, many record 
s tores which are part of a 
nationwide chain have decided to 
continue selling "gangsta" rap. 
Despite their decision, stores like 
The Wiz and Sam Goody, who 
had extraordinary album sales off 
such artists as Dr. Dre and Snoop 
Doggy Dogg, have become very 
"t ig ht-lipped" about thei r 
opinions on the issue and are 
avoiding interviews. 
An employee at a major record 
store in D.C. said that they 
haven't had any protesters or 
parents come into their store and 
demand that all "gangsta" rap be 
removed off of the shelf, and 
furthermore revealed that record 
stores themselves and the other 
stores around the city have no 
intentions of removing it because 
sells. 
The record store employee 
said that ''gangsta" rap sells as 
well as jazz, rock and R&B and 
there is no specific type of person 
that buys '·gangsta" rap. 
·'Its not us (that !hey need to 
be complaining to], its the artist 
that's selling [the records],'' the 
employee said. 
Independent stores, like Sam 
"K" Records, 18397th St., N.W., 
who compete with major record 
store chains of record plan 10 
continue selling "gangsta" rap. 
Sam Chamberlin, owner of 
Sam "K" Records, said he docs 
not have a problem selling rap 
music containing explicit, but he 
will not play it in his store. 
"Back in the '50s Red Fox 
albums could not be displayed in 
the stores. Stores had 10 sell them 
under the counter," Chamberlin 
said. "The way I look at it is that 
1 think its a conspiracy th ing 
because when a black artist docs 
something like that, the older 
people who I istened to Red Fox 
arc rebelling against this new 
music of today." 
Although he has had no 
problems with protestors, he 
agreed that the artists and the 
record companies are the ones 
who need to be protested instead 
of the ~lores. 
Radio stations like WPGC-FM 
have strict policies that apply not 
on ly to ·•gangsta rap," but to 
music which may be considered 
vulgar or offensive. For three 
years, the statior, has adopted a 
policy of ''stop the violence and 
increase the peace." 
"[In] keeping with that policy. 
we will either edit the song or not 
play the song at all." said M.D. 
Throb, who is the assistant 
program director at WPGC. 
Sophomore Sonya Singleton 
has a somewhat different opinion 
than the record stores. 
"l don't like it, I don't support 
it, and the way that I demonstrate 
the fact that I don't like or support 
it is by not purchasing the 
albums," S ingleton said. 
Patrick King, a sophomore, 
said he secs "gangsta r:tp'' as a 
legitimate art form that cannot 
effectively be banned by protests. 
•· I th ink that • gangsta' rap has 
its place as a form of artistic 
expression. 1 also think that 
'gangsta' rap is dangerous 
because it glamorizes a hostile 
and bruta l lifestyle," King said. 
"As far as banning it, I don't 
think that's the solution because 
its almost like putting a band-aid 
on someone with a heart 
condition because they need to go 
to the source of the problem." 
Regardless of the protesting 
by the various groups in the area, 
if record stores in the city 
continue to sell the "gangsta rap'' 
to fill the demand, then artists like 
Snoop Doggy Dogg and Dr. Dre 
will easily continue 10 have 
increased record sales over the 
l\vo million unit mark and remain 
number one on Billboard's salc5 
charts for months at a time. 
D u n b ar s tudents try to rnake 
sense of last "7eek's s h o o ting 
By Derricke M. Dennis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
When gunfire erupted in the 
halls and later outside of 
Dunbar High School in 
Northwest last Wednesday, it 
made Dunbar students fearful 
for their safety. 
Now nine days later, the halls 
arc quiet and the normal 
academic instruction has 
resumed - but the fear is still 
there. 
"Yes, things arc back to 
normal as far as classes arc 
concerned. But there sti ll needs 
to be some changes," said 16-
year-old Dunbar s tudent 
Kamarica Humphrey. 
"Knowing our principal. I 
believe something\\ ill be done 
- I just hope something 
happens soon." 
This is the hope that most of 
the students at Dunbar share. 
"I'm .scared. I've always 
been worried a lillle, and I knew 
I had to be careful. but now I'm 
really scared," eleventh grader 
Tracy Lyles commented, as he 
and hundreds of other students 
ended another school day. 
"One of my friends got shot 
last year right over there," Lyles 
remembered as he pointed just 
across the street from the high 
school at New Jersey Avenue 
and O Street, N. W. "He got a 
bullet in his back on his way 
home from school in a drive-by 
shooting." 
While last week's violence 
ended with no physical injuries, 
an investigation is under way. 
Pol ice officials said that 
between three and five shots 
were fired on the third floor of 
the school, and seemingly 
related shots were also fired 
outside of the school a short 
time later. 
"I was in the classroom 
where a bullet broke the 
window," 17 year-old Bethany 
Vatson said. "At first we 
thought it was a rock, but then 
we heard more shots right after 
that and we knew somebody 
was shooting,'' she said. 
Since last week's incidents. 
severa l meetings have taken 
place, one of which featured 
Vice President Al Gore as the 
keynote speaker. :ind another 
for conc<Jrncd citiz.:ns to hear 
soon-to-be implemented 
security measures. D.C. school 
officials said these steps were 
taken to reassure students, 
parents and teachers that belier 
and safer days are coming to 
Dunbar High. 
"When the vice president 
arrived with other D.C. officials 
last week, it was the day after 
the shootings occurred. Gore 
really tried to assure everyone 
that the Clinton administration 
is definitely aware of our 
problems and is taking action," 
said Bevcdy Lofton. a 
spokesperson for the District's 
public schools system. 
·•Of course students would 
be concerned and fearful of 
their safety. But students should 
feel assured that measures will 
be taken to secure a safe 
environment for them to learn," 
she said. 
But students arcn 't so sure 
they arc safe at Dunbar. 
"They can take all the 
measures they want inside of 
the school, but what about the 
outside of the school.'' Vatson 
asked. "I'm glad everybody's 
talking about what can be done, 
but now it's time that they start 
doing something - especially 
President Clinton." 
While investigators believe 
most of the students involved 
fled the scene after the shots 
were fired, they did apprehend 
one of the juveniles involved. 
The juvenile. whose name i, 
being withheld because he is 
17-years-old, was charged with 
assault with a dangerous 
weapon. 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
eh .. 3, 4, 5, 19.94 
trican-Am erican 
spirit. 
conference that addresses the 
istorical roots of the African-
meriean spirit and the role it 
lays in the innovations and new 
xpressions created by African 
eoples to outlast slavery and 
mancipation. 
lace: National Museum of 
merican History 
imes vary. 
or more information call (202) 
57-2700. 
eb. 4, 1994 
et~.VW ~1idr~s s by 
c<i:ora~.a.nr. i~vin 
oussaint. 
Do Pop Cul ture and 
onsumerism Promote Youth 
iolence?" 
lace: Hirshhorn's Ring 
uditorium 
ime: noon 
or more information call (202) 
57-4674. 
eh 7,19~4 
ultures 1n Motion. 
ctress/director Ruby Dee reads 
oetry abou t Harlem at the 
ational Portrait Gallery. She 
)so shares memories about 
photographer James VanDerZee, 
who is featured in an exhibition 
there. 
Place: National Portrait Gallery 
Time: 7 p.m. 
For reservations, call (202) 357-
2729. 
{egfa~el;~l~~ 
Storyteller Bill Grimmette brings 
to life the experiences of a slave 
on a 16th-century expedition to 
the New World in his one-man 
show, "Estevanico t h e Moor." 
Place: Carmichael Auditorium in 
the National Museum of American 
History. 14th Street and 
Constitution Avenue, N.W. Metro 
(Federal Triangle) 
For more information, call (202) 
357-2700 
*
eh .. 11, 1994 
trican-American 
rchitecture. 
Retired architect Charles Cassels 
discusseH 20th-cent ury African-
American building traditions. 
Place: Anacostia Museum 
Time: 2 p.m. 
For reserv,1tions, call (202) 287-
2060. 
Feb. 15,. 1994. Blacks i n Aviat ion. 
Historians and pilots share their 
perspectives on the contributions 
of African Americans to aviation 
and space flight over the past 50 
years. 
Place: National Air and Space 
Museum. 
Time: 7:30 p.m. 
For more information call (202) 
357-2700. 
F~b.19, 1~94-
Filin Fe s tival 
The Margaret Mead Traveling 
Film Festival highlights several 
short films and documentaries 
about anthropology. 
P lace: National Museum of 
Natural H istory 
Time. 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
For more information call (202) 
357-2700. 
teb 27, 1994 na)ysis of Civil War etters 
Howard University professor and 
author, Dr. Joseph Reidy, shares 
recently uncoven'd Jetter ,; from 
slaves and free blacks d u ring the 
Civil War era. 
Place: National Postal Museum 
Time: 2 p .m. 
For more information call (202) 
357-2700. 
Local dance company 
exemplifies excellence 
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A IO-foo1-man on stilts struts out 01110 the stage as the KanlOUIJ 8 Tra Dance company once again captivates 1hc audience with vigorOOI Hiltto~ 
and graceful movements. 
Since I 983, the West African dance company has performed the n~ 
tremendous services for 1hc black community. The word enlist 
"KankourJn" means .. the spiri1 lives on ... and the compan> doo crime 
that by sharing the folklore of its African heritage in traditional \\ 
dances. convc 
The dance company has performed with the Howard Univernn State: 
dance en,emblc. and ii has been featured at the Smithsonian Clinto 
Institution, the Kennedy Center and various other universities .n.l Congr 
1hca1ers. The performers share dances that would usually be seen• a lime 
West Africa for such occasions as wedding ceremonies. rite, of "I , 
p=ge. christening celebrations, harvesting and the rccognitioo today, 
royally. this er 
Assanc Kontc. a na1ivc of Senegal, West Afric.,, i the dire, 10 '>rir 
I le is also a teacher and dancer. work 1 
Konte teaches students from age three to adults on Mondi) the be 
Wednesdays and Saturdays. Students do not have to have prc\J«:1 Clinto 
experience. Each class is $8. Cli, 
The dance company is comprised of more than I 00 meml'<:1" of put 
perform all over the Dis1ric1. The Duke Ellington School of 1h, \ 
recently hosted a performance. 
The Kankouran West African Dance Company ha, h<:cn we 
received in various cities across the United Srntc,, and mcmbc" 
future plans 10 trnvcl 10 Africa. 
Drummer Mwandishi Johnson is only 17. but he ,ay, he finds 
time bctwc~n school and "x:ializing 10 pr,1<:ticc with thcdamx 
comp,tny. 
"A,,anc m:ikc, us ,ill \\Ork vcr> hard, but \\C i;ct t? lril\tl1 
of place,," Johnson said. 
Many parents believe that Assane Konte', creation is extreme 
positive for the community. 
Sherrill Berrvman-Miller, a dance instructor al lloward', C 
or Fine Arts, is overall impressed with Kontc's work. 
·• Assane as an arti:,t from Africa is one of the re,\ "ho ,m,.1 
excellence; he is a qualified technician and strong choreographer 
West African dance.'' Dr. Miller ,aid. 
Since working with Konte in the O.mcc Ensemble. mam ,1ua: 
have taken classes with Assanc on Eighth Street Tuo m ,1e·,1udci! 
were even selected to travel with the comp,tn) 
In addition to offering the communit> classes, the dance cu 
has lectures, dcmon,1ra1ions. school programs and work,hop~ fa: 
company is located at -110 Eighth St .. N.W. 
IF YOU WANT TO GET FROM 
STUDENT FACULTY 
TO 
PARKING PARKING 
START HERE 
11 =l---1 
Want to teach? Consider lndeptndtnt (privatt) S(;bools! 
Over 450 indeptndtnl Khools have j ob openings every year and m111•' 
energy and diversily of recent graduates to fill their positions. 
IES is the only non-profil teacher placem,nt organization, and tllndl 
£h.tlm to studtnts! 
For more information contucl your career om« or call 
(800)257-5102 
Orll)£.pt]f0f:.NT £.DUCA TlONALstRVICES • l.Sl NASSAU ST. • PIUNCVl"ON.NJ OU,.O•q/11""' 
&. .. 1.iTEACIUE&aAOt..COM 
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,upreme Court ruling gives abortion 
~linics defense against violence 
!)Ida Jones 
Staff Writer 
Tbt Supreme Court ruled 
mou,I) on Monday, Jan. 24, 
•lit l~wer court, can consider 
"' brought against anti• 
;,,o protester~ under the 
"' ln0ucnced and Corrupt 
JUon, Act even if there is 
. nom1c mo1ivc. 
,ldlRICO was fir.;1 established 
.JCl31 law in 1970. it was used 
-,,1oiganiza1ions that obtained 
1 through illegal enterprises, 
·, involving intimidation. 
b)n.tl Media Coordinator for 
lil>D RC\CUC Bob Jcwin fears 
1 :,cc.use of the ruling. many 
·inns will assume the 
. , Court will find pro-life 
• 1ion, guilly of criminal 
,.j,ing. 
People across America will 
that we have hecn found 
.md we have not. ll still has 
bad to the lower courts 
. ~e would have to be found 
of criminal activity," Jewiu 
•,que,tion brought before the 
-~' Court Justices was of 
· J pany can be tried under 
·" if there is no economic 
The Supreme Court says 
-k111cr court5 can u,e RICO 
against politically or religiously 
motivated violence that lacks an 
economic motive. 
Victor Oates, an assistant 
professor of legal environments, 
explains how the Court broadened 
the interpretation of RICO 10 fit 
crimes commilled against the 
abortion clinics. 
"TI1c Court was persuaded to 
include these types of issues 
because of the nationwide pancrns 
of violence. The Court clearly foll 
there was a paucrn linking these 
events," Oates said. 
For pro-life organizations to be 
found guilty of a criminal offense 
under RICO, abonion clinics must 
take their case back 10 the lower 
courts lo prove that the pro-life 
organizations engaged in a paucrn 
of criminal activity such as arson or 
kidnapping. A pauern of 
wrongdoing involves two or more 
incidents. 
Abortion rights activists do not 
plan to use RICO against those who 
demonstrate at clinics. but ii will be 
used 10 hold pro-life leaders liable 
for the most extreme anti-abortion 
violence. If found guilty under 
RICO, penalties include up 10 20 
years in prison. forfeiture of 
personal property and triple money 
damages. 
Not everyone feels that the 
leaders of pro-li fe groups should be 
held accountable for the 
widespread violence committed by 
individuals against abortion clinics. 
"Adults arc going to do what 
they want 10 do. I don't think that 
the organization should be held 
liable for an individual's action," 
Kofi Oden, a sophomore finance 
major. said. 
Bob Jcwill believes that it will 
be hard for the clinics lo prove a 
paucrn of wrongdoing. According 
10 Operation Rescue records, 
72,000 members have been arrested 
since l 988, but none of the 
incidents were characterized as 
violent. Jewiu describes his 
organization is a peaceful. 
prayerful, non-violent group that 
tries lo police their people. 
"Our members sign a pledge of 
non-violence every t ime they 
participate in an activity: a pledge 
that says, 'I understand the critical 
importance that this mission be 
unified. peaceful and free of any 
actions or words that would appear 
violent or hateful 10 any witnesses 
of this event.· "Jewill said. 
The National Organization for 
Women represented abortion 
clinics nationwide in the original 
case in Chicago. The c linics 
accused Joseph Scheidler. leader 
of the Pro-Life Action League. of 
engaging in a conspiracy of 
extort ion, burglary. criminal 
damage 10 cl inic property, arson 
and firebombing. Later the suit 
inc luded Operation Rescue 's 
leader, Randall Terry. The clinics 
auempted 10 use the RICO Act to 
support their claims, but the lower 
court dismissed the case citing that 
it lacked the economic motive 
required under the RICO Act 
"Expanding RICO to cover 
groups such as the pro-life 
organizations is a good measure 
considering the extremity of their 
acts. ll 's a measure whose time had 
come." Kelli Lofton, a junior Public 
Relations major. said. 
The Supreme Court's ruling has 
given the abortion c linics a 
potentially powerful defense 
against anti-abortion allacks. 
"I think it 's going 10 tear down 
any intimidation factors among 
patrons of abortion clinics. but we 
will have 10 wait for the outcome of 
another case before we start judging 
(the ruling's] effect on society,'' a 
physician from Howard University 
Hospital said. 
When asked what this decision 
will mean lo pro-life organizations, 
Jewin responded by saying, " I 
don '1 think that it will sway our 
intent 10 save unborn children.'' 
1inton urges mayors to support crime bill 
N James 
StaHWnter 
President Clinton mel with 
:anon, mayors last Fridav 10 
lhdr help in speeding his 
kgi,IJtion through Congress. 
kn more than 100 mayors 
:ae<l for their annual United 
Conference of Mayors 
a.,kcd the group 10 lobby 
. 10 pass his crime bill "in 
fashion." 
•mt to ask each of you here 
eforc. to help us 10 pass 
bill ... and" hen }'OU can 
inur police chiefs, and lO 
lbnhc next 60 days walking 
in the halls of Congress, .. 
'-1id. 
.::en ,tressed the. importance 
g more police officers on 
the ,1rcc1s, an idea 10 which he says 
mayors across the country have 
responded favorably. 
"Yesterday I received a leucr 
from mayors of eight of our largest 
cities ... all backing the plan to put 
another 100,000 police officers on 
the streets." the president said. 
Clinton emphasized that after the 
Los Angeles earthquake. crime 
rates were down because of the 
increased numbers of officers on 
patrol. 
"We know for sure that more 
people on patrol lowers the crime 
rate. I mean Los Angeles just taught 
us that one more time," he said. 
The crime bill backed by 
the president also calls for more 
drug treatment programs for 
convicted criminals, boot camps 
for first-time offenders and a ban on 
assault weapons. 
According lo Clinton, gelling the 
guns off the streets and out of the 
schools will be important in 
stopping the nood of violence in 
U.S. cities. 
"In too many of our schools, 
guns have transformed the 
environment from one of learning 
lo one of fear," he said. 
For instance, his policy would 
enable the penal system 10 sentence 
criminals convicted of three violent 
crimes 10 life imprisonment. 
"I do believe in the 'three strikes 
and you're out' concept for violent 
criminals. h is clearly true that a 
small number of total criminals 
commit a large portion of violent 
crimes," Clinton said. 
Another key aspect of Clinton ·s 
bill is focused on dealing with some 
llf the social problems, like 
unemployment and the breakdown 
in the family unit. which lead 10 a 
rise in crime and violence. 
"We have 10 support the families 
and rebuild the communities and 
give people work," the president 
said. 
Finally, Clinton told the 
gathering of mayors that the first 
step lo rebuilding their 
communities is passing his crime 
bill 10 insure the safety of the 
citizens. Citizens. he said. who 
"still obey the law, get up everyday 
and go to work, try 10 raise their 
kids. try 10 do the best they can." 
A7 
By Eatena s. cauender 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
"Melvin's Melodics." Lindsey also 
hmod a weekend show on WPGC 
staning in 1990 and was a co-host for 
Wilh his smooth, rultry voice BE1"s "S<.n:cn Scene ... 
amidst soil. romantic mu.sic, Melvin When be was not on the air 
Lindsey touched the hear1S of many or in front of a camera. Lindsey was 
Washingtonians and made a lasting active in lite community. He worked 
im(XIClontltcradioinclu-;t:ryasawhole. witlt D.C. Public School,;, the United 
Undscy is best known 10 Negro C.Ollegc Fund, the American 
mdio listeners in the \½tshington arc'J Otnccr Society and the W.Mington 
for his evening show. "Quiel Stom1,'' Urban League. 
whichaircdonHOWlll'dsownWHUR Lindsey'~ personality and 
Each evening. Lindsey entered stylcmadctheshowcxtrcmclypopular. 
Washington area ~---------~ His abili\y 10 be 
homes with a sincere and make 
relaxing blend of listeners feel 
romantic urhan comfortable with 
oontcmpory 1mLsic. him kept his 
A f l c r audiences coming 
making its mark on bock. 
the Washington "His rnes.,age was 
area, the "Quiel in his music. you 
Storm." formal could tell how he fell 
caughtonaroundthe by what be played 
country. Radio eachnight,"\¼tkins 
stations nationwide, said. 
including major "The 'Quiet 
cities like Los Storm' was his 
Angeles and masterpiece," said 
Phi I adc Ip hi a, Melvin Lindsey Wycmia Grimes lite 
adopted Lindsey's administrative 
format managerat WHUR. Sheatlributeslhe 
"It ju:,1 MJl<l of snowballed," show's popularity to the time during 
said Jim WJtkill~ WHUR general which it aired, the type of music 
manager ... All of a sucldc!n you just featured and. of cowse, lo Lindsey. 
started hearing it everywhere." She says. "I think it was his 
In addition, Litl<ky helped patience, he li-.tcns 10 hi\ audience." 
open doors for other black radio Also, Lindsey's rommw1ity 
pcr.,on.ililicsb)'rai.singsalaryb-clsand service g;i,c him a chance to meet 
hclpinglhemtobe~'lkcnmcwcscriously many of his listeners. 
in the induslly. "He was in tune with what 
Hcadds, "[Lindsey)SL-uteda they wanuxl 10 bear and hckn<.--w how 
phenomenon that will probably ncvet 10 deliver." says Grimes. 
be duplicated in radio. The show filled In the sprillg of 1990, 
a void for that type of music that lite Lindsey was diagnoo:d with AIDS. 
audience wanted 10 bear in a fashion Uponbcaringofhisillncss,hislli;teners 
lhal ,va5 easy 10 digest." and rolleaguesrallied around him with 
Lindsey is a native suppon. After hearing hi, show for so 
\'l.lshingtooian who gmdUJted from many years. many listeners felt as if he 
Howanl'sSchoolofCooummicatims. w.isacla;efriendA:;forhi<;eollcagu<-"i. 
He \\as woricingal WHURasan intern \½!kins says. "you ·re not going lo find 
when he mated the format for which anyooc tltat will haveanylhingnegative 
he is remembered. The majority of his to say about Melvin." 
mdiocarocr, l 9n- 1985. wasspenl on So when he died in March. 
lhcairat WHUR. In November, 1985 1992. WJshington, D.C. ~uffered a 
be moved to Wl-..'YS where be hosted great 105.5. bers who 
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Howard students ponder nation's crime 
epidemic amid government proposals 
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THE HILLTOP 
wants 
YOU!!! 
The Hilltop is accepting applications for 
ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES 
Earn commission on every sale. 
Salary is negotiable. 
Pick up applica tions a t The Hilltop Office 
on the Plaza level of the West Towers. 
Return applications and direct all questions to 
Stephen Watkins. Hilltop Business Manager or 
Kevin Armstead. Hilltop Advertising Manager 
806-4749 or 806-6868 
By Derricke M. Dennis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
For South Central Los Angeles 
native James Ouuen, teen-agers 
carrying guns and other weapons 
was a fact of life when he was in 
high school. 
"Everyone agrees that there 
shouldn '1 be any violence in 
schools. But most of the people 
that were in my1 school carried 
guns because they fell vulnerable," 
Oullen said. "Thy just didn 'l know 
who was waiting 10 jump them 
after school or do a drive-by." 
But Ouucn, now a freshman at 
Howard University, says allempts 
to make schools safer by beefing 
up security may be in vain. 
"Sure, they took steps in my 
school. like random locker checks, 
bookbag searches and metal 
detectors. But they really didn't 
work," Outten said. "Pretty soon I 
was feeling like the criminal, 
especially when I knew guns were 
s till being brought into my 
school." 
According 10 the National 
Center for Health Statist ics, 
gunshots cause 1 in every 4 deaths 
among American teenagers. In 
1990, more than 4,000 American 
teenagers were victims of gun-
related deaths compared lo 2,500 
in 1985. 
President Clinton. responding 
to the increasing instances of 
violent crime, especially in 
America's inner city schools, 
endorsed a "three strikes your out" 
plan that sentences repeat felony 
offenders to life in prison with no 
chance for parole. 
"Most violent crimes arc 
commincd by a small percentage 
of criminals who 100 often break 
the laws. Persons who commit 
violent erime.s should be told when 
you commit a third violent crime. 
you will be put away for good -
three strikes and you're out," 
President Clinton said in the State 
of the Union address. 
The " three strikes" law, 
conceptualized by the heads of 
several states, including governors 
Mario Cuomo (O-N. Y.) and Pete 
Wilson (R-Calif.), will mean 
nothing, according 10 Clinton, 
without the creation of positive 
allernatives for would-be 
offenders. 
•'A stunning breakdown of 
community, family and work has 
created a vacuum which has been 
filled by violence, drugs and 
gangs," Clinton said. "Even as we 
say no 10 crime, we must give 
people something 10 say yes to." 
While recent governmental 
proposals suggest life-
imprisonment as one of severa l 
possible solutions 10 combat gun 
violence, Outten agrees that teen-
age and adult offenders need 
positive alternatives to crime. 
"You can't just put criminals 
in prison and throw away the key. 
They are human beings 100," 
Ouuen said. "We. as citizens of this 
country. need to start addressing 
the real issues about what makes a 
teen-ager want lo carry a gun." 
Boxing champion Riddick 
Bowe and his manager Rock 
Newman, no doubt, gave 
thousands of people something to 
say yes 10 <luring their highly 
publicized "money for guns" 
trade-off in Southeast D.C. a 
couple of weeks ago. 
"This church [Union Temple 
Baptist Church) stands as a beacon 
of hope in one of the most crime-
ridden areas in D.C.," said 
Newman of the church, where 
more than 2,000 people recently 
gathered 10 turn in their firearms 
for cash. 
"We· re just trying 10 put a dent 
in the problem," Newman said. 
"The fact of the matter is that these 
guns can kill. If we take them off 
the streets and out of the hands of 
our young people, then. hopefully, 
our schools, our neighborhoods 
and our country wi ll be safer." 
Communities across the 
country are taking concrete steps 
toward combatting the problem as 
we ll - at least, according 10 
Howard students who hai l from 
cities and from high schools where 
violent crime has become a fact of 
life. 
Junior Kevin Brown, who grew 
up in O.C. and is a graduate of 
Wilson High School, admitted that 
crime is a problem. 
"I feel for the kids who arc out 
there in these high schools and 
junior high schools today. Things 
seem 10 have changed a lot since I 
was in school,'' Brown said. 
"Some of these students may be 
bringing guns and other weapons 
10 school for protection. But many 
more arc bringing guns to school 
as a showpiece." 
But Brown hopes that Cl inton 
and other government officials arc 
taking a stand for the safety of all 
Americans - especially the 
young. 
·' I 'm in favor of almost 
everything the president is trying 
10 do about addressing crime. ll 's 
definitely a positive step in the 
right direction, but the schools, the 
churches and our communities as 
a whole need to unite in order 10 
really solve this problem," Brown 
said. 
Sophomore Andrea Murray, 
who grew up in Westport, Conn., 
agrees. 
"Anytime I tum on the news 
and hear of another shooting in the 
hallways of our schools, it proves 
10 me that there's a definite crime 
problem," said Murray, a legal 
communications major. "h's really 
a shame. We have enough 
problems trying 10 keep our black 
youths in school and convincing 
them of the value of an education 
without them being afraid they wi ll 
be shot at school." 
However, Murray is hopeful 
that the measures Clinton is 
proposing will make a difference. 
"I agree with the three-strikes 
plan. But the next question is can 
we really afford to build more 
prisons and hire more police,'' 
Murray said. ·'/1.s Americans, we 
like 10 blame others for our 
problems. Now it 's time we stop 
blaming others and take 
responsibility for our children arid 
ourselves as a people in order 10 
continue the legacy of our race, .. 
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5:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. ES ~ 
the 
Watch host Carole Simpson of ABC News explore ~~ 
this question with: • Students from Howard ~! 
University in Washington, D.C. and Morehouse i 
College in Atlanta; • Members of Congress; • ~ri,: 
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development; ♦ ~: 
Heads of secondary marketing agencies Fannie [~ 
'Mae and Freddie Mac; ♦ Representatives from ~ 
community groups such as Community Build Los ~i 
Angeles & ACORN; • and mortgage lenders. ;~; 
Refreshments will be served. 
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~.S. foreign policies questioned in conference 
1articipants 
usagree with 
~mali policy 
~McFleld 
~ Staff Wnter 
Panelist, at last week's 
=· "The Role of Ethics in 
foreign Policy" were 
1 -oo, in their views that the U.S policy and military 
,ns in Somalia lacked an 
p11nding of the nature and 
ilhe problem. 
""11kra1or. Dr. D. 11. Konright 
~ profc<,,',Or of theology, got 
"1l"ion ,1aned on the topic 
11.10g Ethical Imperatives and 
·ii Interest:, in Tough Cases: 
J by posing the queMion 
,,n1i,,n or not" in Somalia. 
I· •krencc was organi7cd by 
,ltd Cni,ersity International 
i "Ccnter in ~'Onjunction with 
._t.-.,1 of Divinity, Dcpanment 
.isophy. and the Depanment 
• tical Science. 
~ \knda. of Africa Watch. a 
1 righb organitation. said the 
y complicated political 
, \\hich exists in Somalia 
, be solved b) a simple 
"In an cffon to proceed to 
I' 
'-.:!.._ > ,, ~ - ; tY-
' ~ 
Panelists discuss U.S. policies overseas at the conference. 
disarmament. the United Nations the U.N. underestimated the strength 
effectively became another warlord of Aideed. The "go-after-Aidced 
!n Somalia. 111c U.N. got trapped plan" was poorly conceived as was 
into fighting a Civil War," he said. the plan to withdraw from Somalia." 
Ted Dagne of Africa According to Or. lvo Daaldcr. a 
Subcommittee Staff and I louse U.S. foreign policy specialist of the 
Fore ign Affairs Committee. Uni\ersity of Maryland: "Inc idea 
acknowledged that the U.S. had a was to do Somalia so you wouldn't 
s uperficial interpretation of the have 10 do Bosnia. The U. S. was 
Soma li crisis. This lack of intereMed in a quick operation." 
understanding of the problem led the Daalder said General Colin 
U.S. to believe that peace in Somalia Powell's (former Chairman of the 
could be easily reMored by simply Joint Chiefs.of-Staff) doctrine of a 
feeding the people and disam1ing show of massive U.S. force and 
warlord. General Farah Aideed. he quick withdrawal ignored the 
said. political problem at the root of the 
Dagne added: "Both the U.S. and Somali,· plighl. 
THE HILLTOP CELEBRATES 
Arts& Entertainment 
!:~ ~ FOR BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
J.ama Africa's powerful 
usic spans three decades 
" : i, a Gbadt!(esin 
Staff Writer 
no other African per-
lus h.,d as much inllu-
1100 her country\ destiny as 
am Makeba. Born on March 
2. in South Africa. Makeba 
1ltd audiences the world 
lnith her flaw le!,S traditional 
style-a style which is 
C\en more powerful when 
lpin.'1 the turmoil and blood-
~ CIUSCd by apartheid in her 
llcland 
llaleba wa~ first catapulted 
~lllc international scene after 
•on rave reviews for her 
JIO appearance in .. Come 
ltAfrica." Lionel Rogosin's 
cb:umenlar) about South 
la. ·come Back Africa"was 
11d in secret in South Africa, 
fltrc W.1!> no keeping secret 
llcnt of the young girl who 
tao WnRs in the .. shebeen" 
acluh ;.here blacks drank 
'-8y in S..>uth Africa). 
lbc film won the Critu.:'s 
Id at the Venice Film Fcsll• 
M3keba left South Africa 
j101notional tour for Europe 
America with the aid of 
Alm and Harry Belafonte, 
._,foll singer. 
tr debut in America ensured 
Africa\ stardom. She was 
60 million viewers on the 
Steve AJ!en Show. She did a stint 
at the Village Vanguard nightclub 
in Manhattan. the opening night's 
audience included Sidne~ Poitier. 
Duke Ellington, Diahann Cam,IJ, 
Nina Simone and Miles Davis. 
It was at the Blue Angel in 
Manhattan that she received news 
of her mothcr·s death. but had her 
passport revoked by the South 
African government as she 
attempted to return. 
That was not only the begin• 
ning of her exile. but her political 
activism against r.,cism and 
apartheid. In I 963 she addressed 
the United Nations Special Com• 
mittce on Apartheid, and in 1976 
she spoke before the UN General 
Assembly. 
Among her memorable appear-
ances are at a rally for Martin 
Luther Kindr. in Atlanta in 1961 
aod the ina~guration of the Orga-
ni7.ation of African Unity in Addis 
Ababa. Ethiopia. al which Gamel 
Abdel Nasser of Egypt. Sekou 
Toure of Guinea. I eopold Sedar 
Scnghor of Senegal, Felix 
Houphouet Boigny of Ivory 
Coast. Kwame Nkrumah of 
Ghana and the late Emperor Haile 
Sela~ie were in auendancc. 
She also played a major role in 
l 977's landmark Festival of 
African Ans and Culture in 
Lagos, Nigeria. where she func-
tioned as a hostess to the world of 
black art\. 
In 196R, in the heat of the civil 
rights movement. she married 
Stokely Carmichael. now known 
a., Kwamc Ture. the black activist. 
As a result, many of her concerts 
were canceled, and an unofficial 
boycott of her music ensued. 
With her U.S. careerover(sincc 
her agency was no longer willing 
to represent her). Makeba and 
Carmichael were invited to live in 
Guinea by Sekou Toure. where 
Cam1ich:1cl studied J\fric,,n poli• 
tics with Kwame :-lkrumnh "'hile 
Makeba performed at concens in 
Europe and Africa. Their mar-
riage ended ln I 978. 
In 1987, Makebamadeacomc• 
back. She also published an auto-
biography- "Makeba: My Story". 
and released an album of tradi-
tional South African songs, "San• 
goma." 
farley's motivating melodies 
(liidaLee 
~ Staff writer 
Robert Nesta Marley, the 
led reggae king of the 
lli11ed black people ·s racial 
llld dignity through the 
I and emotionally grip• 
lyrics of his music. 
lllactivis1, Marley fought 
111(111 change. equality. 
and unity. His music 
llld continues to make a 
I impact on people of 
and nationalities. Bob 
kft a legacy, a legacy 
promotes one aim. one 
l,onc God. and one love. 
Barn on Feb. 6, J 945 in 
Marley was the prod· 
11 illicit }Ct passionate 
llttwecn a white elderly 
r, Norval Marley, and 
Booker, a young and 
country girl. Grow-
ill Trenchtown, Marley 
band experience with 
destitution in the poverty-strick-
en streets of the ghettos. As a 
youth he was described a~ being 
shy, aloof and withdrawn. 
At an early age he took 
notice of corrupt religious lead• 
ers and the greed of self-serving 
politicians who ignored the 
poor. lie internalized the racism 
which cripples blacks cconom• 
ically and socially worldwide. 
These experiences formed 
the foundation upon which Mar• 
ley built his political beliefs. In 
profound songs such as "War" 
and "Redemption Song." Bob 
helped blacks to remove feel-
ings of inferiority by encourag-
ing race consciousness thought 
and an awareness of their hislo• 
ry. Bob Marley was for black 
people a source of inspiration; a 
fountain of hope. 
Marley's music also moti· 
vated people spiritually with its 
message of universal love and 
harmony. He challenged his lis-
teners 10 put aside inner preju• 
dices, 10 bond together as one 
human race and give thanks to 
"Jah" for bis many blessings. 
In 1981, Bob Marley's 15• 
year devotion 10 the elevation of 
his race was rewarded by the 
Order of Merit award, one of 
Jamaica's highest honors. He 
died one month later of cancer. 
Former goverment official defends 
U.S. policies at campus conference 
By Linda Lee 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Former Assistant Secretary of 
Stale for Public Affairs, Hodding 
Carter Ill, staunchly defends 
America's interventionist policies. 
Caner spoke at a conference last 
Thursday's (Jan. 27) on the "Role 
of Ethics in U.S. Foreign Policy" in 
the Armour J. Blackburn 
University Center Ballroom. 
The one-day conference was 
sponsored by the Howard 
University's International Affairs 
Center in collaboration with the 
School of Divinity, the Department 
of Philosophy and the Department 
of Political Science. 
Caner acknowledged that the 
United States has had some 
unsuccessful endeavors abroad, 
referring to examples like Panama 
and Grenada. However, he pointed 
out 1ha1 a fair assessment cannot be 
attained if "we point repeatedly to 
the worst face, the down side .... of 
American Interventionism." He 
stressed 1ha1 an open mind is 
needed in order 10 do justice to the 
topic of American Interventionist 
1ac1ics. 
He defended American 
Interventionism as "a basic clement 
of justice." As the super power of 
the world, he stressed, America has 
a moral responsibility 10 intervene 
and help any nation in political or 
civil strife as in Kuwait, Bosnia 
and Somalia, While power is often 
misused. the refusal to use power is 
even more dangerous. 
The former government official 
pointed out that the U.S. was bound 
by law and the constitution 10 make 
sure that a state is acting in the best 
interest of its people. He sa id, 
"What we write small, we must 
write large,'' explaining that policy 
on paper is of no use until it is put 
into practice. 
Caner observed that the world 
is go ing through vast changes. 
Totalitarianism, communism and 
fascism arc all falling and 
democracy is taking their places. If 
America is not steadfast enough 10 
ensure that these changes are made 
smoothly, he warned, the 
generation of tomorrow will never 
forgive us for the chaotic world in 
which they would be forced to live. 
Canadian photography exhibit 
captures pensive personalities 
By Antt,ony G. Barnes 
H1fttop Staff Writer 
More than I 00 invited gUCSIS braved 
inclement weather conditions last week 
to au end the opening of''Youscf Karsh 
Selected Portraits," a photographic 
exhibition at the Canadian Emba.5Sy. 
on canvas in pensive moods. 
Speaking at the exhibition ·s opening, 
Canadian Ambassador to the United 
States Raymond Olrctein lauded Karsh 
for his photographic genius. "His work 
has re0ccted great cnxlit on my country, 
Canada.'' 011-c1cin said. 
Thcco-hostof1hegalaopcningand 
The event was staged Jan. 27 by the 
Canadian Emba.,;sy in collaboration 
with American Barrick Resources 
Corporation. a Canadian-based 
company. The evening began with 
cocktails in the Canada Room. 
affording a sneak preview of the larger 
exhibition in the embassy ·s gallery on 
the lower level. IE 
included in the preview were 
portraits of personalities such as c'.l 
actresses Bette Davis and Joan -; 
Crawford, actor Oark Gable, scientist § 
Albert Enstein and anist Pablo Pica.5SO. :ii 
Other ponmits were of personalities in J; 
business, arts, media and politic:;, These £ 
. ,. 
~ 
_g included portraits of the last 12 a.~=========:=! 
presidents of the United States, from 
Herbert Hoover to Bill Clinton. 
Karsh started using color film in 
1987, and all of the showcased ponraits 
were in black and white exocpt for 
those of Bill and Hillary0in1on, which 
were on exhibit for the first time. Many 
of the ponraits' subjects were captured 
Yousef Karsh 
president of American Barrick 
Resources Corporation, RobcnSmith, 
also spoke highly of Karsh. He 
described him as "one of the greatest 
photographers of all time. His ponmits 
do not just tell you how his subjects 
look. but how they think." 
In his remarks, Yousuf Karsh 
recounted some of the conversations he 
has had with the great personalities he 
photographed. One such conversation 
was with Winston Churchill,oneofhis 
most famous subjects. 
Karsh, 81, began his career in 
photography in 1933. He trnvelled all 
over the world during hi~ 00+- year 
career. He published 12 books of 
photogrnphs, the last titled "In Search 
of Greatness." His ponraits are found 
in the National Archives of Canada. 
Aocording 10 Pam Chappell, the 
embassy's media relations officer, the 
emb=y ha.s staged 16 exhibitions of 
various Canadian artists since I 989. 
But the Karsh exhibition is one of the 
biggest. 
Diane Maninez, a viewer of the 
exhibit, described the portraits as "mind 
blowing." 
Another an enthusiast, Bruoc 
Ehrman, said he had seen some of the 
photographs before, but it was fantastic 
'10sec them all in one plaoc." 
Art critic Pam Thornton described 
Karsh as the forerunner to Annie 
LicbovilZ. Licbovitz specializes in 
photography of today's celebrities, 
mainly movie stars. 
The Karsh Photo E.xhibition will be 
on show at the Canadian Embassy, 
501 Pennsylvania Ave., until April 1. 
Book featuring Mandela's speeches 
to be showcased at Blackburn Center 
By Omowale Elson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The recently published "Nelson 
Mandela Speaks: Forging A 
Democratic, Nonracial South 
Africa" will be introduced to the 
public on Thursd~y, Feb. 10, at the 
Gallery Lounge of the Armour J. 
Blackburn University Center at 7 
p.m. 
Scheduled speakers include 
Steve Clark, the book's editor; 
Sipho Shczi, representative of the 
African National Congress Mission 
to the U.S.; Patricia Ireland, 
president of the National 
Organization for Women; and Don 
Rojas, director of communications 
for the NAACP. 
The program is sponsored by 
the publishers, Pathfinder Press; 
the African Studies Department; 
the Political Science Department; 
the International Students 
Association; the Haitian Students 
Association; Professor Mary 
Hoover of the School of Education; 
and Roberta McLeod, director of 
the Blackburn Center. 
The book consists of a collection 
of Mandcla's speeches. It begins 
with his memorable address 10 the 
world after his release from prison 
in 1990 and ends with his address 
10 the NAACP convention in July 
1993. 
The Blackbum program is in 
support of the "Dollar for 
Democracy" campaign launched 
by the ANC to assist in its 
successful participation in the fi rst 
free elections to be conducted in 
South Africa on April 27. The book 
will bcon sale, and a donation of$4 
is requested. 
A Glance Around The World 
By Gloria McFleld 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Japan 
Tokyo - For the present, Prime 
Minister Morihiro Hosokawa saved 
his job on Jan. 28 when he reached 
a compromise with opposition 
forces on plans 10 clean-up Japan's 
pervasive political corruption. The 
agreement, a less severe version of 
Hosokawa 's original proposal, 
should gradually bring about major 
change in the way Japan's politicians 
campaign for office. The popular 
prime minister could possibl, have 
been forced 10 dissolve his 
government and resign if he had 
failed to reach agreement on such a 
bill by last Saturday when the 
session ended. 
South Africa 
Johannesburg - Constand Viljoen, 
co-chairman of the Afrikaaner 
Volksfront, has threatened violence 
as hopes fade for a pol itica l 
settlement that would include the 
white right wing in South Africa's 
first all-races e lection. The 
Volksfront is pressing for a separate 
state for Afrikaaners- the 3 million 
whites of mostly Dutch descent who 
devised the apartheid system of 
racial separation which will be 
dissolved after the April 27 election. 
Volksfronl negotiations with both 
the African National Congress and 
the National Party government face 
even greater problems as the self• 
imposed Jan. 24 deadline 
approaches. Nelson Mandela, 
president of the African National 
Congress and probable election 
winner, said negotiations were 
welcomed even after the Jan. 24 
deadl ine. But he empnasized that 
the ANC would never accept any 
state in South Africa afler the April 
27 elections in which ethnicity is the 
basis for full citizenship rights. (The 
Washington Post) 
South Africa 
Johannesburg - Winnie Mandela, 
estranged wife of African National 
Congress President Nelson 
Mandela, has been selected to be one 
of the ANC's candidates for the 
national parliament. In a preference 
poll conducted by the ANC's 
grassroots chapters, Winnie 
Mandela placed fifth out of hundreds 
or candidates. Nelson Mandela 
defended the ANC's decision 10 
allow Winnie Mandela to stand for 
Parliament: " If the masses decide 
that in spite of her so-called criminal 
record she should stand for 
parliament, we must accept 1ha1," 
Mandela said. (The Washington 
Post) 
Bosnia 
Sarajevo - An American plane 
carrying food and medical supplies 
to Sarajevo was hit by gunfire Jan. 
19. This was the second relief plane 
attacked in two days. In response to 
the a11acks, the United Nations 
suspended aid flights 10 the Bosnian 
capital for al least one day. There 
were no repons of injury when the 
planes were struck. According to 
U.N. officials, it is still unclear who 
was responsible for the attacks. 
(Associated Press) 
Vietnam 
Manila - ·The Hawaii-based 
commander of U.S. forces in the 
Pacific, Admira l R. Larson, is 
encouraging the United States 
government 10 lift a 19-year-old 
embargo of Vietnam. According 10 
Larson, lifting the economic 
embargo would greatly benefit the 
U.S. aim of accounting for those 
Americans listed as missing in 
action. U.S. and Vietnamese officials 
agree that the embargo no longer 
gives the U.S. much, if any, leverage 
in H~.noi. Washington has already 
lifted its objections to multilateral 
lending to Vietnam, allowing 
billions of dollars in loans to be 
issued in Vietnam, and authorities 
there are working with investors, 
traders and financiers from a 
growing list of interested countries. 
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- -AtMicrosoft,the opporl'un■t-■es 
are great, no matter which direction you go. We give you the best 
of both worlds: a chance to work with others towards a con1mon goal. 
while still maintaining your freedo■llto do things smarter 
and better. Come talk to us. Because we genuinely believe our best years 
are ahead. And so are yours. When you look 
down the road, what could be cooler than changing the world? 
Howard Co-op Days 
IIVhere: School of Engineering 
9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
11Vhel7: Thursday, February 10, 1994 
Contact the Engineering Co-op Office for more information. 
Microsoft is an Equal Opportunity Employer and supports workforce diversitJ 
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~ The Federal ~ 
Reserve Bank ~ 
of New York is 0 
~ hosting a Career = 
..... Information Session 
j I Junior~ and Se~iors are invited to join our 
-epresentatives to discuss career opportunities in: 
• Research and analysis of domestic and 
international financial markets 
• Bank supeNision and regulation 
• Operation support 
• Summer internships 
DATE: Tuesday, February 8, 1994 @ 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
PLACE: Banking Center, Room #500 
Interview date: Wednesday, February 9, 1994 
!llll are unable to attend, but would like additional information, please contact, Paul B. 
~it!Jr. College Relations Representative, FRBNY - 59 Maiden Lane, 39th n. NY, NY 10045 
A.Ccepted at 
n1ore schools 
than you were. 
"'VBA 1nc. 199♦ 
Applications are now available in the 
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTMTIES 
Blackburn Center, Suite 117 
for the position of • 
EDITOR - IN - CHIEF of the 
1995 BISON YEARBOOK 
If you are ready to meet the challenge, attend our 
interest meeting 
Tuesday, February 15 
5:00 - 6:00 pm 
Blackburn Center, .Room 148 - 150 
All interested candidates should attend to gain 
additional information regarding the application 
process, qualifications, annual stipend, etc. 
APPLICATION DEADLINE 
FRID~ FEBRUARY 18, 4:00 PM 
ATTENTION 
If you would like to apply for the positions 
of 
Hilltop Editor - In - Chief 
Hilltop Business Manager 
1 Homecoming Chairperson 
Homecoming Business Manager 
Bison Yearbook Editor - In - Chief 
then, the following information is for you!! 
There will be an interest meeting for all 
candidates interested in learning more about the 
above positions, the application process, 
qualifications, requirements, annual stip~nd, etc., 
Tuesday, February 15 
5:00 pm - 6:00 pm 
Blackburn Center, 
Room 148 - 150 
all interested candidates should attend 
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J!ACK Hl~'TORY 
!DGIILIGHTS 
En1ertainment is the Iheme of 
•cck's IIILLTOP. 1t·s no mys• 
ll)'lhll entertainment plays a large 
in our lives. whctcr it be dance, 
,c(lrdrama. Entertainment has 
especially rich culture and cxis• 
:nee as it pertain~ to African 
u,crican,. 
i;.,1a,c,. music and '°"!:1' were 
IC and cleansing to the soul. 
n<piri1ual, had double mean• 
and ,crvcd '" ,ignal,. unbc• 
• ~ne,1 lo 1he 0\ crsccrs. For 
:tJr:!plc. certain songs related 
,1tl meeting places and limes, 
:ii" ··Wade in the Water". This 
t"a.' a signal 10 the slaves that 
; \\Ould journey 1oward free-
, ia the water. 
\< African Americans gained 
m, their forms of cn1er1ain-
1 pc". It was not long before 
J1nmcn1 became a mirror of 
"s e,pcricnces. Blues evolved. 
od jau and disco and naturally 
appropriate dances followed 
So<>n the thc,1tre became an 
1 for American Americans as 
die lrt\\orld , 
\! c-an be seen. entenainmcnt 
a ~uildtng hlcx-k in the de,el • 
nt of our culture and it ,till is 
) 
.dl\1' BElllND THE 
iTORY 
The tradition of celebrating 
• Hi;tory Month dates back to 
,r G. Woodson, the father of 
" I) 
1-ctnuar, 7. l \J:?6, he orga-
\e,1.10 lli~lot) \\eek. which 
expanded in the 6th to Black 
,r, Month. This was perhaps 
proudest accomplishment. 
·~oother single thing ... he said, 
done so much to dramatize the 
· ,ement of p.:rsons of African 
:00" 
llood<an wanted young people 
grow up with an appreciation of 
11 O\\n posibilities through 
edge of the contributions 
p,:oplc had made to world 
. According 10 Woodson. 
achievements of the ncgro 
I) set forth will crown him as 
lictor in early human progrCS!. 
a maker of modern civiliza-
ft\lOUS HOWARDITES 
When one thinks of Howard 
"r.ity, ccnain people indelibly 
1<> mind. The history of the 
1c, of this prcstigous insti• 
arc just as rich as the histo• 
o[thc university itself. I loward 
1 undoubtedly yielded some 
leaders, in a wide range of 
c,~ionS,. 
'Lulu Vere Childers - musician, 
1or 
'Debbie Allen• actress, dancer, 
rogr.ipher 
• Ralph Bunche• political sci-
~ 
'Gary Dennis • brain surgeon 
'&!ward Brooke • former us 
r 
'Roberta Flack• ~ingcr 
'Sharon Prall Kelly - mayor of 
·ngton, DC 
'Thurgood Marshall • retired US 
me Court justice 
'Toni Morrison - author, recip-
of Nobd Prize for literature 
'Jc..,,yc Norman • opera singer 
'Phylicia Rashad • actress 
'H•rry Simmons • architect 
'Richard Wesley • playwright 
'L Douglas Wilder • former 
mor of Virginia 
'Mike Espy• secretary of agri-
!liire 
ll\TfftS DATE IN 
11.\CK HISTORY •.. 
Two noteworthy African Amer• 
were born on this day. James 
Biincy entered the world in 
'9l lie later campai ngned for 
~1dcncy of the United States 
1 01ndidate of the Free Soil 
And Rosa Parks, the lady who 
d to sit in the back of 1he bus 
bomon this date in 1913. Parks 
responsible for the Mont• 
ry bus boycou. 
. ' 
ri~ : I •. ' 
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By Nlcole R. Alexander 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
Rap is an an form that has firmly planted itself 
in musical ground and refuses to be uprooted. 
But suppose one facet of rap music was elim-
inated: the notorious, hard-hilling. low-riding 
and gang-banging gangsta rap? 
Certainly there arc some who would say that 
the world would be belier off without the 
uncensored cries of those gmHlHing. lyric• 
lashing. poets oft he ,trcets. Then there arc oth• 
ers ready 10 jump 10 g.mg,ta rap\ defense with 
shouts of "freedom of speech" and "artistic 
license:· 
Opponents and the supporters of gangsta rap 
have made valid points in the ongoing debate 
over this panicular branch of the rap tree. 
The main complaint of the opponents of 
gangsta rap is the violence and lack of respect 
propagated in the lyrics and often in the lives 
of the rap artists. 
·'Yes, I do feel that gangMa rap has a nega-
ti, c affect on people. AnJ it's affecting main-
ly black teenagers. It ·s affecting them through 
violence ... stealing, killing, crime. drugs. And 
the result is ultimately jail or even death. Back 
in the sixties our parents didn't have all this 
(crime and violence). I think it's partially due 
to the fact that they didn't have such negative 
music. The way thal these songs degrade 
women is especially terrible," said LaKcsha 
Smith, a sophomore majoring in chemistry. 
Honestly, Marvin Gaye or Otis Redding 
would have never have dreamed of crooning 
about their women being hoes 1ha1 they could 
slop around nor about pulling a gat (gun) in 
someone "s mouth. But. as proponents argue, 
that was then and this is now. 
And now the truth is that much of what 1hcse 
rappers arc talking abou1 is taking pl~ce on ?ur 
streets at this very moment. But 1s rapping 
about it helping 10 solve the problem of crime 
and violence that plagues our inner-city streets? 
Or is it just making the problem worse? 
"They (gangsta rappers) should think of who 
their audience is because there arc kids who 
look up to them and want to imitate what they 
By Rashida Syed 
and Mllana Campbell 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
From gospels and spirituals to rough ~idin' 
rap it is not surprising that_ African America~s 
are responsible for the bll'lh of most music. 
This creativity dates back 10 well before slav• 
cry. 
Did you know that th~ SP?ken word (ornl 
tradition) as well as musical ,_nstrumcnts hke 
the drum were used long ago tn many ancient 
African cultures? Well, ii 's true. 
African griots, or storytellers, many of 
which still exist today, communicated orally 
from generation 10 generation the events that 
had taken place. Nothing was ever wrillen 
down. And the drums were used much like 
Morse code to relay messages. 
Spiritual, gospel and blues music came lat~r 
along with the slavery of Black people tn 
'
-.-~·• . 
l'. ·. .., . . . . 
.'' . i\ i 
say and do," s.1id Alicia Knight, a senior major-
ing in physical therapy. 
Evelyn R. Tellis, an elementary school guid-
ance counselor in Louisiana. shares Knight's 
opinion. Although she admits that she does not 
I isten 10 rap mu~ic, she is aware of the influence 
that gangsta rap has on young kids. 
'"I feel that children seem to ident ify with 
the negative aspects of 1hi:; music (gangsta 
rap). They look at 1hese rappers as heroes. I 
have nothing against the artists wanting 10 
make money. but they should try to send a more 
positive message 10 the children who listen to 
them." Tellis said. 
This holds true for an older generation 100. 
Gangsta rappers have been said to influence 
}0ung adult, as well. In June of 1993, J 9-year-
old Ronald Ray I loward was convicted of mur• 
dering Texas slate trooper Bill Davidson. 
Before a grand jury. Howard testified that he 
was listening to rap artist 2Pac when the troop-
er pulled him over. An expen defense witness 
in the trial 1cs1ified that the music could have 
served as a ··triggering device" which led 
Howard to commit the murder. 
But some people believe that gangsta rap is 
just gelling a bad rap by those who do not 
understand its concept or its message. 
"I laugh at the term ·gang,tP rap· bccau.sc 
it is a term that was made up by people who 
don ·1 listen to i1 (rap music). I look at the 
music as a way of people expressing themselves 
in the society or culture in which they live. 
Some groups take it 100 far in terms of how they 
speak about women. But other than that, they 
talk about the way things are. They talk about 
the truth. And America likes to hide the truth," 
said Dwight Franklin, a sen ior majoring in 
mechanical engineering. 
And apparently the truth is what sells. Record 
stores all over the country have raked in prof-
its from the "3le of albums by gangsta rap artists 
like Snoop Doggy Oogg, Or. Dre, Ice Cube and 
lce-T. 
"Gangsta rap music says some of the things 
that a lot of people are feeling. That's why so 
many people arc running in here 10 buy it. That 
is why it really sells," said Myreon Williams, 
a second-year medical school student and a 
sales assis1an1 at a Sam Goody record store. 
Williams docs not agree that rough rap music 
influences crime and violence. 
"I think in most cases (of crime an• violence 
America. Through gospel 
and spiritual music, slaves 
expressed sadness, pain, 
suffering and a longing 
for freedom. 
Later, gospel music 
became the designated 
music of the Black church 
and gained much popu-
larity with the general public. This was great• 
ly due to the popularity of gospel singer. 
Mahalia Jackson, whose record "Move on up 
a Little Higher" became the first big gospel hit 
in 1945. Other popular artists in hcrtime were 
Ernest Washington. Georgia Peach, Sweet 
Chariots and the Pilgrim Travelers. 
Blues music was said 10 have a religious 
feeling as well, but was often criticized, 
although many of the emotions expressed 
through the blues were the same as those emo-
tions expressed in Gospel music. In Blues 
music, however, singers revealed the emo-
tions they were feeling in their souls: depres-
sion. anger and love. 
In an article in the September I 993 article 
of Young Sisters and Brothers magazine, Frank 
Dexter Brown, reports that, "some Blacks con• 
sidered the blues 10 be controversial-'too lewd, 
100 country or 100 street."' 
Halle Gerlma, Sankofa creator, featured/82 See what's up In the Hllltoplcl/810 
The latest from Sweet & Sour/83 The Bison fight on to vlctory/87 
People/B2 
Sports/BS 
US/ 
• 
in gangsta rap) it is the opposite. The things that 
happen in society innuence the lyrics. Police 
s hootings, crime and violence in the 
s1ree1s ... 1his is what innuences what the rap 
artists say on their records. lt"s not the other way 
around. I don't think people arc going out and 
doing what the rappers ta lk about," said 
Williams. 
But the National Pol itical Congress of Black 
Women, headed by Chairwoman C. Delores 
Tucker, feels otherwise. In a press release 
issued la~t month. Tucker said, "Many of our 
young people today feel (gangsta rap is) the 
thing . .. kids feel that you don't have power and 
prestige if you don't act like a gangsta rapper," 
l\,ckcr said. 
Tucker defined a gangi,ta rapper as a rapper 
whose lyrics promote and glorify violence 
through the carrying of guns and knives and 
whose lyrics degrade women. 
Tucker, along with local clergy members and 
activist Dick Gregory, were arrested last month 
after protesting at a Sam Goody music store in 
downtown Washington. Tucker urged record 
stores that distribute gangsta rap 10 remove the 
controversial music from their shelves and 
replace it with more positive music. 
Tucker has no qualms about riding this tidal 
wave 10 the shore. "We want to send a message 
to this record chain (Sam Goody) as well as 
other stores nationwide that we arc in this 
protest until they refuse to sell this porno• 
graphic smut," she said. 
Whether or not you believe that rappers talk-
ing about drive-by shootings, disrespecting 
women, killing police officers and gang-bang-
ing in the hood increase the crime and violence 
in the streets, most people will agree that the 
music can have an innuence on young, impres-
sionable children and 1eem,. 
The ultimate question is: Who should be held 
responsible for the music that these kids listen 
to? Is it the parents or the rap artists? Or 1he 
music stores that sell this very much demand• 
ed music? 
" I think it is the artists' responsibility and 
the parents' responsibility. Even though the 
children may not hear 1he music in their homes, 
they can get it on the outside from friends," Tel• 
lis said. 
Brown pointed out the fami liarity that exists 
between these opinions and the opinions about 
preseot•day hip-hop. Both blues and hip-hop 
artists use the events of their every day lives 
in their music. 
Coincidentally, it was blues artist, Mamie 
Smith that made African American music his-
tory in 1920. She was the first Afocan Amer• 
ican to record a song when she recorded "That 
Thing Called Love." She wasn't, however, t_he 
artist who popularized the blues. Bessie Smtih 
made the music forn1 famous and was named 
1be queen of the blues. Other popular artists 
include: Ma Rainey, Big Joe Turner. Alberta 
Hunter and S.S. King. 
Around the same time that the blues was 
making a name for itself, jazz was also ~com-
ing growing in popularity. The oral trad111on of 
Africans revealed itself in jazz as well. Louis 
"Satchmo" Armstrong, a great jazz trumpeter, 
was the first to talk over jazz rhythms, and he 
made his act famous in the early 1900s in New 
Orleans, Louisiana. 
Armstrong's performances became known 
as New Orleans 's jazz, and he and his mentor, 
fellow trumpeter King Oliver, gained world 
Please see BLACK MUSIC, B 
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Howard professor brings slavery to the big screell 
Haile Gerima, creator of 'Sankofa," inspires students while tackling film industry 
THE HlllTOP CELEBRATES 
the mix and pull ing 
whatever service I have 
toward the community in 
line wi th my long term 
v is ion of what k ind of 
cinema I would want in the 
world 10 be," Gerima said. 
Geri ma is a mentor for 
many s tudents; ii is nol rare 
10 sec a g roup of pupils in 
FOR BT ACK, HISTORY MONTH his office nearly every day. ~ As a professor of film direct ing, Howard is 
BY, Milana J. Campbell 
H,Ittop Staff Writer 
As one walks down the corridor 
on the third floor of the C.B. Powell 
Building, a particular office is 
,iwated just off 10 the right side of 
the hall. Walk in, and ii is another 
world-a film world. The room is 
fi lled with various reels of film 
hanging off of wire hangers, a 
bulletin board filled with a myriad 
of black and white and color photos 
depicting movie scenes and one 
item 1ha1 is most noticeable: the 
black-and-white poster of the late 
Geprge Jackson, a member of the 
Olack Panther party. 
The man behind all this is 
professor Haile Gcrima. He is best 
known for ··Sankofa," a 1wo-hour-
and-five-minu1e film about I 9th 
century slavery. 
''The word ·sankofa · comes 
trom the Akan language," Gerima 
s3 id. ··11·s basically an Ashantc 
word, from the people of Ghana. 
This b ird was a symbol and ii 
represented a return 10 the past and 
wa nting 10 move forward; the 
knowledge, or wisdom one could 
retrieve from the past would enable 
!him] 10 find a future 1ransforma1ion 
lo grow and develop. h represents 
a basic motion of eternity." 
Gerima recently stated in an 
artic le in Artistic Pedigree 1ha1 
··because of the film 's subject 
mallc r ... Sankofa was the most 
appropriate title for the film." 
~ 
• 
Gerima, born in Gondor. Ethiopia 
in I 946, is the fourth child of a 
family often children. Unlike most 
filmmakers, Gerima admits there 
was no real love 1ha1 lead him 10 his 
calling. 
'"My background is theater. I just 
accidentally bumped into 
filmmaking when I went 10 
[University of California at Los 
Angeles] so ii was accidental 1ha1 I 
got into fi lmmaking."" Gcrima said. 
Geri ma's mother was a teacher. 
He credits his father with ha, ing 
provided him his initial training in 
theater. 
··My father was a playwright and 
I used 10 act in his plays. Basically 
Iha! 's how I got s tarted." 
Geri ma's father had a theater 
troupe 1ha1 presen1ed original, and 
o ften historical, d rama 1ha1 was 
always submersed in 1he genuine 
cuhure of Ethiopia. Besides being a 
film and 1hca1er director. writer and 
editor of al l his films thus far. 
Gerima is also an actor. 
A professor a1 Howard for 17 
years, Gerima says he chose 10 teach 
here because it"s a '"challenging 
teaching place:· He also noted the 
wide black diaspora 1ha1 is found 
here. 
··1t"s a place where 1he s1udc111 
body is made out of un iversal black 
people. And it 's only al Howard 
1ha1 you can gel a s1Ude111 from 
Africa, a s1Uden1 from the West 
Indies and , by and large. from 
almost every part of America. I like 
Geri ma 's ca talyst in 
helping s tudents blossom in10 great 
filmmakers. 
··111 many ways [teach ing here) 
helps me nurture young people 1ha1 
I would say in 10-50 years would 
make a difference in cinema for the 
African race and for the world [ in 
seeing a different! perspect ive of 
African people."" 
"Sankofa" took Gerima nine 
years 10 make because of financing. 
"Nobody wanted 10 pul money into 
it. Actually, raising money for the 
film has taken the longest time out 
of Iha! nine years Qf devotion," he 
said. t 
T hough the subject of s lavery 
remains a controversial topic for 
the mainstream film industry, 
Ger ima remained persistent in 
looking for financial backing for 
his movie. 
Gerima said most were fearful 
of the film. ··[The industry] didn't 
want ii 10 be made," he said. I le 
traveled from America 10 Europe in 
search of support for ··sankofa." 
hut 10 no avail. 
But eventually Gerima \ hard 
work paid off. Several times since 
it s release, 1he C ineplex Odeon 
Jeni£cr movie theater in the Dis trict 
sold out 10 large aud iences of 
··sankofo ··. Not only has it had an 
affect on the general audience. but 
students have also informed Gerima 
of the impact the movie has had on 
them. 
··rs1uden1s] have wril!Cll me 
Howard University South African 
Observer Delegation 
Howard University will sponsor a 
delegation of students, faculty, 
and administrators to observe the 
first free and democratic elections 
in South Africa scheduled for 
April 27-29, 1994. The delegation 
will spend two to three weeks in 
SouJh Africa as a part of larger 
delegation of monitors and observers 
frorr1 throughout [Jnited States and 
and abroad_ 
Inf ormatioo: 
Additional information and student 
applications will be available through 
the Dean's offices in e.ach of the 
colleges and schools and in the office 
of the Vice President for Students 
Affairs beginning Friday. Feb. 4, 1994. 
Deadline: 
Applications are due Friday 18, 1994. 
Selection: 
The HU South Africa Committee 
• t 
compr1Sed of students, faculty, 
and administrators, will make the 
final selection of the members 
of the delegation. 
Kobtrt J. Cummings, Cbalrper.1on 
South Africa Commlt«e 
le11crs, and .-- ------------,----------
some have 
come and miked 
10 me. I realize 
how emotional 
this film is:· he 
said. 
• 
.... , .... ,.. , ... 
Gcrima is 
very particu lar 
about his tilms. 
He tends 10 
stray away from 
a 101 of b lood 
and gore. "17rnl 
doesn' I serve 
1he purpose: ii 
o nl y makes 
people numb. 
My interest is 
centered in 
making people 
be aware of the 
impact of 
destruction, or 
violence. I '-:='.pr=::c7 c:::r:---7s:-:'ui:;l:-r.c::---------------------'----!. 
reprcsen1a1ion; l a111morc in1cres1cd VITAL STATISTICS 
in the metaphor than !he 
ac1ua liza1ion. I think the actual i~ 
they and th~ metaphor is me. My 
reason of making film is not 10 
entertain people whether by blood. 
gore, or just buffoonery. I don '1 
want [film] 10 be a medium of 
exploitat ion, I want ii 10 be a 
medium of ideas, cm01ion. feeling. 
pa in and be1raya l. I am more 
interested in those things:· he said. 
• Born in Gondor, Ethiopia in 1946, 
• Has been teaching at 
Howard for 17 years. 
• He is the fourth child 
of a family of ten children. Gerima's inspirations were African and Africa-American 
filmmakers. Most of them arc 
writers. philosophers and 
• He Came to The United States 
in 1967 to study at Chicago's 
Goodman School of Drama. 
politicians. he said. 
Gerima take ·s film extremely 
serious ly. and 1ha1 seriousness 
comes across in his lectures. 
--what I do here is very personal. 
I 1ry 10 help the individual [student] 
and help him find himself. It's very 
important for people know their 
idenlil) and their own emotion 
instead of 1heir schizophrenic 
identity of trying lO be somebod} 
Word's of Wisdom: "It's important for 
people to know their identity instead 
of trying to be somebody else." 
else. 
' 
'..:,..~·. .. ,  
.~ 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
SOUTH AFRICA DA\' 
"SOUTH AFRICA: 
ON THE BRINK OF DA\'BREAK" 
THLJRSDAV, FEBRUARY 10, 1994 
A gathering of national and international leaders in 
politics, education, student affairs, and business to 
disseminate information, raise consciousness 
and solicit support for a ne\v South Africa 
RALLY: 
Featuring Peter Mokaba, 
Past President, African National Congress 
Youth Le~ue 
Cramton Auditorium 
11 :30 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
WORKSHOPS: 
• Role of Youth and Students 
• Education and Culture 
• Political Transition 
• Reconstruction/ Reinvestment 
Cramton Auditorium 
2 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
FUNDRAISING RECEPTION: 
To send equip111ent and supplies to South Africa 
for the April 27th election 
Howard University Hotel. Founders Ballroom 
2225 Georgia Ave. N.W. 
6 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
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fhe Spaniels say goo 
Randilynn Lord 
'.9 Staff Writer 
n,c soulful doo-wop sound of 
•5(1' ha, been brought to 1he 
$b) group, like Shai and Boyz 
lk• IIO\\CVer, lhcy owe their 
:r->IO African-American musi-
lilc 1hc Spaniel, who helped 
;:;: 1hc ,trcet•corncr harmony 
. ,ithool gelling proper recog-
• N royahic, for 1heir work,. 
':< Sp,1niels arc best known for 
. :154 hil "Goodnigh1 Swccl-
p:Goodnight." that wa., remade 
i,.\J!J, of ,ingcrs from Ben E. 
10Sha N,1 Na. Over the years, 
c;,,up ha, been swindled by 
0
J companies and promoters, 
t<1 more than 20 years of roy-
b',,,uit,. the Spaniels arc back 
1heir ne" album, "The 
1,- Ilic 40th \nni\'crsary." 
'.l'.<Spanict,· ,11,r) 1, rcminis-
11ofmany other African-Amcr-
groups of the early '50,. Inc 
•·" born in 1952 at Roo-
lligh School in Gary, lndi-
:·c Spaniels con,isted of lead 
: fame, "Pookie" I ludson, 1op 
Erne,1 Warren, bari1one 
, C Jackson, 1enor Opal 
~) and ba,, ,ingcr Gerald 
n, \\ho wrole most of the 
\ ,ongs. said ii was his 
• about 1hc mu,,c businc~ 
ltpl him lrom prcs,ing the 
J compan) and publi,hcrs 10 
give him 1he royahies he deserved. 
"I didn '1 know money was 
involved in the song writing. I 
thought it wa.~ something you juM 
did," Hudson said. "The group 
needed songs, so I wrote them . , . 
I never knew how lucra1ive the 
music business was." 
Known as Pookic I ludson and the 
lludsonnaires at the bcginninA of 
their career, the group performed at 
talent sho\\, and other gigs in Gary. 
In 1953, they were the first artists 
signed to VccJay Records, a label 
started by a loca I DJ and her hus-
band. The group's first release was 
"Baby It's You." The group 
changed !heir name to lhe Spaniels 
one night while rehearsing at Gre-
gory's house. 
"When we were rehearsing, we 
asked Gerald's wife how we sound-
ed and she said 'like dogs'," said 
lludson. "!Eventually) we came up 
with the name the Spaniels.'' 
"Goodnight Sweetheart Good-
night" was the group 's third release 
on the charts. I ludson wrote 1he 
song in 1953, while he was dating 
a young woman whose mother 
often encouraged him lo say good• 
night to her daughter because it 
was lime for him 10 go home. 
"I never go1 a dime for the song 
until about 1978," said lludson. 
who lives in Manassas with his 
wife, Lillian, and their 3-year-old 
daughter Cassey. 
"There were 01her groups that 
were treated lhc same way; some 
go1 more money than we did 
because 1hey knew more about 1he 
business," Hudson said. 
Charleston Lee, a professor of 
marketing al Howard University, 
remembers seeing the Spaniels in 
1955, at a high school dance in his 
hometown of Chicago. According 
10 Lee, for African-American 
groups like the Dells, the Drifters 
and the Spaniels. it was more than 
a lack of knowledge about the 
music business that thwarted their 
success. II was also poor promo-
tion, limited distribution and racial 
issues of the 1imc. 
"II was not uncommon 10 have 
a black group come out wilh a song 
and two weeks later a white group 
would come out with lhc same 
song," Lee said. "(While artis1s] 
had a wide distrihution and the pro-
motion of large record companies 
like Columhia and RCA, so you 
would newr hear of 1he original 
black groups." 
Around 1955, military obliga-
1ions. marriage and discouragement 
caused 1he group to fall apart. Gre-
gory revived lhe Spaniels and 
added Donald Porter, Carl Range 
and James "Dimples•· Cochran 10 
replace 1hc original members. 
When Hudson relumcd 10 the group 
in 1956, the Spaniels began record-
ing again and appeared on Dick 
Clark's "American Bandstand." 
·111e Spaniels' hits included "Every-
~niversity Records 
orings COllledy tour to 
olack college cainpuses 
lmesa Howell 
-Staff Writer 
~mt) Records brought us 
a-." humor of comedienne 
Gi,cns, along with the wise-
·. heckler-dissin' comedy 
,hael Colyer at The Phat 
, Jam during Homecom-
113 :-..ow University Records 
~blckwith even more laughs 
. ~v.ith the Phat Bl3ck Col-
FC'cm~dy Jam Tour 1994. 
lime the hysteria of laugh-
:Jbe hrough1 on by seasoned 
D:IS:in, Joe Clair and Joe Torry. 
or vou might recognize 
from 1hc screens of "House 
J," "Poetic Justice" and 
:11 Business." Torry will 
· ~plJce Martin Lawrence as 
of·Rus.<;ell Simmons· Def 
,J) Jam." 
l:dwming At 1he Phat Come-
.,ill b.: Zhanc, the singers 
. \1r. D.J.," along wi1h R & 
..,n; L,gac) and 7669. Biz 
"111 leep the the audience 
lhtirseats with his groo\'in' 
Islam, president and CEO 
·hmi1y Records. said he 
, ~ 10 have a black college 
di tour because it wou Id 
• k1 be prosperous for both 
~II) Records and the college 
··, who would be able to gain 
.nc, 
-, universi11cs and college 
nt, arc a major markel 
:I( these students arc our 
professionals who will learn 
,ne,s aspect; of the music 
~- blam said. 
hlam added that Universi1y 
1did well at both 1he Tribe 
Oue,t and the Ice Cube 
th during Howard's last 
bming. 
:bUmvcrsit) Records. Islam, 
i:d Univcrsi1y alumnae. has 
agrca1 a,-et to the Dislrict's 
illdu,try. 
crutg the Spring semester of 
Universily Records spon-
' 1 lhrec-crcdi1-hour survey 
,'<allfoward University titled, 
B~1ines., of Music Visiting 
-1? Series.'' 
~ing 10 a press release. I he 
"'any offered the course 
· 1110,1 African Americans 
t great deal about lhc ere• 
tJtd performing sides of the ~ but know very linle about 
11ness side. 
"The Business of Music Visi1-
ing Lecture Series" has moved to 
the University of the District of 
Columbia. Since the class is 
offered 1hrough the Washington. 
D.C., area Con,ortium of Univer-
sities, students who allend area 
universi1ics and colleges can par-
ticipate. 
Islam was inspired 10 bring his 
brainchild. University Records, to 
life because he wanted to help 
African-American college sludents 
gain experience and business con-
nections in the industr). 
Legacy, comprised of four lb• 
year-olds from Baltimore, and 
Pure Soul, four former Howard 
ladies who showcased 1heir talents 
during homecoming, ore on the 
Universily Records label. 
Not only has Islam formed Uni-
versi1y Records, but he has also 
established University Promotions, 
University Records' sister compa-
ny. 
University Promo1ions is also 
commined 10 creating opportuni-
ties for African-American youth. 
Many Howard students are already 
working wilh the company. Don-
ald Jean. business manager and 
accountan1 for University Records, 
is a Howard student who will be 
graduating in May. 
Not only will Islam feature Uni-
versity Promotions artists, but he 
will highlight some Mo1own acts 
as well. With the help of Philadel-
phia International Records Presi-
dent Kenny Gamble, Islam is 
working closely with Motown 
Records. 
•·When I was at Philadelphia 
lnterna1ional Records, Gamble 
took me around 10 different music 
conferences and I remember that 
people always wanted change, but 
1hey didn't focus on how to make 
that change," Islam said. "I want 
10 teach and train the African-
American youth." 
As for fulure projects. the com-
pany will be holding The Univer-
sity Records Home Jams Talent 
Search Competition on Mar. 3 at 
Howard University's Cramton 
Auditorium. The competition will 
be open to residents from the 
Washington Metropolitan area, 
Baltimore and Richmond, Va. All 
entrants must submit a demo tape, 
a biography and a picture by Feb. 
l5 to qualify . 
Islam says judges will include 
Mo1own artist Stevie Wonder, and 
1he winner of !he competition will 
receive a recording contract with 
Universi1y Records and be fea-
tured on a compi lation album. 
1icke1s for the Black College 
Pha1 Comedy Jam arc on sale at 
Cramton Auditorium. General 
admission is $15 and $12 for stu-
denLs. The doors open at 6:30 p.m., 
and the show starts at 7 p.m. 
Pookle Hudson and The Original Spaniels 
hody 's Laughing," "You Painted 
Pictures" and "I Know." The 
group ·s chart run ended in I 963 and 
1hc Spaniels went their separate 
ways. 
The Spaniels reunited in 1991 
and recorded their 40th anniver• 
sary album when the Smithsonian 
Rhythm & Blues Foundation hon-
ored them as pioneers of the doo-
wopp sound and presented them 
with a $20,000 grant. All of the 
original group members, who still 
live in the Midwest, returned cxccpl 
Warren, who i~ now a minister. I le 
was replaced by Billy Shelton. 
·'[The Spaniels I arc saying 
"goodnight sweetheart goodnigh1" 
to 1993 and the bad times and say 
ing hello to a resurrected career in 
1994. Things already look good for 
the new year," said Bill Carpenter, 
the group's publicist. He met the 
Spaniels at a comedy club in Lau-
rel, Md .. on New Year'; Eve. 
"No one likes 10 deal with us 
because of our age: we basically 
have to do 1hings ourselves," Hud-
son said, "but Bill is a God-send." 
lludson. 59. owns JU Produc-
tions and is helping 01her middle-
aged R& B stars of yes1eryear, who 
suffered the same fa1e as 1he 
Spaniels, get back on their feet and 
get gigs and recording contrac1s. 
Hudson said his goal is to help 
people understand lhe hislory tha1 
music groups like 1hc Spaniels cre-
ated. He realizes that he will never 
gel all of 1he money back 1hat he 
deserves, bu1 he admits that anger 
and frus1ra1ion will no1 help him 
move on. 
"When I wrote 1he song 'Once 
A Srnr Always A Star,' 1 thought 
1ha1's how it would be, b~I it 
doesn't work like 1ha1. You have to 
have people in your comer sup-
porting you," Hudson said. 
Sweet 
-n-Sour 
~ Dear S-..eet-o-Sour, 
a 
1 
' 
-;-
..... 
~ (,: 
I am a junior with a 
big shado" hanging over me. I 
am a virgin. My boyfriend. who 
I met in college, has been very 
patient with me, bul recently I 
found out that he has been get-
ting "it'' somewhere else. The a problem is this: I want to have 
~ se;,c. but not with him. We've 
'.11 been going out for'.? years. but 
' ::: I don ·1 want him 10 be my first. 
' 
..... So. what should I do? ~ ~ -Nn Intercourse 
r. 
= : 
Dear No Intercourse, 
Just because you have 
a man doesn't mean that you 
' ~ have to have sex with him. Sex 
..._ can either enhance a relation• ~ ship or it can weaken ii. Since 
½ you're so sure he's sleeping 
&. with other girls then why arc 
= you stil~ with him? ls he a con-j vcnicnc!? Be honcs1 and break 
, up with him not just because 
~ vou don '1 want 10 have ,ex, but 
..._ because he's cheating on you. It ~ 
,. seems that you have someone 
'J'.l else in mind so try and develop 
&. a relation,hip with him and go 
= from there. Whomever you i decide to have sex with 1ake 
, the necessary precautions and 
~ be ready to accep1 anything that 
~ will happen afterward. ~ ::. 
½ 
a . Sweet i Dear No Intercourse, 
, Take other necessary 
~ precautions and catch this fool 
1; at his own game. What is the 
,~ purpose of having a relationship 
- J with someone if they arc going 
r. 10 sec other people? If you all 5 have a "open-relationship" then 
r1, you are getltng played. Also, 
, don't think that just because 
~ you're a virgin you're ohligat-
~ cd 10 have sex with him. Sccm-V5 ing as though he has a wander-
Coming Soon 
Free Passes 
to "Blue 
Chips" 
starring Shaq 
and Nick Nolte 
ing lower body he probably jus1 
stays with you for stability pur-
poses. You are the convenience. 
PrO\ c to this brolher that you 
arc hip 10 his trick.s and then let 
him runoITintothesunsct. Find 
someone that will respect you 
and accept you for who you arc. 
And please don ·1 sen le for less 
because no maller how you look 
you can be picky. 
-Sour 
Dear Sweet-n-Sour, 
Help, I am in love wi1h 
my boss! He is the most hand-
-;ome, tall, domineering man I 
have ever met in my life. II 
doesn't help that he's gradual• 
ing in the spring and I think 
!hat if I don't tell him how I feel 
I'll simply die. We work togeth-
er in a small office on campus 
and I believe he want, to get to 
know me better, but it's so hard 
to tell since he incessantly flirts 
wi1h cv~ryone who comes in 
the office. For two year.. !'Ye 
become accu,tomcd to his 
shady wa},, yet I still think 
there is a chance for us to gel 
together if I just say something. 
This obsession I have with him 
has caused my grades 10 drop, 
my weight is diminishing, and 
my heart is on a crash collision 
course. What should I do? 
-Beyond Pressed 
Dear Beyond Prc~sed, 
Girl, I feel for you 
bccau•c I'm sure 1ha1 you real-
ly do like this guy. but let's be 
true 10 ourselves. Don't waste 
another minute being ''fixated" 
unless you are willing to do 
something about it. Send him a 
c.:rd, ask him to help you with 
a projccl at work, or surprise 
him and call him at his house. 
He won't think you're crazy 
because you're not a complete 
stranger. You'd be surprised at 
how much power a female has 
when the ball is in in her court. 
No"' beware because he migh1 
have a girlfriend or he might 
just not want to get involved 
with anyone. To be on the safe 
side don't pour your heart on his 
clullcred desk, just take it easy 
and get the cool-friend-action 
going on. Still call him at home. 
Girls aren't usually the ones 
who act crazy when someone 
calls lhem for the first time, 
guys do that, 100. 
-Sweet 
Dear Beyond Pressed, 
Arc you serious? You 
are not in love. Why would you 
want to be in love when it ooly 
hurts you in the end. Especial-
ly when the 01hcr end doesn't 
know how you feel. Don't make 
yourself look stupid. If he is 
interested in you then eventual-
ly he ·11 say something. Don ·1 
think for a second he doesn't 
know you're crazy about him. 
Every office on this campus 
consists of big mouthed co-
workers who over-dramatize 
everything. So, if you told one 
person at work believe you me 
it's gollen back 10 him. Take my 
advice: play not, ' les ye be 
played. 
-Sour 
The views expressed in this col-
umn do not 11ecessarily reflect 
tlw views of Tire Hilltop. I/you 
!raw ,my q11estio11S for Sweet-11-
Sour or for Spice, brillg your 
/etterro The Hilltop, 2251 Shcr-
111011 Ave., N. W, or /ea~·e your 
let/er i11 7 he Hilltop mailbox in 
tire Office of S111cle11t Activities. 
116 Rhode Island Ave N.W. 
(202)328-1106 
.. 
.. 
,. 
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Hear the Candidates 
SPEAK OUT 
for the positions of 
HUSA 
President/ Vice-President 
Unde• graduate Trustee 
Graduate Trustee 
School of Business Auditorium 
Wednesday, February 9, 1994 
6::30 P.M. 
ADULT VIDEOS 
BY 
~ . Ii. r ll ij ~ ~ t ll ij ~ 
(!Delivered to your doorstep~ 
EXOTIC MALES & FEMALES 
DIVERSELY REPRESENTING YOU 
CONSISTlNG OF WHO YOU 
WANT TO SEE WHEN YOU 
WANT TO SEE 
THEM 
TAPES 
JUST $9. 99 EACH 
W IDE SELECTION OF VIDEOS 
TO CHOOSE FROM 
SPECIALITY VIDEOS ALSO 
AVAlLABLE 
CALL 24 I !OURS. 
(.202) 8 <).2700 
,~------· 
fl I '\ai~?.~IIOII 
MOTOWN A 
RECORDSW 
at 
I <.'11..'<" \\ ilil 
Pun: h:t~ 01 
UNIVERSl1Y 
PROMOTIONS 
(M]@OO&fJJlID (!!J~□w~rra@□W 
© o A lJ@~ £(!!J[ID01f@[ru0(!!J~ 
featuring 
The New Host of Russell Simmons 
DEF COMEDY JAM 
CONFIDENTlALITY IS 
GUARANTEED. 
(301) 590-5302 
ALSO GUEST 
DJ 
"POWERFUL ... VIBRANT 
A BEAUTIFULLY OBSERVED HUMAN COMEDY. 
'Guelwaar' ... presents Mr. Sembene at his considerable best." 
- ,..tt Mullo, THE NEW YOlK TIMES 
"TREMENDOUSLY MOVING 
... OUSMANE SEMBENE'S MASTERPIECE ... 
Seeing It again, I am moved anew by Sembene's rare and 
honest talent. One of the world's great fllmmc1kers 
continues to astonish ••• The film Itself Is a miracle." 
-Georsl,l Brown, THE VILLAGE VOICl 
"****" - NEW YORK NEWSDAY, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS 
"A REMARKABLE RICHNESS ... 
an excellent Introduction to Sembene's grec1t talent." 
- D.l•'t Kehr, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS 
iilc 11141tGIIAl•H 4NOW PLAYING 
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Win free tickets at the Three-Point Shootout 
of the February 5 Men's Basketball game. 
To register, call 
393-6220 
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f SPORTS 
Basketball tea1ns rebounding after slow-
;tarts, fa c e Coppin State toniorr oW" night 
1,-1rd HIi i J r. 
Information Director 
In case you h ti\ c not 
cJ. the lloward Men's 
~~111 team i, phi) ing its 
,~ctbalhi nee the I 99 I. 
iso in" hich it "on the 
~( tournament and 
aced to the NCAA 
cnt. fhc Bison. who at 
umc arc sporting an 8-8 
and a 5-:! MEAC record, 
•on three in a row, four 
h,t h, c and six of the 
c 3ftcr a 2-5 ,tart. 
ctcam\ turnaround can 
butcd to ,e"crnl factors. 
c mo,t important has 
DEfl I\SL During the 
111c1 k . the Bison have 
d eight c,f their 
eat, to., 40 percent field 
percentage 
combination or fullcourt 
re. tough man-to- man 
~nd the in11midat1ng 
l"'king of 7'0" center 
L.-ing,ton have created 
major problems for opponents. their roles and the lcadcr•h"1p f' R · ·   1gurcs. escrve Junior 
" , ur defense has been fairly of junior point guard Tommy forward Art Crowder leads the 
con"stent all year." said llcad "lronman" Brown. · · · h  I B team 10 scoring w11 12.2 per 
oac 1 utch Beard "It helps Brown leads the team with h · I · create offense." 575 . game. w , e senior guard 
n11nutc, for an average of Donnail D iggs, Brown and 
Li, ing,ton. a junior transfer nearly 36 out 111· ,·1 pos··. ·able 40 · · f d S ., ., iun1or orwar can Turley arc 
stuucnt from California. has per game. In ovcrt1'n1c n,·1111c•.· II · · d 1 1 f' I b ,.  ., a averaging 1n ou > c 1gurcs 
on) cen playing organized against South C.,rolina State \\ith J J.6, 11.2 and 10,9 per 
basketb,111 tor 15 month,, yet and Florida A& M, Bro,,·n · I 
h 
game, rcsp~ct I vc y. 
. c has shown rapid played an incredible 60 and 45 The Bison arc equally 
1mprovcmcn1 from game to minutes, respectively, yet he balanced in rebounding, with 
game. averaging 7.8 points and is still playing as well as any Crowder, Turley, Livingston 
7.4 rebounds a game. guard in the conference, d · O · y ,
1 
an sen ior tts oung 
• owevcr, shot b locks have lcadinP the Bison 1·11 as•. 1·•1·. · b "' , , ., averaging more than six per 
-:en the key factor, as (58) and steals (20). game. As a team. the Bison. 
Livingston's average of 4.5 a .. Tommy obviously is one averaging more than 45 per 
game puts him ahead of all of the key, 10 what we want to contest. lead the MEAC in 
NCAA Division I players in do.'· explained Beard .. After a rebounding. Thai is the team's 
blocked shots. 1,·nc ,·re·. hn1,·1n sea,011 that b · , est avcr.ige ,n six seasons. 
.. When you consider included MEAC Rookie or the fomorrow, the Bi\on host 
Grady·, l.1ck uf playing Year honors, we expected great conference leader and 
experience, I think hc"s come things out of him. but :1 delending MEAC champion 
along well, .. Beard ,aid. "In nagging groin pull kept him Coppin Stale in a game that 
!act. I think he'l l be even from performing 10 that level will be nationall} televised on 
better a month from now:· of expectations." Black Entertainment 
Other contributing factors In their pa\! three games, Televis ion. 'rip-off b 
to the Bison ,uccess of late has the Bi,on have been an equally scheduled for 7:30 p.m. 
been the balance of the team balanced team, with at lea,1 • 
the players· undcrManding of five players scoring in double After dropping seven of it ·s 
f i~st eight games, the Lady 
Bison basketball team has 
rebounded 10 win seven of 
their last IO games. 
More importantly, the Lady 
Bison have already surpassed 
l.1st season ·s victories and arc 
within striking distance of a 
regular season MbAC title . 
To understand the team's 
success, one need look no 
further than the Big Three -
Annette Lee. Dorothy 
Williams and Dcniquc Graves. 
The trio has combined for 71 
percent of the team's offensive 
production. 
Lee. a 6'0" senior. who is 
a strong candidate for MEAC 
Pla)'cr of the Year, is having 
her best all-around season, 
leading the team in scoring 
(18.4 ). rebounding (8.7). field 
goal percentage (52) and 
minute:, played (6 10). 
A 5'8 senior, Williams is 
having yet another outstanding 
season. averaging nearly 14 
po ints per game. Despite 
m issi ng two games, s he i s 
second in assists, w ith 53, and 
first in steals, w ith 36. 
II has taken Graves aw hi le 
to adjus t to the co llege game. 
T he 6'5" frcshm.in cente r 
cont inually got into fou l 
tro uble earlier in the season, 
but s he has seemingly sett led 
in, leading the tea m in scoring 
three ou t of the last six games. 
O ther players who have 
made significant contribu tions 
10 the team's recen t success 
inc lude sophomore forwards 
Mel issa You ng and T ia nna 
Scott (3.4 and 3.1 points per 
game), fresh man forward Leah 
Turner (4.5 points per game) 
and j un ior point g uard 
Ada idra lli ll (5.4 poin ts and a 
team leading 60 ass ists). 
The women will host 
Coppin State tomorrow night 
at 5 p.m. 
;wim teains splash, men victorious 
twn.Myada Peters by onl) one point. Ho"evcr. the 1()0-mctcr backstroke with a and 2: 12.90. respectively. 
Black History Box 
StaftWnter the. relay tc~~ of JaJa_ Wade, time of 55:70: In ~n earlier meet Inc women's 200-meter medley 
Shel\~) n. M,llctc,Jocl I larmon and against the Um"crs,ty of Mar) land relay team also added to the Bison Do you know your history? 
c ·, ,w im tc,1m added 
1n 10 1ts record last 
1 ag; ,n,t S1 Peter', w hilc 
n , .. 11~1 •d with .mother 
,al 
:.,;h hstin Sen ford said that 
- , • ,cry. , er) g,>O<l, .. not 
usc of the men 's and 
, p,:rfon11ancc, but because 
:tam morale. 
mtn\competition wa, vcf) 
al n c.imc down to the last 
the Bison men behind St. 
Jab,,r~ Kingwenton_toe_dgcoutSt. at Baltimore County. King broke score by placing second with the 
Peter , by placing £1rst in the 200- the record in the I OU-meter time of 2:27.11. 
mete, f ree,tyle rel,,y The fina l back,trokc with a time of 54:44 Angcl,1 James dove her wm onto 
;core"·" 111 10 101. ·:1 .,m happ) with my time, but the Bison scoreboard h} pi.icing 
,. _In. the ?0-metc~ f~e~stylc. W~de I l~tnk 1 can do a lot bencr." King second in the diving competition. 
~amc~;'. first place fims~. clock mg said.. Aside from the ,wimming 
mat ---87, his fastest ume ever. M1lletc abl1 l,Corcd for the Bison competition. Sen ford was vcrv 
"I f~lt good about my time, and finishing first in the too ny. happy. • 
I was ..JUS! glad to help the team For the ladies, the big performer "TI1e team had a lot of fun at the 
score. sa'.d Wade, who also placed ,~a~ Seanna _Westcarr. Wcstcarr ?JCCt, and we were constantly 
first in the 1()()_-mctcr freestyle. f,mshcd first m both the 20-mcter involved by cheering one another 
Another b,g performer for the freestyle and the 200-mctcr on," Senford said. 
men wa, King. who placed first in brcastwokcwiththetimesof57:ll 
1. In 1988, this female became the first African Amer-
ican to win an Olympic medal in figure skating. Who 
is she? 
2. This former AJI-Pro became the first African Amer-
ican to become head coach of a Nationa l Football 
League team. Name him and the team he now coach-
es. 
ictorious Grapplers tie for first in MEAC 
3.This former Washington Redskin was the first 
African American quarterback to lead a team to a 
Super Bowl victory. Name him. 
ng over the mat, pressing 
pov.cr to gain a point and 
~ to throw and pin his 
liimis\\hat I <JO..pound" rci,tler 
li.Cb11on demonstrated this 
•«kcnd. a, he helped the 
\;ru1c!',il~ wrestling team 
1CI )r) 
lt'\llrng team. knO\\Tl ,1., the 
J.:fcatcd Dcla\\arc State. 
aoo the Univcrsit> of Nonh 
• 31 Grccn,boro. 30-12. l:Lq 
m a tournament that was 
11 Greensboro. With the 
th.: Grapplcrs arc no\\ tied 
11,:,rg.,n State University for 
in the Mid-E:l.<,tcm Athletic 
"ith -.even wins. 
\\rc,,tJing Coach Paul Cotton 
be roulJ easil\· find 1c:1ms 
G!Jwtcrs could beat, but h.: 
:pilit} competition. 
'OJI oompctition is tougher.' 
,1id. "Every wrestler is 
or obtaining a national 
ii he wrestles up 10 hb 
H,l\,ever, a wrestler need, 
urc 10 get that national 
!O th.n ·s why we wrestle 
. r..nked teams ... Conon aJ!,O 
said that both victories and defeats arc 
a good learning experience. 
'"This is definitely a learning 
experience," Clayton said. ··rvc 
learned never to over- or 
underc.stimatc an individual.'' 
Aet.-ording to Damon Bf) ant. the 
team h,., impro, cd a great deal since 
l:L,t year. 
··rm impres.scd by the way we ·vc 
come along:· Bryant said. "We ha"e 
enough potential to do ii. and Coach 
Cotton has done a good job at 
building the team back up again.'' 
Freshman Alphonso Taylor, a 
wrestler in the J 26-pound class, said 
that the team is vcr) close and 
unified, both in academics and m the 
gym academically, which helps them 
to pcrfom> belier. 
All of the Grnpplcr 's matches arc 
away due to lack of support and 
equipment. Bryant said. 
"It's scandalous that we 're just left 
otJ 1he rs'COrds." Bryant said. 
Collon said that the team will 
remain cautiously optimistic and 
enjoy the traveling and the 
competition that it brings. 
"We're going to listen to Coach 
[Cotton] and his knowledge and 
expert isc, and we' II be a more 
ck teams make strides at U of Delaware 
!lirlkEt-Bashlr 
lip Staff Writer 
How,1rd University men ·s 
track team is off to an 
\he start after a strong 
g at the University of 
Ile on Jan. 14. The team 
Clptcially well in the 4 x 
rcla) event. in which the 
raced 10 a first-place 
l'llh a tune ol J: 19. I he 
team eons,~tcd of 
n Jue I cc and Damion 
along with ,eniors Shawn 
lld Terry Williamson. 
T'bc distance medley relay 
~
of Carson Edwards, Marc 
a, Joel Bounds and Phil 
•zic also ran well and 
second over.ill. 
In the individual events. 
11 performances were 
1th\ Damion Rowe 
d first in the 800m run 
a time of I :58 Terr\ 
1 ~ son won the 400m run 
1' 1 time or 50. I ~cconds. 
=::ell also turned in a solid 
1, ancc in the 55m sprint 
,.•& third in 6.4 seconds. 
, . u:c " as another standout 
1
' 
11econd place finish in the 
500m run with a time of I :05. 
The Bison were equally 
impressive in the field events 
with Willie King winning the 
triple iump and Jason Cal laman 
winning the long jump. 
Last Saturday the Bison 
traveled to Fairfax, Virgin ia, to 
compete in the George Mason 
Patriot Games. The meet 
featured several of the East 
Coo1s1s • top track teams, 
including the univers ities of 
North Carolina, Jumcs M.idison. 
Penn State, George Mason and 
lloward. 
The Bison performed well in 
the hurdle events. with Corey 
Wilson fml\hing fourth in a very 
close 55m hurdles race in 7.91 
seconds. On the women ·s side, 
Jamclia McElroy placed sixth in 
the 55111 hurdles, finishing in 
8.64 seconds. 
I loward's jumpers once again 
had a st1ong perlormanccs. 
Freshman Sheena Ferguson, 
placed fifth with a mark of 
18'6.5". In the triple jump. 
Willie King placed fourt h with a 
mark of 43'4.5''. 
In the individual even ts, 
women's team captain, Adayna 
Upchurch, finished fourth in the 
500m run in J: 16.94. 
The men's 4 x 400m rcla) 
team improved upon their 
previous time (3: I 9) by a full 
second and placed sixth in 3: 18. 
The Howard Track Bison take 
pride in their 4 x 400m teams. as 
docs Head Coach Bill Moultrie. 
Moultrie said he is teamwork 
fanatic and that is why he is 
partial 10 the relay events. Ile 
added that teamwork always 
equ,,ls succ~ss. 
Moultrie demands excellence 
on the track, but more 
importantly excellence in the 
classroom. Ile asks 
upperclassmen to lend a helping 
hand to freshmen on the team 
who may be struggling in their 
studies. Perhaps that is why not 
one member of the men nor 
women's' team was lost to 
academic ineligibility thi, past 
semester. Moultrie says overall 
the team has performed well. but 
not up to their potentia l. .. This 
weekend we ran tough, and took 
a giant step toward a 
championship," he sa id. 
competitive team in the remaining 
weeks of the =n;· C'layton said. 
Both Taylor and Bryant said that 
their goal is 10 win the Mid-Ea.stem 
Athletic Conference Championship. 
4. These two baseball players became the first father 
and son tandem to play on a Major League Baseball 
team at the same time. Name them and the team that 
they played for. 
"If we all do what we have 10 do 
and work really hard, we'll be 
victorious."1llylor ;aid. 
The Grapplers will continue their 
season with upcoming matches 
against Seton Mall, Boston 
Uni\'ersity, Drexel Uni~cr.,ity and 
Coppin State. Their final conference 
match will be on February 14 against 
Morgan State. 
5. This late human rights activist was the first African 
American male to win a Wimbledon championship. 
Name him. 
aqsy .mq:py(g 's.1auµew arneas '. ·.1r pue 
·.1s .,(a.uµD Ua)l(f, 'SWll!IITM .llnoa rn 's.1apf8}! sa1a.ll 
so1'.1aqs µy(z 'seUIOqJ, !qaa (l '. ,\ffi{ ~aMSNV. 
Monids Thou hts On ... guarantee t at pcop e w1 iump on the bandwagon. In fact, when you're less than successful, people will nat out 
SUPER BOWL XXYlll 
Yeah I yeah. y.:ah. How 'bout them Cowboys? Look., 
like we 'II be hearing that rhetorical question f<)r a" hilc 
10 come• I alway, knew there was a God, but lie 
uldn '1 be a Cowboys fan, could h.:? Anyway. Super 
Bowl Sunday was anything but super! Even the 
mmcrcials sucked. (What exactly was the point of 
that Michael Jordan spot? I mean. did you figure out 
what product the} were p1Lshing?) But. back to the 
ame. For the fir.,t half I was amazed. Could rhe Bills 
ctually be winning? Yes. they could and yes, they 
vere. But, whatever Jimmy Johnson said in 1he locker 
room at half-time must have been something ~pccial. 
ausc Dallas came out with all the intensity and hean 
needed 10 win. while Buffalo came out with all the 
aggagc of Super Bowls past to lose. It's not fair to go 
10 the Super Bowl four years in a row and LOSE. 
Unfonunatcly. life's not fair and the Bills know that 
first-hand. But, I give them credit. AT LEAST they've 
made it to the big game; most professional players will 
never be able to tell their grandkids that they were in 
a Super Bowl. I'll give props 10 the Cowboys and I 'II 
ven tell their fans that I (read carefully, I don't write 
r say this often!) was wrong. The belier team won last 
unday, but any team can win on any given day. For 
the first 30 minutes. the Bills were the belier team. 
However, the Super Bowl is a 60 minute pany and the 
Cowboys danced until the last song was over. The Bills 
arc a good team. the Cowboys are a bener team and 
the Eaglc-s arc the BES f team (Hey, this is "'Monica's 
l1ought.s.'' right?). 
SCHOOL SPIRIT . 
I touched on this subject very brieny last semester. 
I sec, however, that it might have fallen on deaf car., 
or blind eyes). Contrary to popular belief. lloward 
·11hlctics did not disappear when the Bison football 
team ended their dream season in a first round ph1y-
ff loss to Marshall last November. Unfonunatcly, 
· hool spirit, support and enthusiasm did. I'll be the 
first to say that I was extremely proud of the Bison. 
Going 11-1 and winning the MEAC were great 
·1ccomplishmenls and I'm sure that because of the 
xccllent coaching staff and tulented players, the team 
ill sec even more success next year. However, I can 'I 
recall people fight ing for bus trips to cheer on the Lady 
Spikers, 1993 MEAC Volleyball Champions. And I'm 
prclly sure that the Women ·s Tennis team, winner of 
three consecutive MEAC titles, ha5n 't had a legion of 
loyal funs. So, I guess being a winner sti ll doesn't 
reject you. Two years ago, the Men's 
Basketball team were MEAC champs and although I 
was not yet a student here, I wa.5 talking much trash at 
my high school, saying that I was going to Howard, a 
school with a championship basketball team. The 
pride here was just as strong, with people wearing t· 
shins and flashing stickers that had such slogansas"AII 
the way 10 the NCAA." 
What a difference a year makes. Last season, many 
people said that the players were sorry and 
underachievers. Granted. they weren't the best team 
around, but they were OUR team. If your child missed 
a potential game-winning field goal, would you leave 
him out there to carry the load of defeat alone? 
Everything about Howard. successful or unsuccessful, 
popular or unpopular, we should embrace. It's not 
whether you win or lose, it's how you play the game, 
or better yet, that you even played the game at all. MaJ\Y 
a game, I've heard a brother say that he would've made 
that interception or blocked that shot. I menially say 
to myself, "If you're 1hatgood,get your butt out there." 
That doc.5n'tjust go for spons. If you think you can 
procluce a better spor1S page, stop by the office, I 'II even 
let you sit at my desk! If you don't like the student 
government. run against them, I'll sign your petition! 
It's all about suppon. Our wrestling team has not 
and will not have taken 10 the mat here at all this season. 
Maybe if we showed ,ome interest, the Grapplcrs 
would be able to play a little in their own backyard. 
The head coach of the track team coached 
Olympians to gold two year~ ago in the Summer 
games. Wouldn't you like to check him and the future 
Flo Jo or Carl Lewis out? 
The Lady Bison basketball team, which features 
two talented seniors, sophomores with a lot of potential 
and a 6'5" freshman center, is coming together rather 
well this season. Why do y'all (and the band for that 
mailer) not show up to their games until the final two 
minutes? It doesn't coM any extra to sec the ladies in 
action. As a matter of fact, ii doesn't cost anything at 
all. 
What I'm trying 10 say is that the athletes need our 
suppon. From football to basketball, from tennis to 
swimming, they represent us every rime they step onto 
a field or coun, dive into a pool, jump over i hurdle 
and take a swing at every pitch. So don't knock 'cm 
when lhey're down. Thank them for their effort and 
let them know you're behind them every step of the 
way. 
r 
KEEP IT 
~OCKED 
Hears the Deal. .. 
come in now and save 
on all Sony Headphones 
1----=t--~ 
WMOR•24 Lightweight 
Stereo Headphones 
• Stert0 Un,Match pluQ 
• lncll.,des 10ft ear plcfs 
ondwide-
$11.15 
SONY. 
MOR·E225G 
Fontopla Headphones 
• Water resistant 
• IOCM!o,ca,o $16.95 
MOR-CO 50 Homo llatenlng 
Stereo Headphone• 
• LMge oomfortal>I• .-pedo 
. s,.- l)nlM.ich Plug O 0 $28. 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Electronics & Computer Department 
2401 -4th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20059 
(202) 806-6656 
REA l l 
A COMEDY ABO 
LOVE I N THE '9: 
COMING 
SOON 
11ml~~---
On WHBC 830 AM. 
Howard University's 
personal vibe is 
celebrating it's 
20th Anniversary 
February 14th - 20th. 
,, 
a. 
JUT 
>Os. 
I 
• 
• : 
RAMADHAN 
••lbo11aill,an is the (1111n1tb) in ,vhieh ,vas sent do,,'11 the Q111·-a11 as a guide to 111ankind, also ell•a•• (sig11s) 
foa· g11idanee and j11dg1nent (between) 1•ight a11d ,,,1·011g). So e,1e1·yone of you ,,,ho is 1•resent 
(at his ho111e)1h11•ing the 111onth should spend it fasti11g, but if anyo11e is ill, 01• on a jo111•11ey, 
the p1-ese1•ibed 11e1•iod (sl1011ld be 111ade 1111) h,, clays later. Allah intends e,1e1·y faeility 
fo1• y1111; he dc,es no( ,vant Co 1111t you to diffieulties. ( lie ,,,ants you) to eo1nplete 
the p1-ese1•ibecl pe1•iod, and glo1•ify hi111 in that he has guiclt_ .. l you; 
and 11e1-ehanee ye shall be g1•atef11I.'' 
Translation of the Holy Qur-an C2Vl85 
IMAIVIMUSA 
l 
of lvlagjid AL-Islam 
\Vednesday, February 9, 1994 
7:00pm 
Undergraduate Library Room L41 
Sponsored by the Muslim Students of Howard University 
P.O. Box 404 Howard University 
Washinaton, D.C. 20009 
(2()2) 291-3790 
ATTENTION!!! 
STUDENTS • ALUMNI • FACULTY • STAFF 
Mark your calendar 
for the 
9th Annual 
National Salute to Blacks in Business Conference 
"GLOBAL COMMUNITIONS: CONNECTING WITH THE FUTURE 
February 16-17, 1994 
32 African American Youth from WDC area 
present an African-American Historical 
Stage Production for the entire Family 
February 5, 1994 
7:30-9:45 PM 
Howard University 
Cramton Auditorium 
: In celebration of Black History Month, the Howard University School of Business Small Business Development 
,: Center and Student Council cordially invite you to panicipate in our Ninth Annual National Salute to Blacks In Business 
Ticket info. call Cramton Box Office at (202)806-7199 
$5.00 (adults) & $2.00 (seniors, students & children) 
Proceeds to benefit SPIRIT OF TRUTH: UPRISING To Africa 
Additional Donations: PO Box 1353 Upper Marlboro, MD 20773 
Conference to be held February 16-17, 1994 at the Washington Convention Center, 900 91h Street, N.W. By choosing to 
participate in this annual conference, you will join us in promoting excellence for the nation's present and future African-American 
entrepreneurs. 
we are expecting over thousands of panicipants to attend this celebration of African-American enterprise and 
entrepreneurs. In keeping with the theme, this year's _confere~e will reC?Qnize the a~_mplishment~ of outstanding Af~can-
American entrepreneurs, as well as provide a wealth of information and business opportunities for part1c1pants through seminars, 
netwol'ldng, a Business to Business Expo, and an Awards Dinner. All events are free to Howard University Students except 
the Awards Dinner! 
* Free Awards Dinner Tickets 
Available to HU students on a first come first served basis by signing up, beginning February 4th. 
* Free Conference Registration 
Includes Admission to Business Expo. Seminars and Mid-Day Networking Reception 
FEATURED EVENTS 
Thursday, February 17th 
• BUSINESS SEMINARS 
• MIO-DAV Nt;TWORKl~C Rt!CCPTIO~ 
• BUSINESS FORUM 
"Building Block Business In Tht 21st Century" 
(tpomorrd by Blade Efttt'l)ritt \bCuine aM l!M Nadotul Blade. 6■.dntH Cound.l. IM..) 
,. AWARDS DINNER \8l1d: Ttt) 
For More Information Call: (202) 806-1550,(or stop by HU School of Business 
SBDC, rm. 125. 
GSC's theme 
"Perserverance, Foundation & Diversity" 
THE1994 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
GRADUATE RESEA RCH SYMPOSIUM 
Sponsor,-d by: 
TIIE GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL 
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL or ARTS AND SCIENCES 
11OWARO UNIVERSITY 
WEDNESDAY. APRIL IJ, 1994 
C,\LL FOR ABSTRACTS 
DEADLINES: 
ABSTRACTS: 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION: 
Armour J. Blackbum Unh·trsily Ctnttr 
How1rd UnlYtrslty 
Washinstoo, D.C. 20059 
FEBRUARY 9, 1994 
APRIL 6, 1994 
I 
' 
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South Africa Day 
at 
Howard University 
February 10, 1994 
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WHEREAS, the eyes of the world will be on South Africa on April 27, 1994, when '. · 
the first free and democratic elections in that country's history are to take place; , 
WHEREAS, the transition and future of South Africa are of profound significance 
to Africa, America and the world; ' N M 
WHEREAS, Howard University is America's leading historically Black university 
and a beacon of empowerment for the worldwide African Diaspora; 
AND WHEREAS, providing educational opportunities and support for Africans, 
and for the international community in general, is a long and distinguished tradi-
tion at Howard University; 
I HEREBY DECLARE THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1994, TO BE SOUTH 
AFRICA DAY AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY. 31 
Under the theme "South Africa: On the Brink of Daybreak," this day will be ~~~:c''.' 
observed with a gathering on Howard's campus of national and international ;,~~~:~~ 
leaders in politics, education and business to disseminate information, raise con~~~:i 
sciousness, and solicit support for a new South Africa. The rally from 11:30 a.m?r~'·:~; 
to 2 p.m. in the Business School Auditorium will feature Mr. Peter Mokaba, ~~Jl~J 
President of the Youth League of the African National Congress; Mr. Randall ~r:~~i~:: 
Robinson, Executive Director of TransAfrica; the Honorable Donald M. Payne, :~~0~i1~ 
member of the House Subcommittee on Africa; and other distinguished guests. :i~~~-~ 
Workshops will follow from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Business School Auditorium :1~ii:~ 
on four key subjects: Youth/Student Involvement, Education and Culture, Politi::~~: 
cal Transition, and Reconstruction/Reinvestment. ::~~~~i 
the soci, 
tplacc 
Soul ni, 
I urge all students, faculty, and members of the community who have interestir~01~~·;  
this monumental transition in South Africa to attend the rally and workshops, i•~:si~ 
l~arn the issues, identify opportunities, and discover how they can help make a;~~~: 
d1ff erence. ~::~i.i'~: 
Franklyn G. Jenifer 
President 
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GOLBDesEtND_1GreLcOtoBr E AWARDS - Best Picture l!!!!!!.1-■~-
Best Screenplay 
STEVEN SPIELBERG STEVEN ZAILLIAN ~ 
HE B E ST PICTUR E OF T HE YErii. ■,?' 
!OfiK FILM CRITICS CIRCLE - NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW - LOS ANGELES FILM CRITICS ASSOCIATION 
- NATI ONAL SOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS - BOSTON SOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS 
11E11'! • Dmd Alu•. hEW'S'WUIC MAWIKt - Joel Sieg.el, GOOO WORN.PIG lM(RICA • Petu l'laiMr, LOS ANCUES TIMES - Gtftt Wtl. CHtCAGO TRIIUHt ... Ol'rid S•etMin, 1 . S-.... t:na-tv '", ... lltm$0&, U!C-TV • Jilli Cerco,1•, lltAl-TV • ~,, Franl.1111, ltCOf'.JV. • MLotfl.ltl Mechtd, NEW fORX POST/SHEAK PR(YltWS • Jttr11, Lyons •• 
dlSrt* · Jay tin. 80STOIC &LOIE • Ptttr Slaclt. SAN FR.lHCISC.0 CHROtOCU • lhrbn Gron, (IOI • Ja111es Ve,.itrt. !OSTOlt HUW.0 •. J~k Gunu. GA.Ii lilTT NEWS 
. ~ ....... CALWY SUH ... St1t1••• tt .. t.,. Ul1Ud0ftE f&ORNl'IC SUH • M~cMII M.acCambt1dge, AUSTL'I AMERICAN STATESU.lll • P,1t Collwts, W\11011-TV - Rogtt (btr1. 
,alllS · Jot l-HOUSTOH POST • How,e Mon-,. DllMll POST • Rog,r-,t FI.UlJOtROAJ.IN[ll'S/SW Sllltlll!I • c,,~CMQ.llS 1'£GASRIV1[W JOUJUI.U - ,..,...,.~ 
, ... OS • Clfldlct---fl UW,Jlll.lil~ SlHTlll • Dlwtd [lltOtL SAN OUCO UIIIO~-lRIIUHt - M,clltl .bn•seais, PIIOVIO[HC[ JOURNAL • Jor.n Hatti, SUTTlE 
'4 111 llltl, su,nu \\'Hll\.'f .. ,,., Cli1mbm, TtllS STATE RADIO N£TW'OM • Oaa Owiico&a, Al.BAHT SUHOAT tll(Tlt • Jot 8,al!J.\t, SACIIIJd(NTO IU • Ttny ll'#'S0&.0AYTOlf 
ft5 • M , .. sltl, ARIZONA ftENIUC • flotitrt Otamtt'n. AOClt'f MOUNllJN H(WS • 0111111 ll}fgt. ttOllYWOOO ~EPOflttR • &My tot,!!, WfA.1.-TV. OAll.AS..FT. WORTH 
e O{;r"Ke" C}reilt' M<ivi-lgoini{ExperiehceS-:6flA-:tifeti1ne .. };?1· 
t1ptnt~«!l 11t 1bm 1ptllbo.;d, S1t1tn Spirlfirw's lftll uid daring rpit i\ complrtd) absorbiog~t ,;~) iln, lc moment~{ · · ' 
"'-~ll6,,l:lllt , ··,.~.-. ,:-- ·:11 -.:,.:_ -,:• _..,l'/1,."'".: , ,,.J.- ~-~, _ ... , ,'.'(,f':,:~' ~ ,. 
' :. - . .t ' . . :, ' :---,·t ·, •; .. , '~ . ' . ,t;' . } ·;.' : ·"-'-, ·-:,_ .. : ... _ ... -~---
lers List' ls D~tined To;, . ?"An Extraordinary Film. Absolutell. Ahsorbing:t.-
\ Permanent Place In Memory;. 4 lt,simpl)· has one extraordinary ~enta icr anolhrr }ti 
." 1h btst f hiHI rt ll'ng ./-~- ;• !Vtlh o~t of ,the mos! deeply mo,·mg ,ndmg1 ,, -, 
t,ll ,pon S ~ IL O h 0Jl : • ! , ' ,JI: .l In motton picture htslory."" 1.i.Sm-e~ ,Pt' oerg, as ma t - ,-C-/,;,';~.:-c ... , -..1.,1,s1,1(£U. 1t1Rr 
' r's List an txptntncc that ts no .;,-1 ~:: .-·: _, · , . 
,111tlori,n3 thann~l>~•r!itr works of;_,·· ''An Incredible Film,Stt \'tn Spielbtrg ' . ;k 
cllrllll nment. '-"i--' . · • • creates images that SI)' ,·olumes, that speak .. ,.· 
;,1,. ' 111 l'QIIK fl\U:., ., ~ . •. h h 'S h' di r' L' ' I. . As' 
..,, .• ,-,,.,)'·· •·· ' . · ,:, IOI t earl, C 10 t S ISi IIKtS US .· ;,.· 
hrformaricesB~· Liam Neeso.n, .· ;'~ · p. law \IC nc,·er 1hou~h1 film could . ,,,,i\if.'; 
f' A d K' I ,'' -;-:>.t ta_kc us, 10 show us things ire · . , ,: 1· ' 1ennes n f mgs e) , ;!/ _:i,ine,~r thought we would see." , ,," 
wnt,., A Masterpiece. A.~s~i,o~l.t ;;;:_!:,".' S.t(fOl'.,tR\I\(, A~'.lREU '. ' ,, 
111c~1 drama: Sit1en 1.a11liu1 s ·, .~ IIA , ,A'. · · d• '· A h'·· , '.if, 
. yisrxtraordm~r)!'_:/:< /.~: _ ,- :~~ nn stoun mg , ~ t~, emen~_;r. 
_1,1.1111n111,! 1K11!>,•; - .,:, · ·:.«·•,~nemblemofanmhila110.n.1n,d . 
• ,,-1,1:c . t,:l'/' { .i!' ·,i., • ·'; .:. of hope al the same hmc. I•' :f.,. 
· t ft m. Ftw American mo\its 5 · didn't think l could be --:'~, ; . 
• iit,nt ~ra ,hnt ~•d anytN~f , .: : .il:aff~cted 1~is w~y .■nyino~~~i 
~.a, this p1ctu,n: s nuraln~ ., ,. ~; _, ;; not Ii)· th,? sobJtc!, . ; <, .J· 
~1l~¥~dac~ty, and emo11~n1I ~~1,JStc~·cn SJ)lc!bcrg is:' !':1 •• ~1;. 
; . ,· &-: , .• '11.: . . .: · , .'i ; the lop of his form. ,. . _-.•.•. ,;!.'!11 
•IAnt. !.~l.~~" ~~~\t~ ,_; ;.? t ~ • .;: : : .. 0., i.l Orn\,,\, '\E~: YOlK, )L\G_~_lf-~~;·_;;. .. , _ . 
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lack Music 
is Black music coniinucd 
a 'r,csiylc form of jaa 
~ in 1he 1940,. It was 
music. ·1 hi<. and other 
re popularized b) 
·", as Duke Bllington, 
nld. Sarah Vaughn and 
; 10 name a few. 
·""" ilnt:ssed 1he advcni 
~~ba-.cd ,oul music pio-
lti) Ch;,rlc, and Sam 
beginning ii wa~ an 
I rchcllion or al leas, 
Ra) Charles· lran,-
·ricd go,p, I s1andards 
ti scc-ilar c,·,1a,y. This 
~h c1iticism al firsl. 
the pu lpil. On<.-..: it 
him 1hc underground. it 
• cd 1hc Civil Righ1s 
ilmo,t ,1ep h)· slcp. i1s 
lly rcnccting 1he giant 
inlcgration was making: 
In) almosl a mirror image 
changes 1ha1 were 1ak-
ask" soul hem by defi-
~ b) ac1ual geography. 
bhic,. Jal/ and rod. · n 
·nt am! inspiral ion of 
stems from the South, 
Burke. one of the grcat-
11ngcrs, and Gamel 
1 liulc appreciated Intl 
11cd vocalisl, arc 1wo 
\\hose ,1yles w:as 
I, the s;imc Sou1hern 
r~al fueled such diverse 
~ El,is Preslc) and llan k 
1'111,c one hand, and Lil-
FromP. Bl 
tic Richard and Ray Charles on lhe 
01hcr. 
Imo 1he mid-1970s. the beats 
s1artcd hrcaking in a diffcrcm way. 
"i1h party DJs forming crews wilh 
I\ICs who talked over the rhylhm 
I racks. I lip-hop jumped off in New 
York Cit). especially in Harlem and 
the Bron,. where DJs such as. Afri-
ka Bambaarna. Jazzy Jay. Cool 
llcrc and Lillie Theodore. devel-
oped party-time repulations by 
working the crowds al clubs, house 
panics. parks and in 1hc Mreets. 
They were some of lhc firs1 to 
use record turntables (lhe wheels of 
steel) a, in\lrumcn1s. crca1ing new 
sounds by mixing and scra1ching. 
lltroughoul 1hc Big Apple. crews 
s1ar1ed slamming. having MC ba1-
1lcs (rap conlcSIS) that 1ravclecl from 
hook 10 hood. And ii wasn't long 
he fore names such as Kurtis Blow, 
Grandmas1cr Flash and lhe Furious 
Five. 1he Funky Flour Plus one 
More and Run DMC wen1 nation• 
al. By the early 1980s. hip-hop was 
large. and soon 1hc old-school rap• 
pers were passing the mies over to 
a new generation. 
As a result of the rich musical 
1raditions and rituals pracliccd in 
Africa, many grcal musicians and 
musical fonns were born. 
Now. 1herc arc tons of hip-hop 
styles in the house, blending in 
African chants, gospel, blues. funk. 
jaa and 01hcr music fonns. h's all 
a con1inuation of our grea1 legacy. 
Subscribe to 
The Hilltop 
call 
(202) 806-6866 
T H E 
UNIVERSITY CLUB 
ATTENTION 
Applications are now available in the 
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTMTIES 
Blackburn Center, Swtc 117 
for the positions of 
HOMECOMING STEERING COMMITTEE 
CHAIRPERSON and TREASURER 
If you are ready to meet the challenge, attend our interest 
meeting 
I 
Tuesday, February 15 
5:00 - 6:00 pm 
Blackburn Center, Room 148-150 
AJI interested candidates should attend to gain additional 
information regarding the application process, qualifications, 
annual stipend, etc. 
APPLICATION DEADLINE 
12:00 NOON (Sharp) 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17 
) 
ant A 
Free Ride? 
Join The Club. 
~ et a Free Metro Rail One Day Poss* for a quick 
~ trip to Prince Georges Plaza. The first 500 new 
members to join the University Club of Prince Georges Plaza this semester will 
receive o Free Melro Roil One Doy Poss. And once you're o member, you'll 
receive all kinds of special savings and benefits when you shop with us 
throughout the year. To join, simply visit the Customer Service Center, show a 
current college i.d. and fill oul the membership form. If you're already a 
member, stop by the Customer Service Cenler to renew your membership cord 
and pick up a list of this monlh's exciting specials. 
WrrH THE UNJVERSn'Y CLUB AND THE NEW M.ETRO STATION 
AT PRINCE GEORGES PLAZA, GREAT SHOPPll'IO 
IS EASIER THAI'! EVER. 
·r~~ volid oher 9:30 om wetkdoys; all day Solur6oys, Sundays and holidays, Ya!ue 1S, 
PRINCE GE6RG~ 
Prince Georges Pla,a S1alion on Me1ro'1 Green tine ulenskln. 
He<hl's, Wooct..rd & lodv09, The Mark,1plac1, Food (oort and more 11,en I 00 lj)e(lohy ~aces and reslauranll. 
3500 Eosl Wesl Higl,w,,y 13011 5S9.8844 
Hyattsvile. 410 Exil off 8/W Porkwcy Roole 410 and Bekresl Road 
Mondoy • So1urday 1 Dam . 9:30pm; 54Jnday naan • 6pm 
89 
... 
' 
-------------------------------------~-
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All HJLLTOPICS arc due, paid 
in full, the Mondny before publi• 
~ caJ!.on. Announcements by cam-
pus organiztions for meetings, 
seminars or non-profit events arc 
free for 10 words or less and 
$1 for e,·ery additional five words. 
Campus announcements for prof-
it arc charged as in<IJviduals. 
Individuals advertising for the 
purpose of announcing a service, 
buying or selling arc charged $5 
for the first 20 words and $1 for 
every additional five words. Local 
companies arc charged $10 for 
the first 20 words and $2 for 
every five words thereancr. Per• 
sonal ads are $2 for the first 10 
words and $1 for every additional 
five words. 
ANNOONCEMEN'l'S 
lbastmasters has moved to 142 
Blackbum Thurs. 6pm. For more 
information call (202) 328-3109 
Muslim Fnday Jumah Prayer 
Every Friday in Blackburn Center, I 
- 2 PM Mus-
lim Students of H.U. P.O. 
Box4~H.U. 
Washington, DC 20059 
202-291-3790 
Attenhon: All those interested 
in becoming involved in the com-
munity. The Black Dollar Days 
Committee needs volunteers lo 
help plan for the 1994 Black Dol-
lar Days extravagan7.a. For more 
info please caU 865-8047. 
Al.I Howard Poet~ m1eres1ed m 
showcasing their talent in this yea(s 
Poetry Reading Extravaganza, 
Please submit your name and a sam-
ple of your work 10 the UGSA 
office, Blackbum Center, Room 110 
by Feb. l l, 1994. 
Become pan of the MOvE-
MEN'l'! 
CommgSoon: 
1994 H.U. Tulent Showcase. 
All interested contestants 
& volunteers must a11end meeting. 
Tuesday, February 15,1994. 
6:00 p.m. 
Library Lecture Room 
'Ilic Bison Chaper ol Groove Phi 
Brove S.F.I will be sponsoring the 
second pan of its FREE Career 
Development Workshop on Febru• 
ary 5, 1994 from 11 :OOAM 10 4:00 
PM and Februarv 6 Crom 12:00 PM 
10 4:00PM in th~ Blackbum Center. 
Video recordings of actual partici-
pant interviews for instruction in 
interviewing will be the focus. For 
more information call Barrington 
Barrell at (202) 865-872 l. 
A11cn11on all maJors: 'lliere will be 
an AIESECmeeting on Wednesday, 
February 9, 1994 at 6:30PM in the 
School of Business Student Lounge. 
MOvEMEN I',~ key. 
Music Student needed 10 wntc lead 
sheets using Midi and MlLsic no10-
1ion software. Must have a keen ear 
for melody and chord construction. 
Paid per song or per hour. Call Mr. 
Dawson at (202) 882-1447. 
[lie Seventh b ay Adventists ,nv11e 
you 10 Christian Fellowship. Fr. 
7pm, Carnegie Bldg. 
Send the one you love a candy-
gram on Valentine's Day. Alpha 
sweethearts will be selling candy-
grams February 1 through February 
8 in Blackburn from 11 :30 a.m. 
until 2:00 p.m. All candy-grams 
will be delivered. 
A.O. Sports Foundation. luesday, 
8th, 6pm. For students in1eres1ed in 
the spons industry. 
Poets, Mus,c,ans, Dancers! Pamc,-
pale in a Cultural Celebration. Sign 
up outside Rm. I 06, Blackbum by 
Feb. 14 
'ilie brew Rall Dorm C'ounc,I 
believes in the MOVEMENT. 
A:l"l'EN'l'ION ALL Sl'O-
DENTS: If you are interested in 
seeing changes and improvements 
in Financial Aid policies at 
Howard and are willing 10 work 
hard, there will be a meeting. Febru-
ary IO, 1994 at 7 PM at Blackbum. 
Contact Sonya or Rob at 806-7007 
for the details. 
ALl'AA PAI OMEGA Nallonal 
Service Fra1emi1y, lnc. is back!! 
Watch out for more infom1ation. 
NOONDAY PRAYER: Come 
hear Tom Skinner speak on " The 
World, Flesh and the Devil." 
Wednesday, February 9, 1994, 12 
noon, Andrew Rankin Chapel. 
Sponsored by Tom Skinner Associ-
ates. 
All Baltlmorcans: Emergency 
Mandatory meeting of the Balti-
more Club on Thurs. Feb. 10 at 
6pm in Douglass Hall room 116. 
Reason: Building the Baltimore 
Club's unity for campus solidari-
ty. Dues $5.00. Remember, to 
each one reach one for the meet-
ing. 
Attention nil Si'ODEN'l' 
AMBASSADORS: 'There wUJ be 
nn important meeting on Tuesday, 
February 7, at 6:00 p.m. in the 
Hilltop Lounge. Please Attend. 
vALEN I INES'S DAV SPECIAL 
O.1.V.A GRAMS 
Orders will be taken today· 2/11/94 
from 11-5 in the lobby of the Col• 
lege of Fine Arts. Payment is due 
upon placement of order. Cash or 
money orders accepted. 
package l • S)Q 
A card, a Natural Strawberry or 
Dark Chocolate rose, and two hean 
ballons. pack-
age 2 - $15 Pack-
age I with a teddy bear 
package 3, • $25 
package 2 with Champagne and a 
glass 
Additional Ucms 
Chocolate roses -$2 
Balloons - $5 
Teddy Bears - S5 
Pick up orders on 2/14/94 from 9-5 
in the lobby of the College of Fine 
ArK 
Ilic Comm111ee 10 Elect Omar 
Karim for Undergraduate Trustee 
asks all students 10 join the MOVE-
MENT. 
"'l HE Sl'ODEN I'S MOST BE 
HEARD! Suppon Omar Karim 
for Undergraduate Trestee and Thlib 
Karim for Graduate Trustee." 
Ralph Smith, Prsidenl IEEE 
RAMAl>HAN IS HERE 
The Muslim Students of Howard 
University invite the members of 
the community to the lflar Dinners. 
Dates: Friday, 
February JI , 1994 Friday, February 
18, I 994 Friday, February 
25. 1994 Friday, March 4, 
1994 Friday. 
March 11, 1994 
Time: 5:30pm 
Location: Blackburn Center 
'Ilic Nauonal ol Society of Black 
Engineers (NSBE) wants MOVE-
MENT in '94. 
ROWARD GOSPEL CIIOIR 
25TH YEAR REUNION 
Saturday, April 16, 1994 
7:30p.m. 
Cramlon Auditorium 
6th & Fairmonl Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 
For Further Information: 
(202) 462-3655-William Brawer 
(301) 593-17~-Jeffery Waddy 
ALL I AOSF IN I ERES'l'ED IN 
WRmNG FOR THE SPORTS 
SECTION, PLEASE ATTEND 
TUF.SD'S SECTION MEETING 
IN THE HILLTOP OFFICE AT 
5:30 p.m. ANY QUESTIONS CAL 
L MONICA /\T 806-6866. 
Ilic Coinm111ee 10 Elect Omar 
Karim for Undcrgnaduate Trustee 
asks all students 10 join the MOVE-
MENT. 
Atlenuon: All those interested 
in becoming involved in the com-
munity. 1lle Black Dollar Days 
Committee needs volunteers to 
help plan for the 1994 Black Dol-
lar Days cxtn1vaganza. For more 
info please call 865-8047. 
·'If )OU want 10 empower 16e mass• 
es, stan with yourself, and become 
part of the MOVEMENT" TIFINI 
JACKSON, ENGINEERING STU-
DENT COUNCIL TREASURER 
THE Bison Chapter of Groove Phi 
Groove S.F.I. will be sponsoring 
FREE Resume Writing and Inter-
viewing Workshops at the Black-
bum Center on January 29, Febru-
ary 5 and February 6. For further 
information. contact Barrington 
Barrell at (202) 865-8721. 
"QOES'l1ON! DOACIIONS 
TRULY SPEAK LOUDER 
THAN WORDS! If so, vote 
Omar Karim for Undergraduate 
Trustee." Institute of Electrical & 
Electronic Engineers. 
HOWARD SI ODEN I'S m1eres1-
ed in candidly discussing is.sues 
regarding DEATH and DYING for 
a Graduate Study. Please call Jewel 
al (202) 884- 1465. 
SERVICES 
Speed Reading Course. lnple 
your speed and comprehension in 6 
weeks. No cost. 2400 16th $1. NW. 
Call 234-0840 for more info. 
vCRServ1ce 
Free Estimates 
All work guaranteed 
Call John at (202) 882-2845 or 
(202) 234-0840. 
Need a vacauon?! Stressed out 
forn1 School?! Kiss those blues 
good-bye with an end of the year 
trip lo Jamaica. Only $550.00 for 1 
week of fun in the sun! Airfare and 
hotel accomadations included! 
"Come 10 Jamaica" is sponsored by 
the American Society of Mechani• 
cal Engineers. For more infom1a-
1ion call (202) 667-2086. 
THE HILLTOP 
HELP WANTED 
Pae,hca Radio sekS 10 hli posi-
tions at WPFW-FM in Washington, 
D.C. Closing Date February 18, 
1994. WPFW is a non-profit, lis-
tener supponcd radio siation in 
Washington, D.C., and is one of the 
five stations in the Pacifica nework. 
Broadcasting 50,000 waits, WPFW 
serves much of the area around the 
nation ·s captial with African -Amer-
ican roots music, heavilyweighted 
with jazz, a wide range of public 
affairs programs, and local and 
national news. We seek the follow-
ing. Development Director: 
Rcsponisble for development 
activites that inclued membership. 
Direct mail, annual gifts, major gifts 
and capital campaigns. Skills need-
ed: Fundraising, planning, research, 
analysis and communication, and 
computer/database. Three years 
development experience and Bache• 
lor's degree. Salary $32,000, excel-
lent benefits. 
Subscription/Data Entry: 
Manage 25,000 record subscription 
datab:ise on MEMSYS 3.0, respon-
sible for all data entry and reporLS, 
software and hardware maintaince, 
system adm inistration. strategical 
and financial rcpons. Skills needed: 
type 70 WPM, knowlegde of DOS, 
MEMSYS or similar database. 
Salary: S24,oot, excellent benefits. 
Program 
Djrector: The Program Director is 
responsible for the supervision and 
coordination of all programming. 
Skills needed: planning, budgeting, 
audience and fundmising analysis 
including Arbitron data, general 
management and supervision. Five 
years experience in public radio 
programming. Salary $32,000, 
excellent benefits. 
Send cover le11er and resume 10: 
WPFW-FM 
Phil Watson, General Manager 
702 H Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
Alncan-Amencan women ( 18 and 
ov er) arc needed for a study of dis-
coloration of the skin (dark spots) 
on fare/forearms. This test will 
compare the effectiveness of two 
fade creme., currently in use. P.Jr· 
1icipan1s will be evaluated by a 
board cenified dermatologist and 
will be paid for panicipaling. 
Please call (202) 857-0383 for fur-
ther details. 
Afncan-Amencan Women (18 and 
over) arc needed for a study of the 
effectiveness of a facial moisturizer 
in alleviating dry skin. Panicipants 
will be evaluated by a board ceni-
fied dem1a1ologis1 and will be paid 
for panicipating. Plea.'>C call (202) 
857-0383 for futher de1a1ls. 
Piano I nstuctor Needed 10 teach 3 
kids, Ages 4,6,8. Prefer student 
with creative imagination. Call Mr. 
Dawson at (202) 882-1447. 
'llie Prudential Realty Group, a 
national commercial real estate firm 
is seeking a bright, outgoing indi-
vidual 10 share job responsibilities 
for our busy fomt desk. If you arc 
aniculate, efficient and enjoy peo-
ple, we want 10 talk 10 you! Thi, is 
a pan-time position with hours from 
8:30 a.m. 10 5:30 p.m. Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday. EOE 
M/F/1-W. Please send your resume 
10: The Prudential Realty Group, 
Alln L-4, 1200 K Street Suite I 000, 
Washington, DC 20005 or fax it 10 
(202) 289-0282. 
Math l\itor needed for 4th trader 
near campus. Must be honest, reli-
able and have transportation. Pay 
negotiable. (202) 232-2619 or 
(410) 720-0743. 
CROISE SIOPS HIRING. Earn 
up 10 $2000+/mo. on Cruise Ships 
or Land-Tour companies. Summer 
& Full-Time employment available. 
No exp necessary. For info. Call I· 
206-634-0468 ext. C5302 
Earn $500 • $1000 weekly stuff-
ing envelopes. For details• RUSH 
$1.00 with SASE to: GROUP 
FIVE 57 
Greentn.>e Drive, Suite 307 
Dover, OE 19901 
MA.REA DIFFERENCE IN A 
WOMAN'S LIFE!!! Calvary 
Emergency Women's sheller needs 
volunteers for the evening shift 
(7pm - 10pm) and the overnight 
shift (10pm -8am) Please caU 202-
783-6651. 
Would you bke $1000 For Four 
hours of your time. Learn how to 
make extra money. No selling/ 
Recorded information, 24 hour hot-
line. (202) 686-4777 ext. 357. 
OPPOkl ONl'n ES AWAI I' ... 
DON'T MlSS Otrr! LEARN 
ABOUT THE FINANCIAL 
INDUSTRY Part-lime and full-
time teller positions available imme• 
diately with the Department of Jus-
tice Federal Credit Union. Cash 
handling, customer servie experi-
ence, organizaitonal skills arc a 
plus! Flexible day-time hours, com-
petitive salaries, room to advance. 
Good credit history is a must! 
Located in Wa~hingtOn near 2 
Metro stops. Send resume 10: 
DOJFCU, Human Resources. P.O. 
Box 782, Washington, DC 20044-
0782 
Junior Orb.in Mentor Program 
Internship: If you are interested in 
helping, teaching and being a ment 
for inner city kids or recruiting other 
students 10 become mentors for 
inner city kids Call: Tom Brigg.s 
(202) 26509176 J.U.M.P I lours: 
Tuesday & jThursday 3:00 • 5:45 
One Saturday in the month. 
Earn between $50 - $200+ per hr. 
Career or job, your chioce. Full or 
PT positions available. Car pre• 
ferred, but not required. Opportuni-
ty 10 travel and make your own 
schedule. Only serious applicants 
need apply. Call (202) 434-2907 
College mother willing to trade 
babysilling time with other mothers 
who need childcare during classes. 
Interested? Call Denise (202) 882-
9665 
PAID INIERNSHIP LN ENvl-
RONMENTALJOURNALISM: 
Greenwire, a daily environmental 
news service. has a paid editorial 
internship for the Spring ·•94 semes• 
ter available immediately. Reguire-
ment: Strong writing skills and an 
interest in energy and cvironmental 
issues. Fa., resume 10 703-237-
9 I 00, a11n: Sarah Lynch. 
FOR SALE 
DISCOON'l' FORNI I ORE: Liv-
ing room & Dining room sets, Sofa 
beds from $9'>.00; 1\vin Beds 
S60.00; Full $75.00; Desks from 
$40.00; Dressers from $25.00; 
ALw Tables, Files, more. Delivery 
and Phone orders available. Friend-
1} Furniture Co. 301-699-1778. 
For Sale: a sol abed futon: SIOO. 
Call Ayanna (301)277-2319 
For Sale: 12 mch RCA ielev1s1on. 
It's Color and gets good reception. 
Only $75.00 or best offer. Call and 
leave a message. (202) 667-0277. 
FOR RENI' 
L:irge room $280 + £lee., Wash• 
er/Dryer, Dishwasher, free cable. 
Three (3) blocks from campus. 
11th and Harvard. Cull 232-5177 
aner 6:00 p.m. Ask for Barrett. 
Females: Furnished rooms m 
house with modem kitchen, washer 
and dryer, den with cable color TV. 
Each room has wall to wall carpel, 
air conditioning, walk-in closet, and 
a private phone line. Three blocks 
from campu,. Contact: Mr. Wad-
dell at (202) 265-5359 
t'ONDOMINIOM l·OR REN I': 
LEDROIT PARK/HOWARD UNI-
VERSITY 
2 bedroom, fully fumishcd, wall to 
wall carpel, washer/dryer, deck, 
secured entry with intercom system, 
air conditioning, $825.00 plus elec-
tric, Availavlc May I, 1994. Call 
Mrs. Powell at 703-914-3326 
'I akc a look at the New Ams1erdan1 
Apnnments. Call Today (202) 265-
5359 or ~lop by at 1375 Faim1on1 
St., N.W. Wall to wall carpet. mod-
ern kitchens, washer and dryer on 
premise, mini blinds, sentex St.-curity 
system, central heat & air, dish-
washer, reserved parking available. 
'two bedrooms avmable for 
immediate occupancy located 1 
block from campus. Fully fur-
nished w/" carpet, ceiling fans 
excellent opportunity for maure 
students.$ 275 & $285 per month 
Coll (301) 350-8358. 
WAN I ED: Female lo share 
rebuilt 2 Br. apt. 1st month's rent 
$100.00, depoist required. 2 
blocks from MedicaVDenllll 
schools, central air conditioning, 
wall to wall carpet, good security, 
furnished. Call 202-723-4646 
anytime, nvailablc immediately 
For Rent: Spacious I BR apan-
ment + den. Close 10 Howard Uni-
versity. Quiet b1ock. ideal environ• 
ment for study> $450/month • no 
utilitie.s, paid. Call after 7 pm (202) 
291-5819 
Rooms: Newly renovated building 
wall to wall carpel, good security. 
Rents start at $295.00 including 
heal and hot water. Call 723-4242, 
anytime. 
LARGE ROOM FOR REN'I~ 
Blocks from Campus, on Harvard. 
Washer/Dryer, central air/heat, free 
cable. $280 + elec. A~k for Barrell. 
(202) 232-5177 
!!ROOMMXIES NEEDED!! 
New Amsterdam Apts. Guys and 
Girls should apply. Immediate 
occupancy available. Includes Wall 
to wall carpet, modem kitchens, and 
sentex security systems. Call today 
(202) 265-5359 or stop by Fair-
maont St., N.W. 
'" 
1-900-267-0088 EXT. 8273 
$3.99 per rm. 
Must be 18 yrs. 
Procal Co. (002) 954-743> 
Fairmont St-Three (3) furnished 
rooms in house 1/2 block 10 cam• 
ptLs. Each room has: carpel, air 
conditioner, keyed locks. Den. 
kitchen, washer/dryer. Utilities 
paid. Security deposit. Shown by 
appointment. Mr.,. Thoma,, (301) 
464-2931. 
P£RSONAIS 
5th of Dru: . I he way to your 
R.A. 's bean is through peace and 
quiet (hours!!!!) Love 
Oerrike 
Kristin Vaughan, Family has 
always come fir,t for me, and I 
want you 10 know I've missed you 
100. But even though I'm gradual• 
ing. I'll always be only a phone call 
away. I love you, and I'm proud of 
'you. Your Corn,in 
Happy :bih B,nhclay 10 Beth A. 
Brown from yo hrudda, even tho 
you're not here to see it, I wish you 
all the best as you go 10 get that 
PhD. See ya on your spring break! 
Bum, It's stningc, but I nuss you 
alot. lloipe 10 ~ee you ~oon. P.S. 
I'll still make you dinner (smile). 
E.M. 
Arthur & Arnold, 
Whatv.z up ... ? Arc we 
gonna have a •·TOP OFTilE 
WORLD" Part II or whut?I? (it's 
aalll ... good!!) SMILE 
Signed, 
No Nnme Necessary 
Eagle's Ian: Uh damn! You 
talked sh_t for a year and no" 
you feel stupid. Doe.so 't it make 
you mad? It makes me mod, 2 in 
o row!!!! Cowbo)S fan. 
Cowboys Fan: Your team may 
be the Champs, but that's okay, 
the season will be back on the 
scene in seven months and so will 
the EAGLES!! Oh, b) the »ay, 
what about those Dallas l\tnver-
icks? 
SNlfFLE.S. 
We don '1 need 10 let anoth-
er weekend go by without Tanquer• 
ay, you. Tevin. & me (smile). 
DLG 
'Iii amo amber. 'le qmcro mucho 
raulo. 
D'l'O-lt's been hve months ond 
one day. All I can SD) is, ooh 
Baby, how I lo,c )OUr l>U). 
'lb the Neckbone Cre": Can I get 
a meal or ., key? Chad, where are 
my 1110tsie rolls? Courtland, where 
is the funk) bunch? Jerome, where 
i~ your room and are you ,lecpy or 
have you had too much? DJrryt. 
Fe~ 
'} . . ' · .. ·:, •' . 
1-900-267-008800 !: 
S3.99 per min. 
Must be 18yr;. 
Procall Co. (602) ~ ·, 
aka Carlton, I like the grctnClj 
in your door window. AooAI.. 
can't really go there, but I II: 
time for a ,lurpce. Lene~ 
Shni 
Send yo1,r lo 
one (or ontsJ• 
Valentint 
Hilltopic!! 
$1 for tbt 
10 u,ords and 
cents. (or et>ery 
words the1-en 
Deadline is 
Mondny11t 
5P Ill .111 •••• 
FROM WASHINGTON ROUND TRIP TO 
CAPE"'OWN 
JOHANNESBURO 
NAIR081 
HARARE 
OAR ES SAi.EM 
$1299 
121'9 
1'39 
1019 
1«9 
L:ISAKA 
Ll~EAON 
ENTEBBE 
ULONOW£ 
AFR,C,,. SPEC/Al.tSrs FOR 16 Y!:ARS 
TOUR DESIGN 
800-472-1200 
ll fl.Ultr.•T~l "1tt·~ PfTf"oltl 1(,11. r, lttll 
Nt)ff 1\,1,TJ '> .'-J .\•J(I-_ '' " 4 W"""'«" 
.a.,A ._.; · , ;"'"'"'_.. HOH x....-XJ'll liiL.0-II,, 
~:t.US!KU.CW C AU. ftn'J'I' 
Doors Open At IJ.pl'n 
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-Vo 
-
DJ -rll From Quigley'i 
/./,- ~eg&ae 0 ol 
P/./o~ Old sc.X' 
O DJ BERIARDspinningaASS 
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Come As You 
